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deserts him and he drowns like a rat in a
hole. The insurgent general, Ruiz Riveria,
—a gentleman of culture and once of wealth
—was sent to that fortress a few months
ago, after his refusal to accept freedom
from Blanco on conditions of his supporting autonomy, and there he is now, if yet
alive, undergoing what horrors, who can
say? Within the last fortnight more than
30 persons within my own knowledge have
been arrested on the indefinite charge of
“conspiracy.” They were respectable, lawabiding citizeus—most of them of means
and position; but all were Cubans, suspected of favoring the cause of their countrymen in the field.
Just where they are now’,
nobody knows. Not a wmrd has been heard
of the evidence against them, or of their
defense. Some unknown statement of the
police to the authorities led to their arrest;
and on this showing, with no opportunity
offered of defending themselves, they may
be deported—God knows where, or to meet
what horrible fate. This is no fancy picture, but absolute facts. The deportations
are made in the name of the new Autonomist Cabinet and under its authority.
Do
you wonder that the Cubans decline to
trust in its tender mercies or to pin their
faith on any more Spanish promises?

The Spanish classes in Havana
believe
that war with the United States I8
imminent
and are preparing for it.
Notwithstanding
their excessive
politeness, they would eniov
tearing Americans limb from limb, but are
temporarily held in cheek by the authorities
whom they trust implicitly.
Premature induigence m anti-American demonstrations
would be had policy indeed; but what
the
army and the populists all would do, in the
hrst wild paroxysms of
in
case war is
rage,
declared and the restraint removed can
only be guessed by remembering what enraged Spaniards have doue in the past The
national character has not
changed much
since Cortez toasted the feet of
his prisoner
of war, Guatomotzin, and Piz irro
strangled
the last of the Incas and the
pious Conquistadores of the West Indies amused themselves by seeing their dogs tear
defenseless
Indians iu pieces. The Cuban
planters in
remote places, each of whom has been compelled to feed and pay a hundred or more
Spanish soldiers fur alleged “protection,”
expect that if worst comes to worst, these
leeches, who have preyed upon, insulted
and tyranized over them for three
long
years, will celebrate their retreat
by burning the place, if not murdering the proprietor.
About as little is kuowu in Havana id
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because of its sacred worth.he will honor all men
whatever their circumstances and condition, acto them that respect which is the
just
tribute to simple manhood, and putting himself
at their service as it
may be required, and always
himself
with
a
conducting
high sense of honorableness in every relation of life. He will keep
the second of tfie two great commandments on
which hang all the law and the prophets—loving
one’s neighbor as one’s self. The ideal of knighthood is answered at its highest I have thought in
what has been called “the Christian commandment of honor,” as given iu the New Testament
Scriptures: “See that you despise not one of these
little ones,” which is illustrated in that finest
“lesson of courtesy and true gentility of conduct,” “unsurpassed” as some one has said, “in
all the poetry of < liivalry,” in the words o' Jesus
concerning the gift of a cup of cold water only to
the least of the disciples. The story of Sir
Philip
Sidney, whether mythical or no, is rightly the
classical illustration of the noblest chivalry. The
djing commander on the field of Zutphen refusing the cup that it may be bestowed on a poor soldier, fainting like himself, and as needv of the
cooling drink, is type of the perfect Christian
gentleman—courteous and tender.
Knighthood at its best is just this tlmughtfuluess of the rights, claims and feelings of others,
and tenderness in devotion to the very neediest
who can I e helped by a brave heart and a
strong
hand, whatever the personal cost or sacrifice.
I', is apparent whence the soul of valor comes.
To be without coinage would be to be no knight
at all. The knight of old had courage of superb
quality whatever else he lacked. This we have
seen, and herein at least every knightly spirit today is of ancient lineage. The character of this
courage has a finer moral element.
It is more
than physical hardihood and tlie daring of venturesome exploit.
It was more than that in the
olden time, 1 believe, with him who was a true
knight of the cross. But very manifestly now
the nobler moral element stands out. To respect
one’s self for what one really is. and to be kindly
and loving and helpful to every other being made
in the divine image, demands sometimes that a
man be valorous in quick response to the call of
duty He may now and again have to wear a
sword—not for ornament merely, not as a threat
ever, but for use in a righteous 'cause-the sword
Excalibur which the blameless Arthur wore iu
Tennyson’s vision of the ideal knight,
“Who reverenced his conscience as his king;
Whose glory was, redressing human wrongs.”
His is a courage that will think and speak
and act the truth, a courage neither prompted
nor hindered by any teachings merely worldly
wise, which will dare and die if need be for the

Knighthood.

Sir Knights of Palestine Commandery, and
friends all: in casting about what 1 might say
to-ilav that would he appropriate and tuggestive,
,i is THE PAPER for Maine Seafartlie theme that made strongest appeal to my owu
The longer I
heart was this—True Knighthood
ing People.”
pondered it, the more clearly did this theme as it
Look shape in my mind seem to fit in both with
the thought of this Easter-tide and the character
illation in City and County
and purpose of this service, and the patriotic interest absorbing to every soul oi us in this day
Without
of our country’s perplexity and trial.
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For one square, one inch
considered, may yet converge in one subject, leav;.,u, 75 cents for one week, anil
ing that rather to appear in precept anti illustrasubsequent insertion.
tion as we proceed, let me ask you first to fix your
attention upon a definition. It is always well to
begin with definition—especially when there is no
us of
Journal.
text.
What is true knighthood? I fancy we may not
find an entirely satisfactory answer to that quesPAGE 1.
tion l»v traveling back to the mediaeval age. The
C !'>an Capital..A Public Meetdavs of chivalry are invested to our imagination
St*\\s of the Granges..True
with a glamour'of romance that is likely to blind
us to the actual knight ami his deeds of daring
mery
Openings.. .Concerning
.Personal...Secret Societies..
and pride in respect of the quality of true noble\ universary.
men.
For when we are out irom the spell of the
tale of war and tourney, the hero of
the movements of the
PAGE 2.
insurgent army as id dazzling
lance and sword is shrunk to the size of a common
the doings in the United States.
• aWashington Letter.. Death
As children who read fairy tales
man alter all
Suppose
.vmau..\e\v York Fashions..
Congress were to declare war early in April. and believe in beautiful spirits and elves of
Waldo County Grange. .CaliGomez, whose headquarters are now in nigh tv magic, one day make the sad discovery
■«'.
In the Philippines. A
Sauta Glara Province, would learn it withthat there aie no fairies, so we who study history
Clulcott.
in a week ; hut another week or teu
with sober mind and get back of the fair dreams
days of the
PAGE 3.
poet and the romauiic coloring of the novel
would elapse before all the
Insurgent isi. learn
that there were no knights? no, not
■m
Methodists Opposed to
camps, scattered over nine-tenths id the is- 1 that, luit that the
knight if nobler than some
>ii! Alaska. Oapt.
8.
1'.
Evans,
land, could be informed. Meanwhile Spain I other who was not a knight, was still not as
unlike..The Eden Land Case..
ot time to
me speecnes of Senators Proctor, Thurs- I nimiu nave plenty
nobieas he might have been. This is not to say,
reernit liei.!■ poem:..A Tarantella (poem).
garrisoned towns and tlie mobs to have their mi! *1 von, that it is nor well ever to believe in
ton, Gallinger anti others iu the United
PAGE 4.
For some time past iifies— or m Knignis. mu muy ma-isome nue uay
way in the cities.
1 we awake to facts ami mast deal with truth in life
States Congress, have just reached here, in Gomez has been disposing his men so as
\ nied Intervention.. Editorials.,
to i ai. historv unidealized. 1 am not sure that a eer•dituarv .The Churches.
part or entire, aud their most thrilling sen- take tlie earliest possible advantage of any | tain English historian is quite just in his jiulgaction of the United States in Cuba’s, favor
PAGE b.
tences are beiug circulated, privately, from
! inent when in reference to the ferocious, brutal
There is 200 miles stretch of barren
Belfast.
country conduct of Edward I and his retainers in a tourmouth to mouth ; for in these days nobody
between Santa Clara Province and Havana, ![ nament with the Court of Chalons, he speaks of
PAGE 6.
in which no army could find
in Cuba dares to openly read or repeat sedisubsistence; chivalry as “that compound of physical daring and
Came Laws..Bath’s Battalion,
but the insurgents are prepared to cross it moral cowardice, of sensitive honor and broken
If the grateful Cubans ever
tThe Cattle Industry in the tious language.
faith." But most surely, chivalry of old was not
when the right time comes. Gomez is no
lo'sa's Easter Offering.. Literary do
we have somegain independence through the interven- mean General. He moves his men like the j always the tine, magnificent, thing
Tom Reed and the Barber..
how conceived it. And even the knight enlisted
of Royalty The Lonely Pine tion of the United States, they will look
pawns on a checker board, after careful de- I under the banner of the cross, who had taken the
liberation. For weeks lie has been
Maine.Death of
mg of the
moving I three monastic vows of* poverty,|chastity and obeupon these gentlemen and a few bold joursmall detachments toward
Register of Deep w ater Vessels. 1
Havana, and dience, who was the defender of the holy sepulnalists as their actual saviours.
Fancy thousands of them are already safely stowed chre and sworn protector of the pilgrims journeypage 7.
not have been found on closest
The Kindergarten
away in the mountains within GO miles of us. ing thither, might
Pointed Representative Amos J. Cummings, or Sento represent all the virtues of knightoid Lodge N. E. Order of ProtecThey are now strong enough to forage on acquaintance
ator Thurston, glasses and all, or any modhood as we conceive it now in the ideal. Still let
and
the zones of cultivation close to the fortified me
treachery
Perfidy.
say that I am inclined to believe from a recent
ern newspaper
man
posed as a “Patron towns, and are so numerous that
PAGE 8.
Spaniards reading of what seems t > be a discriminating stuoy
Saint.”
Because of vague rumors of im- dare not risk an attack. Tlie Weyier trocha of the Templars by James Anthony Froude, that
-..County Correspondence..Ship
of the Temple were in their general
Births.. Marriages.. Deaths...
pending conflict between Spam aud Uncle to the west of the Capital is practically the Knights
personnel men of not a few admirable virtues.
vs
.Transfers in Real Estate.
and the rebels in tlie province of
Samuel, trunks are packed in hundreds of abandoned,
our sympathy goes out to them in the
Certainly
boars.
of Pinar del Rio will have no trouble in
persecution under Philip the Fair of
homes, and arrangements secretly complet- crossing it. They could easily make a junc- unjust
France, which resulted in the extermination of so
tion
with
the
forces
in
the
so
far
as
east
and
the dissolution of the order. They were
for
of
inside
a
immediate
ed,
many
possible,
trom the Cuban Capital.
flitting. week. From
brave. They were proud. P was the bravery and
any housetop in Havana one
According to the usage of civilized warfare, may see insurgent
the
of the soldier. To quote a paragraph
pride
campfires in the nearby from Froude:
>ion Between the I'nited States
should the city be bombarded by the United hills, and their frequent raids
upon railway
\ fleets American Residents of
on the testimony of their worst ene“Always
States battleships, due notice would be trains and small bodies of Spanish soldiers mies, wherever there
was lighting to be done with
\I1 Ready for a Sudden Flitting;.
speak well for their courage.
the infidel the Templars were in the thickest of it.
the
American
citizens
and
given
means
for
of tin* Spanish Soldiers.
GoFannie B. Ward.
No man ever knew a Templar a coward. Again
their transportation to other points provid.trees.
and again in Palestine, when their ranks were thin
and the Saracens hemmed them round in thoued.
A Public
With war-vessels iu front, insurgents
in Brooks
•rrespondence of The Journal. J |
sands, the Templars stood still until the last man
of them feil on the field, or fell afterwards for h'S
pouring in from the rear, and desperate Discusses the Cuban
(Hha, March 27th.
Returning
Question.
Patriotic
faith
if carried oil a wounded prisoner. Such
Spaniards at their last gasp in the
m a oOO-mile quest forinformaSpeeches by Veterans ami Suns of Veter- lighting was rarely or never seen among the bravmidst, “a hot time iu the old town,”
est men that ever lived.”
the
c
ans.
ulture
of
Tig
sugar cane, I
But as to our definite n. If we may not find in
would feebly express the situation iu
•us quiet brooding over the
Brooks boasts of an intelligent, well read the perfect Christian knight of old—him of the
doomed
Havana!
Just
now
militant arm and chimerical imagithe
one
“pious
•5 the stillness
that presages a
people, who are interested in all matters nation,”heart,
the concrete embodiment of true knightpredominating element is the military.
en a West India cyclone is at
hood
after
the
to
the
pattern of our enlarged modern
pertaining
general welfare of the
The streets are literally lined with men aud
ideal, yet he alfords us- more than a suggestion of
did birds dee to their coverts
country. Last Saturday, at the suggestion the supreme virtue we seek. He was a man of
in
boys
Spain’s blue cotton uuiforms; hotels of James E.
seems in a swoon, so unnatuhonor as we esteem it most highly
Chandler, Esq., some sixty of honor—not
still that was the pre-eminent idea he repare packed with officers, and the
quietest the citizens of the town met at the G. A. It. now,hut
**.
One alarming fact is the
resented. He enforced his rights with his lance,
pedestrian is jostled on the streets by ; lower hall for au informal talk
he made laws with his sword—in this he may have
n of insults to Americans.
upon the been cruel and
soldiers and halted at ever\ corner after
ofttimes, but it was
art* no longer flouted in pubissues that are just now attracting the at- j for honor's sake unpitying
he protested. And if he gave
night fali by the click of the musket aud the ! tention of the whole
i the familiar shouts of "muHe
The meeting no quarter, neither did he expect any.
country.
stern query “Quien Vive?”
uieu ior muior.
He might break Ins worn as to
The average j was called
to order and duly organized, I some
iricano!" is no more heard,
things, he might even prove treacherous
soldier is not an object to inspire !
Spanish
after which remarks were made by different j with the enemy, hut lie was no true knight if he
resnlents, from the highest
was faSe to his covenant vows.
That is impresterror, or even respect. He is under-sized, *
i‘e
gentlemen and arrangements made for a | sively illustrat'd again ami again in the histoix
government to the newof
often manifestly
in
uuder-fed,
slouching
the
I
1’tmplars. W hen Sala<lm destroyed the Chris•ns
from
at
public meeting to he held under the auspices
all
Spain
m the battle ol Lake Gennesaretli m
gait and hang-dog in general appearance— of the veterans and
tian^aimy
soils of veterans of the
t-ss
1187. the Grand .Master and many knights were
personified—are now al- about as wide a contrast as can well
be irn- !
taken prisoners
In admiration ol their daring
as in their deportment toward
place. In accordance with this arrangement Saladm
offered to make them princes of his own
to “the West Point cut” which is the
agined
a large and enthusiastic audience
i. iH'ie Sail
Not that they
if they would change then creed. The
gathered
empire
American standard of what a warrior should 1
alternative was death. They all refused and were
at Union church Monday evening, April
better; oh uo.
The true Spanall plain. And it is pretry well authenticated, I bebe. These may understand the theory and j
11th, to listen to a discussion of the Cuban lieve, that a very small minority
'..■ugerous when most polite.
the Templars
fornxv«*re t hem-el ves under the diabolical tenures
'•
when hr gives or accepts practice of war all right, but somehow the question and our relations with Spain.
inflicted In King Philip and his inquisitors in the
true martial ardor does not seem to extend
>■
was Weyleriu his bloodiest
The Brooks Band very kindly volunteered great persecution. Whatever we .kness the Grand
down into their backbone and legs. But do
Master De Molay may ban- shown at the first,
their services and added much to the interSpan -l> brigand says, “Parsurpi i»ed perhaps into making a confession prelift imagine that America will have any easy
■nur,” with utmost courtesy,
est of the evening. The Veterans and Sous
pare'; by others, at the last moment, in the public
walk-over it she comes down here to settle of
assembly, lie denied hold y the trumped-up false
g
Veterans were out in force and tlie dags
dagger between your ribs,
hood, to he immediately hurried awa\ to the stake.
the Cuban question by force of arms! These
this was the spirit of the order. Honor, then
of the two bodies were appropriately
Hidalgo, like Shakespeare’s
draped And
let it he said, such as it was, according t<* the
fellows fight, like crazy at the back of
when he murders and mur- slouehy-looking
the altar. There was a large ethical standard of the
age, was the great knightfiends under excitement ami the' Spaniards
smiles.
representatic u of the ladies of the place, and ly word, the chiefest Knightix idea As the world
understood him, as he understood himsell. the
are certain to do wild things when the crisis
taken all together it. was a line audience
alio at in Havana that Conknight ol old was first, last, always, a man of
comes.
The tragedy of the “Maine,” iu a ; The
g up bis mind for President
meeting was called to order by Win. honor.
P.ut we are not done with definition.
time of tranquility, is a faint foreshadowing
What
|
la- due of doing something at
Commander of George G. Davis Post, knighthood was is of sm ill matter unless we
1 Briggs,
are
j
of what may be expected in the expiring
G. A. R., who invited M. J. Dow, Esq., to helped thereby to see what knighthood might to
eg Cuba, and that History
he now. its supreme obligation is still that of
throes of outraged national “honor.” Fif- ;
preside.
about
to
record
{■lifted pen,
.'lonorahleness. The ohivalric soul to-day is deteen thousand new recruits have recently
After brief remarks by the chairman, voted to the cause of honor, but hoi,or as we ingravest consequence; but we
terpret it in this age of clearer vision, sounder
arrived from Spain, fresh and well equipped.
James
E.
tMe of what is going on in the
Chandler, Esq., was tailed for and thought and finer leeling. The spirit of Christ
The hungry army has been having extra rahas not been working in the world through all
tnd least of all in Washinggave an interesting address upon the historthese centuries in vain. We
credit to the
tions of late and plainly show the bracing ical
relations of our present attitude to- noble men of mediaeval days,give
despite the close
of a few square meals, aud the
ward Spain.
He was followed by John H. connection sometimes between tlieir nobleness
ocal papers, under the pres- qualities
and folly, but for ourselves we must hold a higher
half-starved horses of the cavalry have been
Gordon, who earnestly advocated war as ideal, and be more ex. cting of ourselves in its
rship, publish nothing adrealization. The Christian ethicist does not regai d
by well fed ones, stolen from the only alternative under
it is no longer possible to replaced
condiexisting
honor as one of the simple virtues, but a com
Cuban haciendas. The uniforms of officers tions. C. E.
cates journals in the regular
Lane made a very able argu- posite virtue rather, and while it is Hot easv to
and men are evidently cut from the same
define in wiiat lies its secret and charm, yet it'is a
the post office; they are simment, sustaining the administration in its correct
analysis, it seems tome, which discovers in
piece—coat and trousers of blue and white conservative action and
n the lump, or dumped into
depreciting war honor a triple spirit. It is said by Lamartine that
denim.
the
of the crusader was animated by the
can accuse any of
striped
chivalry
Nobody
'.at is the last of them, so far
except as a last resort. He was n favor of
spirit of faith, the spirit of war, the spirit of adthem of wearing corsets, as do some of our
tu subscribers are concerned,
peace even if we have to fight to maintain venture, and he makes the knight, therefore,
fledglings in the military service; but why, it. Comrades Briggs and Hobbs demauded possessed of three souls—religion,War and glory.
cict} of seeing American news£o we preserve a threefold division, although
in Heaven’s name—wil^somebody tell us,
that the honor of our flag be uphe.d. Capt. making a different cistinction. Our modern
's through
private meansknight h;is three souls, also. He is the soul <*f
why—do army tailors, the wide world over, E. L. Bartlett of the Sons of Veterans
visional copy, brought by some
said self respect, the soul of respect for others, and the
put the seat of the trousers near the curve of that as the blood of
the veterans of 38(11 sou of valor. This is honor—to venerate one’s
given to friends ashore, to he
own true worth, to regard the interests and needs
the knee-joints and the waists of the jackets flowed in
t iated from house to house and
their veins so tvould their patriot- of one’s brother
man, to be brave to do whatever
to the armpits? The officers wear a
is just and loving. This it is to be a knight
ism lead them to emulate them in
band as a precious but danger- midway
fighting
—to lie pure, unselfish, and to serve.
few gilt stars on their coat sleeves and a
We might
for the honor of our nation.
I fancy I hear one exclaim,
say almost that this is the essence of Clirisitanity.
white canvas hat; while the enlisted men
It is indeed that on the side of conduct.
in to say that it is
Isaac
Leathers
had
faith
in
danand
actually
McKinley
Knights Templar, and friends all who wear
wear hats of panama straw, turned
up on
his Cabinet and illustrated his position by not
a newspaper in the house?”
the trappings and insignia of knighthood,
one side and fastened with a rosette.
The an anecdote.
but yet believe in that of which plume and sash
A copy of The .Journal, for
and ladge are merely the outward sxmbol, you
volunteers, corresponding to our National
*■ the war-like matters in
Deacon
Hiram
Pattee believed in war only perceive how very high and noble is your
it,
calling.
1 am reminded of Haxvker’s description of tire
■st
issue-. I saw1 contained, if Guard, act as adjuncts to the city police.
when other means for an honorable vindicaGrail seekers in “The Quest of the Sangreal
Their
rnoui ting aud inspection every
guard
tion of our honor had failed.
-day oi one's table in Havana
“There stood the knights ! stately, and tern, and
ient to send the whole fam- morning in the Prado is worth coming far
Milo Colson would have peace if it could
tall;
to
see.
It
seems
to
be
a
sort
of
f not to a darker fate. Span“go as you be had with honor, but if obliged to right Tristan ; and Perceval; Sir Galahad ;
And he. the sad Sir Lancelot of the lav:
-verywhere, in all manners of please” arrangement, each man choosing would made it an aggressive war.
*
*
*
*
*
i
*
the servant in the kitchen, the his own gait aud deportment. Talking in
Several other speakers were ready to take See where they move, a battle-shouldering kind !
Massive in mould, but graceful, thorough men ;
the ranks at all times, and even cigarette
the
the
huckster
at
the
but
as
window,
it was after 9 o’clock
up
subject,
Built in the mystic measure of the Cross;
Their lifted arms the transome; and their bulk
priest in the confessional, and smoking, is allowed. At inspection, the the discussion was brought to close
The Tree where Jesu stately stood to die!
men become silent
and
immovable
only
bosom friend.
Mr. Chandler presented amemor'al to our
Thence came their mastery in the field of war
Now-a-days
Ha ! one might drive battalions, one alone.”
itive people have little to say when the officer approaches them, and resenators and representatives in
Congress
lax
into
the
instant
his
back is
t
sociability
Families discuss their plans
“A battle-shouldering; kino” iinlet d are we,
assuring them of a confidence in their judgand patterned after him who died upon the cross,
ond locked doors, and admit turned. There is no assorting of sizes; perment, patriotism and ability, and assuring
and able to put a thousand, yes. ten thousand f'»es
tin* smallest confidence. The haps a five-foot boy between men six or
them of our support iu case there should be
to flight, whose hearts are pure and lives devoted
to the unselfish service of our fellows.
inches taller, haphazard down the
Behold
h Mail S. S. on her last
an
appeal to arms. The memorial was our calling, brethren,
trip eight
we who earnestly desire to
line. Some have leggings, some have not;
"miry carried nine hapless
unanimously adopted with the direction that he true, heroic, knightly souls!
Let us think for a little of our triple spirit.
state,” designed for that terri- j some have shoes, some sandals; some are it be sent to our Representative, Hon. E. C.
What is involved in respect for self? It is an
abused term—this “sell respect.” Over much of
Barcelona which has been ! barefooted, and like, the urchin of the story, Burleigh.
the idea »»:' chivalry in other days adheres in this
i
are “glad to come off so.”
In
short, they
in recent, years by the cruelFollowing the inspiring rendering of the prating about standing on one’s dignity or liavlook like a job-lot of misfits, of mixed sizes music
d within its walls
In Wey-I
by the baud the audience gave three mg one’s rights, which is chiefly what selfand
respect- seems to signify to some minds
colors and conditions, between the ages cheers and a
same
Royal Mail seldom
tiger for the Red, White aud ; True self respect is a profound regard for one’s
out, conveying Cubans to of fifteen anil fifty. The rank and file of
genuine worth. The self-respectihg man is ho
and
then
Blue,
quietly dispersed.
who recognizes himself as made in the image of
the “regulars” have had the worst time of
■"'nmeut in the peual settlerod, and intended for something far better than
News of the Oranges.
eating and drinking and making merry, who is
condemned to chains for it. Last summer fully fifty per cent, of
convinced that that he was not born to die. but is
them
sickened
and
died
and
the
de
Hospital
1 risons. The cause of their
destined for a noble immortality. He will have a
Harvest Moon Grauge, Thorndike, is I care for his whole
the alleged crime of rebel- San Atubrosio is crowded with their living
person—body, mind and spirit;
he will think, as some one lias finely expressed it,
about to add twelve dollars worth of new
skeletons.
Until
it
was no uncomlately
->f them were at least put
t. at “a human personality is a sacred trust of bebooks
to the library.
mon
to
see
soldiers
on
that
sight
the
1
ing
begging
ih! trial. The victims of the
“every man holds himself in trust from
Seaside Grange conferred the third and his Creator,” and will endeavor daily so to live
streets, as they have not received a cent of
under the
new
that he may render back to God that which he
reigime of
in
six
months.
fourth
The mounted police
pay
degrees on four candidates last Sat- has given,carefully guarded, thoroughly develop:h its promise that the
rights
ed. made more fit for the divine purposes of use.
should be sacredly respected of Havana are very much in evidence. urday evening. The sewing circle will have He will not despise or neg eet or abuse his body.
are
Like the knight of old he is sworn to chastity
They
suits
of a flve-ceut sociable this, Thursday, eveningdistinguished
by
11 the form of a trial.
Withand temperance. The body is to him the
precious
dark blue denim, with crimson bands Next Saturday evening the Grange will have
tenement of an immortal soul, and more, the very
warning, or chance to arrange
around the hats and down the trousers’ legs. a nail-driving contest by ten brothers. Livetemple of the divine Spirit. He will have all his
rs
"r say farewell to their farnilife through
sweet vision of the Holy
“hunt in couples,” so to
ly work may be expected, as some of them Grail.” He willthe
seek also for a sound mind in a
dragged from their homes or They generally
sound body—to be calm and self possessed, to be
are professional nail drivers.
at every street crossing, at the
ness, hurried aboard ship and say—two
fair and discriminating in his judgments, to posdoor of every public house, at frequent insess insight and outlook, to know those
uiysterious punishment. Peothings
Freedom. Mr. Sherman Goodwin preach- in the
tervals around the plaza, patrolling every
special circumstances of his life that are
at the mention of
the Barcelona
ed an Easter sermon on Sunday. The dec
worthiest of being known, to think on whatever
nook aud corner around the city. It is they
11 s<*n,
has virtue and praise—in the splendid
tales are
summary
orations of the. church were appropriate
of the Apostle, things that are true, honorable,
who demand, ‘‘who goes there?” as you
tortures that would shame the
and very pleasing. After Mr. Goodwin’s just, pure, lovely, and of good report. Most of all,
the
and
who
insist
he
pass
streets,
will
along
care
1
for his spiritual nature, he will cultiupon
the lash, the branding iron
graduation at the Bangor Theological Semi- vate the latent divinity
within—that part of him
examining all questionable-looking packages
" vation
that realizes the Infinite, that takes hold upon
; of dungeon cells which
nary, he has accepted the call as pastor of
and
bundles.
do
much of the spying,
God—that part of him that hates the evil and
They
w’th water at regular
this
church-The
term
of
High School at loves the good, that aspires above the earthly and
intervals, too, which leads to arrests aud
deportations, the
1,1 died
prisoner is compelled to
Academy has entered upon its last half the transient to the heavenly and the eternal—
and the spectaleof a blue denim soldier on
that part of him that thrills with the music of
ife and cling to
Visitors are more than satisfied with the the divine,
projections in horseback
that fee s and knows that God is his
fleering into a window, or listen- work done in the school
1
H until
the tide recedes; and at
Father, that he is a son of the Highest.
house_Extensive
at a keyhole, is quite too frequent for
It
ing
follows
that the man who respects
are
;|t with
repairs
being made on the building re- himself thusinevitably
suffering, his strength
will have the keenest perceptiou of
safety.
cently bought by Mrs. Lottie Vose.
what is due to others. Honoring his own person
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The

spring openings

of

our

PERSONAL.
millinery

Mrs. Frank Towle visited friends in Portland last week.

stores should convince the ladies of Belfast
and vicinity that it is not necessary to go or
send out of town for anything in that line.
Some of the stores held their openings last
week and the remainder will follow this
week.
The store of J. W. Ferguson & Co. has
two departments, dress and
fancy goods and
millinery. The opening of the former department was held April 8th and 9th, and
was a most
satisfactory one. The display of
nice dress goods, in silk and
worsted, of
fancy trimmings, ribbons and all that goes
to make up a complete stock in that
line,
was large ami elegant.
Among the new

F. S. Brick returned

Mr.

Rev.

the Russian blue and

Miss Annie M. Bean went

shades of grav

new

..

whom

so
thinking.
integrity
cleatly conceived of and so firmly believed
in by himself that
he
would not
swerve
one
hair's breadth from the path aj pointed him. though it led through bin crest- humiliation straight to the cross. And was ever
one so tender in his approaches to sorrow and distress and sin, so princely in his greeting of the

perfect complexion and a clear,
healthy skin, use Cosmo Buttermilk Soap.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
a

Boston last

to

very

became purchasers.

Dame Fashion’s

Daniel H. Strout and family are to move
Swauville to the Kilgore house on

from

Bridge

through

both

Miss Isabel Towle arrived home
Saturday
from Farmington Normal School for a varation of two

Washington,

Mrs. Abbie B.

I

[
j

ploy

500

or

000

men

years in the cutting,
the stone will be a great

! ing

Chicago.

trade.

Such

a

not

Mass.,
her

t«>

Misses

Boor, Hazeltiue and Barr returned
their studies at Wellesley
Monday, accompanied by Misses F«...te*and Bcauimr.
who have been guests of Misses !’■ w and
Hazeltiue, respectivciy.

(.'apt.

J. O Hiiv s arriv-d ! m.- A
:
Boston, where lus vessel, tL■* i-ark
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from
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I
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summer at
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waiting
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I at
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Societies.

Canton Fallas, P. M ,1. O O. F., will elect
officers it the regular meeting tins, Thurs<i ay. evening.

candidates were given the degrees
Penobscot Encampment, I. 0. O. F.,
| April 5th. A number of visitors were pres; cut from Searsport.
Supper was served
after the work.
Four

'in

j
j

Old Masonii Doccment. Mr. Jolm
Thumbs has shown us a Masonic eertificate which bears date Nov. 15, IT'.1'.'.
It is
An

B.

on parchment and is as follows:
To all whom it may concern. We do hereby certify that Br. John Lewis, who has
signed his name to this certificate is a regular Registered
Master Mason in Hiram
Lodge No. 10, on the Registry of Now* Scotia, and has during his stay amongst us be
haved as became a faithful Br.

written

John Lewis.
Given under our hands & seal of our
Lodge
at Sherburne, this 15th day of Nov. m the
year of our Lord One Thousand Seven
Hundred and ninety- nine, and of Masonry Five Thousand seven hundred & nine-

ty-nine.
J ESsi: SEA k. M aster.
Mu h i. Gordon, S. Warden.
John Millkh, J. Warden.

j

Thus. Mahan, Sec’y.
The certificate is endorsed as follows:
“Admitted 14th Onto; certified Nov. 15th,
1700. The ribbon of the seal is missing, but
the margin is perforated for seven sections
in

j

; used.

the

Royal

The seal

Golden

Arch

was

Chapter

seai

now

attached with red

wax.

Wedding Anniversary

Mr. ami Mrs.

Daniel L. Pitcher passed the
fiftieth annual milestone of their married
life

journey Saturday, April tub. The family
widely scattered, hut the members who
| live in this vi-uuity met at the farm house iu
j the afternoon to celebrate tin* event. Thev
found Mr. Pitcher and his wife in excellent health and spirits, and Mr. Pitcher
informed them that he had t it forenoon
is

planted

his

garden with petal s, brans and
generations wer*- present, and
Mrs. Pitcher’s mother, Mrs PI,.. he
Dunbar,
is alive and well in Oakland. Cal. Mrs.
Pitcher wore the brown satin dress in which
her mother celebrated her own golden wedding about twenty years ago. Mr. and Mrs.
Pitcher were presented with a purse of gold
by their descendants. A very enjoyable
afternoon was spent, and each and all, in decom.

em-

as

a

the

Four

parting, expressed

the wish for many mojre
health and happiness to their
worthy host and hostess.

years

home
under this
Thestoues for

!
■

of

An appropriate name for a
fort—Ropham. And what is the matter with Knox?

will go to

1 he

cut

be enormous.
the fluted columns on the new building will
weigh 100 tons in the rough, and ab ntt 70
tons when dressed, and will be among the
heaviest ever quarried in Maine.
contract will

and daughter, Mrs.
Providence, L. 1., are visiting rehitives and friends m this city.
of

to

The

only

benefit to this section but to the State

stones

**x<;

to the ooast-

contract is

part of the money
j greater
labor. Some of the

u

Bowen of Morrill went to Augusta
to attend a meeting of the executive committee of the Maine State
Grange.

carrying

help

\V

Mrs

i>.‘'

j
|
for something like three
|
while the
of
in

fr

yesterday

John Pierce and his brothers of the Mt.
Waldo granite quarries have secured the
contract at $1,987,000 to cut the stone for the
be cut at Mt. Waldo and will

and

Mrs. William Beverley of
Newton,
returned hotr.e y. sterday from a visit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Carr.

ments.

postoftice building

to

Win. A. (.'arson

I

I Polk

j

new

Cox

j Crosby returned Saturday
j sion to Washington, l.». c.

Machine & Foundry Co. cast
| a variety of stock last week, including window weights, grates, parts of saw mills,
stave machines, plows, and farming imple-

stone will

excursion

L>. C.

Mrs. J. M. Leighton returned home Sat ir~
day from a visit of several weeks in Boston,
Springfield and New Y«>rk.

The Belfast

|
j

Hubbard returnan

Ithamer Pease and daughter,
formerly of
Sears in out arrived last week from Massachusetts to visit relatives.

Industries.

Local

weeks.

Mr. ami Mrs. Calvin A
ed home Monday from

days.

Concerning

street.

Miranda Billings of South Waterford,
Me., arrived last Thursday to visit her niece,
Mrs. F. S. Brick.
Miss

was

For

Tufts went to Boston Tues-

visit of ten

a

fashionable,while iu striped, plaid or Thursday for a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs A. P. Mansfield
figured goods the contrasts of colors are not
spent a few
so marked as last year.
Foulard and taffe- days in Boston the past week.
ta silks in new stripes and
Mrs. Mary F. Roberts of >Vat rv
changeable and
visit
plain silks are iu vogue this season. Ferguson ed friends in Belfast the
past week.
& Co.’s stock includes a
very large and elegant
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sibley left last
line of laces, chiffons, veilings,
Friday
ruchings for a visit of a few
days in Boston.
and neckwear. They also have, a handsome
Luther M. Smith of South Hope visited
line of metai belts and buckles and a full assortment of fine gloves.
Their millinery friends in Belfast the first of the week.
Mrs. H. G. Bickueji returned home Satin
opening will be to-day and to-morrow.
The line of spring anti summer
millinery dav from a visit in Boston and Waltham.
displayed by Wells & Co. at their opening
State Constable J. R. Mears of Morrill
Thursday, Friday and Saturday drew a
went to Portsmouth, N. H
Friday uu official
large and appreciative throng, many of business.
are

j

in Portland last week.

Geo. E

day for

|

elected a
member of the board of trustees of the
Maine Bible Society at the annual meeting

and Mrs. H. L. Woodcock left Thursa visit in Boston.

day for

>

was

C. Ellingwood left last Saturday
friends in Boston.

Mrs. A.
to visit

I

city

short

a

business trip to Boston.

|

of this

Tuesday from

n

days.
mentioned the bayadere
designs may
J.
W. Peabody of Thomaston visited
both
stripes,
serpentine and straight, and friends in Belfast last week.
the plaids producing nearly the same effect
Miss Louise B. Gurney left
Saturday for
by the horizontal stripes being more pro- Boston
and Lonsdale, R. I.
nounced than the opposing lines. In colors

latest and most exclusive styles were
have listened very patiently to these prehere,
cepts. Permit me to point the moral with the and a larger and more varied assortment
illustration which I had in mind from the begiuwould
be
hard
to
find. The samples were
nlg. It has seemed to me that the attitude of our
nation in this troublous, exciting time, and the
arranged very attractively and the general
temper of this great American people, as this ateffect was heightened by tasteful decorations.
titude and this temper have their somewhat varied
display, are in perfect demonstration both of i^very material in irimmeu and
untrimmed
what true knighthood is and what it is not. We
stand upon the very brink of war, if latest adhead gear was to be found here—hats and
vices are to be trusted, and this war we have anbonnets in straw, chiffon, silk, chip, etc.
ticipated through so many weeks of rumors and
discussions and war like preparations that now
all up-to-date and having the charm of
we ought to be fully persuaded in our own minds
novelty, and in every style that can be wantas to what would be just and best in view of all
the circumstances which shall develop.
The
ed in millinery for the spring and summer
heart of every sober, earnest man of us, of every
seasons.
The
departments for ribbons,
true patriot among us,whose patriotism is a thing
of principle and not of swagger and noise and
Mowers, feathers, braids, ornaments, frames
bluster, must be heavy within him at the thought
aud novelties are filled with goods that are
of war as war. And in proportion to our genuine
knightliness of character must we protest indig- correct in fashion and right in price.
at
that
war
which
has
been
nantly
spirit
rampant
in our Congress and viciously daring in the
The store of Ellis Sisters, Main street, pre
immoral and depraved journals Mhich pander
sented a very attractive appearance on their
for simple lust of gain to the basest passions of the human soul,—that war spirit which
opening days, April 8th and 9th. The windows
wants war for its own sake, for the glory of showwere prettily trimmed and the same taste
ing spectacularly to the world what it can do in
aud skill extended throughout the establish
killing ana wrecking, for the satisfaction of an
unreasoning desire for vengeance. Bellicose ment. The
drapery in the windows was of
congressmen and vituperative editors and frothy
street shouters, who would he the first to stay at
white and one of the fashionable shades of
home to manage their private businesses in the
buff. The pillars were wound with delicate
event of war, or the first to run if by some chance
were
found in an actual blood-letting | crepe tissue aud the
I they
goods were so arranged
scrimmage at the front, are glaring examples of
as to appear to be a part of the decorations
what knighthood is not. The thirst for battle,
the passion to kill, the fury to destroy, the love of
rather than a display of stock. Once inside
j all the proud pageantry of war—none of this feelthe store ladies found plenty to admire in
! ing possesses the heart of the true knight in this
modern day.
He is a man of peace—j eace with
the handsomely trimmed hats and bonnets,
honor, hut he gives that word “honor” its proper
emphasis and inflection. When he talks of honor, elegant trimmings, rich lace and bri. iant
he is not thinking of honor as among duelists
ornaments.
Feather,
stuffed birds, etc.,
ami prize lighters, nor does he go back t.> the
are conspicuous this year by their absent
barbarous ages for his ethical standard. When he
e,
talks of honor he speaks as a moralist and a
there being very little of this class uf or(' ristian.
Hut on the other hand that (iisp..sition which deprecates war simply because it will
namentation used.
Flowers and foliage,
cost something, which would keep the peace and
however, are used in abundance, ami gay
be cool and comfortable let all the world perish,
which cares more for commercial values tlun for
ribbons, brilliant ornaments, light colored
the bodies and souls of the starvingand the torturstraws and delicate tulle unite with the
ed, which is so extremely humane to itself that it
blossoms in producing charming headgear.
will permit inhumanity to be practiced on somebody else, which prefers peace and happiness at
l'he little use to which feathers are put is in
home to the care and responsibility of being a brother's keeper, -neither is that the
giving height, the kinds most used being
It is an individual .judgtine knightly temper.
plain straight plumes or those with droopment only and you will receive it for what it seems
worth—you wli have also thought and tried to ing ends. Ribbon plays an important part
weigh these matters dispassionately, but it is my in the
decoration of fancy straws, not ho wfirm conviction, with the light 1 have at this
ever to the exclusion of tulle, net or chiffon.
present time, that in neither ot the>e two extreme
parties do we find the exhibition «>l that clmali ic, Bread effects arc
produced by ribbon loops,
spit it which we are exalting to-day. M ho is more
tile incarnation of it, however, than our President,
aud high effects by knots of upstanding
who must remind some of you of that President,
ribbon, both being supplemented by Mowers
ot old, Abraham Lincoln, in his wisdom, tact,
patience, moderation and courage; who says, as or feathers as the wearer prefers. Violets
President Cleveland suggested before him, that
aud their foliage are in abundance and full
we have a national duty to sullering Cuba
who is
a man of peace, restraining those who would madblown roses are used with all combinainto
to
rush
and
win
war,
by firm,
ly
seeking
cautious, fair proposals relict for the starving tions. This is Miss Maude Ellis' first season
and oppressed; yet a man who puts justice and
as head milliner, aud the attractiveness of
humanity before peace, il they are found to he incompatible, insisting, as in his own recent admir- the display, coupled with the large sales on
able words to th representatives ot the Powers of the
opening days, proves conclusively her
Europe, that it is the (iovernmeut’s “earnest and
unselfish endeavor to fulfil a duty to humanity by skill and ability in her chosen line.
ending a situation the indefinite prolongation of
Mrs. R. P. Chase had a very attractive
which has become insufferable.” Towering above
the clamorous throng,some of whom are sordid,
display window for her opening Friday ami
and some revengeful, and some politic—not all,
Saturday in the store of A. I>. Chase. The
but some—keeping splendid silence, and perfectly
self-poised, yet determined to do what is right, as base was green, with a background of deliCod shall point the way,as between man and man,
cate white laces. Several handsome hats were
nation and ua ion, President McKinley is an illustrious present-day ex imple of true knighthood.
displayed there,hut they were changed often,
And just as a year ago the Christian pulpit in this
for the reason that as soon as one was put on
lanu and in England was appealing to the conscience of the Ktitish government and asking that exhibition it was
bought and taken away.
be
at
done
once
for
the
of
rescue
bleedsomething
ing Armenia, by force, if necessary, to impress But this window display was only a foreupon the Sultan what he seemed not able to rerunner of the beauty aud elegance met in
ceive in any other way ; so to-day the pulpit of
; America is calling to the conscience of this great ! the millinery rooms upstairs, where everypeople to stand by the President and those who thing, from the modest
toque which no one
think and purpose with him—for peace if that be
possible, but if w'ar must come, failing every thing would object to sitting belli nd in a theatre to
else, for war only in the interest of humanity.
the heavily and elegantly trimmed fancy
Are we preachers mistaken?
As we understand
straws wuu
meir weann oi origin riooous,
it, we are preaching knightliness and Curistianity.
I
flic time hardly serves me for what 1 planned to
flowers, foliage and metal ornaments, and
say in reference to this day of special hope and
: gladness.
Hut in a closing word I may suggest
an occasional plume was to be seen. Here the
| the thought which was in mind at the beginning •
colors were found to be the fashj ot this sermon, which I would have you carry prevailing
tollable shades of blue and yellow, which
away lor more fruitful meditation. Easter Day
be
us
to
no
more
than
a
for
may
pagan festival,
used with the skill aud taste for which this
the celebiation of the return of spring, the days
i < f fresh new lile and joy. But surely it ought to
establishment is noted, over white straws or
e more to us than that. To myself it brings anew
any of the other fashionable and stylish mat ic vision of the matchless man who could not
(lie, and of the right to immortality of all men, terials of the season, produce charming
a id of the pledge we have in the resurrection of
effects. Some hats are very heavily trimJesus Christ that we too shall immediately escape
from the imprisonment of the grave to an ampler
med at the back; flowers, foliage, ribbons
But the loftiest Easter
air, a celestial sphere.
thought is not that of the simple immortality of and ornaments being combined with tulle,
the soul. Rather is it of the ripening and glori- spotted net, chiffon, etc., iu
producing artisfying of that life which is inherently death- tic effects. Flowers
are clustered instead
less— here on earth or yonder in the skies
or anywhere in
th.
unmeasured universe of
of wreathed this season, and despite the fact
Cod. The resurrection of Christ teaches more
that feathers of all kinds are in the minority,
than mere persistence after death. It teaches that
a man who lives as Me uvea must rise as Me rose
the willowy aigrette has not exhausted its
into a state that is blissful and a work that is exfavor, and is used in very charming effects
alted. He becomes a crowned victor.
He lias
achieved eternal lile, which is something quite
iu conjunction with tulle, ribbon aud veldifferent from everlasting living. It is the triumph
vet, aud with flower decorations.
At Mrs.
of purity and unselfishness and self sacrificing
love. It is the reward of him who hears: ••Well
('bast 's establishment the spring season of
done, good and faithful servant! Enter thou into
1 Si*8 leads, iu the amount of sales, any prethe joy of thy Lord.” Now the Christ, whatever doctiine we may entertain of Jiis peison,
vious opening.
Customers were in waiting
was in the lowest estimate of Him, the kniglitliest soul that ever trod this earth.
He hail in
Friday morning a half hour before the regits perfection that triple spirit of which we
ular opening time, and the rush continued
have been
His

Sibley

in

E. S. Shuman and sou visited friends i
Rockland last week.

You

A. C.

was

city Tuesday.

he

right.

humblest fellow man, so chivalrous in his rescue,
and help of all the needy? Can one doubt his
valor who was never once afraid, who died as no
man died before or since, uplifted on a tree, in
the extremest agony of his crucifixion thoughtful lor others, breathing out a prayer for his
enemies. It was an absolute moral impossibility
for such a man to remain under the power of
death. r*o no more can the grave hold any one
who is of the same spirit as Jesus Clnist. But
yet more than that—the Christ in us is the hope
and assurance of richer, more abundant life,
the certain promise of felicity and glory.
In memory, then, of this first and best knightlj man, pattern and inspiration of all other
knightly men, 1 bid you follow after him in that
honorableness of daily walk which will prove
you pure, unselfish and brave to serve. Then
shall you say one day, as Arthur the King said in
the poet’s tale of long ago:
“Nay, God my Christ, I pass but shall not die.”

J. F. Heath of East Thorndike

Mr.
this

|

the
to

Hallow ell

impending

Register, regardless

war

of
with Spain, proposes

light the eaterpiller.
Cosmos Buttermilk Toilet Soap makes
healthv. Sold bv
J

the skin soft, w hite and
A. A. Howes & C.
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Clothing. Shoes. Sailor S nits.
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Washington, I). C., April 11, 1*08.
United States in the first half year under
The Dingley law iu its first half year
the Diugley law, as shown by official
makes a good record as to its effect upon
figures of the Treasury Department,
I
as well as its earnings in the
amounted to only £7,20)2 against £502,840 importations,
1
matter of revenue.
The
n the cur
official figures of
responding six mouths of the the
Treasury Department covering the
^receding year under the Wilson law.
! first six months of the
Dingley law and

Sashes.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
The day has past when it pays for pri-

1

vate individuals to make children’s clothes
as

it is impossible for them to compete
buy or manufacture in

with those who

As an illustraits operations with the corre- 1 very large quantities.
The imp..rtations of wool in the first ! comparing
an infant’s
short
nainsook dress,
tion,
six
months
of
the
! spending
preceding
■ox month- of the
Dinghy law's opera- v«ar under the Wilson law are now for the gathered full from neck, finished with
dons were a little over half those of a
first time accessible. They show, to begin embroidery ruffle, skirt with deep hem,
single mouth's under the W ilson law. The
in sizes for six months and one and two
a falling off in the importation of
T"tal importations from August 1. 1.807, to with,
articles produced by the farmer.
Iu the years, is shown at 50 cts; another of nainFebruary 1, 1M‘8, uuder the Diugley law
classification of “articles of food and live sook having insertion at the centre of yoke
were M.781,070 pounds, while those
of
the importations during the for 59 cts; and a third with three inserthe single month of April, 1807, under animals,”
Apropos of the
first six months of the new law amounted tions in yoke for 75 cts.
Die Wilson law. were 05,550,933 pounds.
little ones a “toe in’’ shoe has been in-'
in value to £81,100,723, while in the corresponding six months of the preceding troduced, and from its construction
1 he success of the farmers of the
compels the child to turn its toes out,
United States, coupled with the success year under the Wilson law the importations of that class of articles amounted to without any discomfort whatever: giving
of her manufacturers, has attracted atthus showing a reduction of the little foot just the correction needed.
tention of those of other parts of the £104,023,300,
LITTLE GIRl/S SPRING CLOAKS
more than £23,000,000 iu thiselass of artiworld, one of the results being that withcles, most if not all of which is produc- are marvels of beauty and
in the past fortnight a shipment of 0,000
variety, made of
ed by the farmers.
tons of agricultural machinery was made
serge, flannel, pique, China silk, cashAnother class of citizens who have been mere or
to Kussia in a single day. followed
broadcloth, always with a large
by an
benefited by the operations of the
equally
collar, cut in tabs or points, tastefully
onnuuncenieut that another shipment of
new law are those employed in manufacsimilar dimensions would follow shortly.
edged and trimmed. A particularly pretty
turing industries dependent upon manu- brown broadcloth cloak has a deep collar
Exports from the United States to the factures. One evidence of this is found : slashed into
squares, falling over a wider,
fourteen different countries which pro- in the fact that the
importation of manu- accordion-plaited pink silk ruffle edged
u-Mtd against the enactment of
the factured articles fell from £90,450,055 un- with
pink chiffon, and a handsome
Mngley law have been
O'h),000 greater der the Wilson law to £09,540,804 under Roman sasii with
fringed euds is tied
in the liist half year of the Diugley law the Dingley law.
These figures relate, as ]
loosely around the waist.
dian in the same period of the preceding do those quoted above, to the first half

|

■

a

ing

SAILOR SUITS

undei the Wilson law. thus
tiie

disprov- year's operations of the Dingley law comthat the enactment of a pro- pared with the corresponding six months
would result disadvantage- of the preceding year under the Wilson

(lnim

t»*i-tive

mi

ous! y to

it

our

i

Medical author'lies aud boards of health

gifut anxiety

fxpifssii;

as

blue, rough-finished serge, white with
serge shield, covered with fine, narrow
soutache braid, edge of collar trimmed
with white tape, are brought out with
knee pants as well, for boys aged from

law.

reign commerce.

Thus it will be
if

of

t<*

the

seen

that while the im-

portation of articles of farm production
000,000, the importation of

of the introduction of yellow fevei
manufactured articles fell off over $20,Duo tin- tunny next summer in ease of a !
000. 000, the percentage of reduction being
war which wou; 1
compel the presence of ! in each case about the same, ami the two
ar troops hi t aba and close and constant
classes of citizens, the farmers and those
"mil'
ati"H with them, thus
probably dependent upon manufactures, being thus
end angeling m«»re lives in the United benefited iu like

Uiinty

Ut-s

1

than exist in the Island of Cuba.

ne

tin "i

;

the

m-w

tin* increased

m»

Meeting
Waldo

of

Waldo

Comity

County

Pomona

April 5th with Harvest
Thorndike.

traveling

Orange.

Grange met
Moon Grange,

On account of the very bad

stormy day every one was
surprised to see so large a gathering. The
special view to obtaining the necessary train
brought large numbers, and at the
weight, and at the same time the strength time of opening the hall was full. The
required for boy’s usage. Au attractive
meeting was presided over by Worthy

ac-

tivity which the law has bn-light to our
»>wu manufacturers and their employes is

occasion to com
tariff law as exemplified

nave

nivrs

••

Another evidence of

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
NEW YORK, N Y.
LOUISVILLE, KV.

age is of smooth, diagonal serge iu
navy blue, light blue, seal brown and red;
rough finished serge, cadet gray cloth or
mixed serges. The doth from which these
suits are made is manufactured with a

proportion.

:

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

same

■

ONE ENJOYS

Both tiie method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system
effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all
leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any

substitute.

three to teu years, and the same style
comes in smooth diagonal blue
serge. Another pretty sailor suit for children of the

fell off

tei-

and

evident in the increase in importation of Russian blouse for
boys from three to Master Harding. I lie pro tern officers
months' operations, which i
raw material under the Dingley act.
In I
eight comes in plain blue and mixed were: Lecturer, Joseph Ellis:
A
aof go per cent, in the iniChaplain.
its first six months the importations of |
serges, braided or eu.broided in various Frank Lane; Gate
n in ms ••! articles of ‘‘food'" and “live
Keeper, Y. \. Higgins;
raw materials n r
use in manufacturing
Wash
suits
are
of
styles.
principally
>
mpaio-1 with the cone- j amounted to
Flora, Mrs. Prescott Miibles. The granges
while under the I striped
$oo,
galatea, tan cotton, light brown were
n
> \
5n
nrl.s .if last year under !
reported as follows: Star < t Progvaunted Wilson law. whose author and linen, dark brown
linen, plain blue linen, ress, Jackson. Pro.
■>- -aw: wliiie tiiose
;nterested in :
Cilley; Pising Sun,
supporters were special advocates of the or navy blue linen with narrow white
ires Utv-- < ana! cause l'or satisKnox. W. 1).
Elliot; Harvest Moon,
“free raw material" idea, the importaiu
stripe, varying
price from $2.25 to
a in tin
fact that the redaction in
Thorndike, A. II. Higgins; Sandy Stream,
tions of raw materia! amounted to only
$5.00; according to material. Thanks for I
importations of manufactures under tlie $7ih
nity, Edgar Harding; Sebasticook, Burn»;17 in the corresponding mouths information are due Best A Co. of the
new law.
as
compared with the corn*-' of the
ham, Pro. Peyuolds- Dirigo, Freedom, J.
preceding
year.
Liliputian Bazaar in West 23rd St.
sponding six months of last year under |
H.Vose; Equity, Belfast, Emma McManus;
That the new law is operating especially
PARASOLS DO NOT ESCAPE
the Wilson law, has been at about the !
Seaside, Belfast, V. A. Shaw ; Frederick
in the interests of the farmers and those the
same rate.
existing furore for tucking, and nine
Waldo. Joseph Ellis; Hillside.
dependent upon the manufacturing indus- or ten tucks at the edge, or clusters of Bitchie,
Thorndike, E. W. Dyer; Sunlight, Knox,
President
McKinley's firm attitude tries for their employment is thus clearly tucks throughout, ornament plain colored W. S. 1) >lliIT.
■a\aid Spain, coupled with a proper anx- shown; lirst, in the reduction in importa- silk parasols, which will
“go with anyA class of 23 was instructed in the 5th
tion of articles of food and live animals,
;
cty to avoid war. if possible, is a matter
thing.’’ Another “fad” iu trimming is degree. A
very cordial address of welwhich fell off 20 per cent.: second, in the
■■ >f
commendation among members of all
narrow satin ribbon, and an entire covercome was
given by Sister Higgins, to
reduction
in
the
of
manufacimportation
parties. Earnest as the popular desire is
ing of alternate rows in two colors, put which the
Worthy Master responded in
tured articles which compete with home on
lor some action which will
just full enough to form a slight wave, behalf of the Pomona
put an end to
Grangv. Remarks
industries, the reduction in this case being is
the cruelties now being practiced in Tuba,
very fashionable, or such a border is for the good of the order were made
by
about
the
iu
the
evident
insame; third,
all thoughtful men desire a peaceful adoften seen where the upper part is of rich,
Bro. Googins of St. Aibans Grange, the
crease in home industries by reason of the
brocaded and plaided silk.
justment of the matter if possible rather
Black and
Worthy Master, and Elijah Cook.
than a course which would bring war increased demand for raw material for white parasols are in great favor—iu harThe usual noon intermission was called
their
use
in
iu
the
with its loss of life and danger from inmanufacturing: fourth,
mony with any and all colors
and dinner partaken of, after which the
the producers re11'"< J net in a of yellow
ANOTHER OUTDOOR COVERING
fever, to say noth- greater prosperity among
County Grange was again call’d to order
ing of the enormous cost aud addition to sulting from tlie increased activity among comes in a cloth blouse, pointed at the and a vocal solo
rendered by Sister
and
manufacturers,
increased earnings front, and often covered with black braidour
already large pension list.
The Worthy Master
Georgia Higgins.
among their employes, as is shown by the
which
iu
class
ing,
high
grade, is inter- then introduced Prof. Elijah Cook, Lecadvance in prices received by fannHere is a table which it might be well general
woven with jet, a handsome belt
giving turer of the Maine State Grange, and he
ers for their products.
for tlie farmer to paste in his hat for ref- i
the necessary finish
nets rival
Spangled
lie
gave the Pat ions a very able lecture.
The following table shows the reduction
1
erence
in fore going to the polls this fall. !
grenadines for evening or house wear; did not take up the time story-telling, but
in importations of leading articles of farm
I: shows the importations of wool at Xew !
brought out in circular skirts or by the gave solid facts. The c.osest attention
the first column being the
)
•:
k, I..I ■'.ton and Philadelphia in tlie first ; production,
yard, and while the richest styles are very j was paid throughout, the lecture, and
amounts imported under the Dingley law
■mx
months under the Ding ley law, com- i
expensive, a pretty one may be had for when he got through eveiy one felt as
from
to
August 1, list>7,
February 1, 18*.>8, $ls.50, and spangled bodices begin at1
i "co with tlio.M* at the in.-o six months
though no mistake has been made in
and the second column the amounts ima tide] tl e W 11 son law.
$3.H5.
These nets are lined with black choosing Bro. Cook Lecturer
of the Maine
under
the
Wilson
law
from
ported
U'l
August taffeta silk, and the two skirts
LAW.
IMS'.i.l.V a W.
hang ; State Grange. An invitation was extendPO I
!' Ml [Is.
1. 181'b. to February 1, 18‘.»7. one-half year
1
the
.34".'95 A must. 1*97
outside material being ed to Bro. Cook to attend
7..i,.-v.separately
the June meetin each case, the corresponding months
■"'lAli
.4.7".'.c Se(ttelubei
J.4719,*7
about four and a half yards wide.
A
"
"■’..759.9:A Oct.,I cr.
of Waldo Ponnma at Freedom.
17M.-J31
A
ing
being
chosen
in
order to make the com- substitute
-M 1'
l.i.1’4
Ncvembcr
Ail.lit,313
is a ruffled skirt of black
Ml"
,9 1
song was sung by Jennie and Myra Cates,
lieeember
.1" .7, '.,7:7
p >tis n an absolutely fair one:
Brussels net with au “apron front” of
71.4'"’.7971 .January. 1*9'. 1 ..{I17,o*.j
and a declamation given by Bert Stevens.
1 st 0 mtlis. <"or.
nulls.
•I
spangled net, with a spangled bodice and The
al... 7179,1871,239
Total.... 51.377/17*
Dingley Law. Wilson Law
question,
“Resolved, That the
j Wool, lbs
51,786.070
73,194,955 net sleeves iu mousquetaire style.
The
lbs
*20,282,850
1,553,865,134
opportunities for getting rich are as good
The improvement in business conditions Sugar,
Chicory. Ibs.
113,995
2,762,794 old-fashioned berege, comes up again in in Maine
as iu Alaska,’’ was discussed
Wim.i manufactures__ $5,490,57-2
$14,398,210
by
among tie manufacturers of tlie country
$7,490,001 renewed beauty in combinations of satin ! J. G.
Fruits.$6,204,832
B. F. Foster, J. Ellis and
Harding,
1
is pointed out in a recent
Vegetables
$998,823
$731,713
from
dispatch
stripes and 11 oral figures, to be always others.
Hay..
$7,626
$502,846
Pittsburg, that great centre of tlie manu- Changes and lemons.$1,589,766
$2,959,975 worn over a lining which embodies the
The next meeting will be with Mystic
facturing industry which says, ‘-President
Sashes !
prominent color of the material.
Grange,
Belmont, Tuesday, May 3d. The
McKinley’s administration has resulted ! Death of Capt. W. W. Snowman.
of all kinds are extremely popular,
program will be as follows: 1, opening
in a great increase of
prosperity for PittsRoman
and
Roman
sashes,
Capt. William W. Snowman, of the particularly
exercises; 2, conferring 5tli degree; 3,
burg and tlie State. Looking back over
ties are shown to great advantage on shirt'
steamer Bay State, which runs between
a Idress of welcome
by Xettie Marriner; 4,
the past year there lias been steady and
waists.
Portland
and
was striekeu with
Boston,
response
by Abbie Backlit!; 5, reports of
unbroken advance in the amount of work
Verona Clarke.
in his stateroom while the steamfor mills aud factories of all kinds.
granges; 0, appointment of committtee on
There apoplexy
er lay in Portland,April 4th, and died in a
time and program; recess; 7, music; 8,
are a few idle men in the
manufacturing few minutes.
Asthma.
Capt. Snowman was born
question, “Resolved, That grange tire incommunities ami the number has been
in Penobscot, Sept. 21, 1830, and was the
The subject of asthma is an exceeding- surance is a better way for the farmers to
still further reduced by drafts upon the
sou of Cant. Thomas and Sarah
(White* ly interesting one to those afflicted, or insure than with a stock
■workmen of this section by southern manu- Snowman.
company,” at!.,
When Capt. Snowmau was a
their friends. With the fall of the barom- J. Ellis; neg., M. B.
Hunt;!), the remainfacturers, who are also crowded with busi- few years of age his parents removed to
Newburyport, Mass., and he received bis eter, symptoms develop. It is said that der of the program to be furnished by
ness.”
education, graduating at the high school post-mortem appearances in the rare oc- Mystic Grange.
at lhe
of 10 years.
lie was associatThe Democratic leaders are
currence of death from asthma are alC. A. Levenseli.ek, fSec.
“working” ed withagehis father
in the coasting trade
the Populists with their usual success in
most identical with
those observed in
for three years and when 21 years old
In
the Philippines.
death
from
carbonic-acid
those sections where they have been able commanded a
poison. Only
coasting vessel himself, the skillful physician is competent
to prelie
was
12
to induce them to
in
this
years
consider
A ANCOCVKK, B.
the
business, chiefly scribe drugs for asthma. Change of cliseriously
April 7. From the
between New England ports, and the last
tusiou pit position. Iu Oregon
mate is well known, however, to be an latest reports from Hong Kong it is learnthey have three
of his connection with the
years
ed
that
there
has
been
>nade a c jmplete fusion by which
very exciting times
they coasting trade lie commanded a packet efficacious remedy in many instances. A in the
Philippines, Spanish troops being
give the Populists the Governorship and sailing between Portland and Boston. In curious case is reported of a physician
afflicted with asthma, who frequently surprised and massacred. The Bolina stall
some oth<\- State
officers, shrewdly retain the spring of 1803 he joined the Portland changed his location out of disgust for of the Eastern Extension Telegraph comthe members of Congress for themselves Steam Packet Company as second pilot, a
the climate and who finally returned with pany were recently besieged for live days
position for which lie was wed qualified, satisfaction to his
on
account of Spanish soldiers
and their allies, who sail under the name
taking
original residence as a
as he knew
every turn and shoal of the
happy relief from all the others. [Month- refuge there. From a Spanish gunboat
of Silvei Kepublicans.” This is
simply New England coast. He was second pilot ly Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, Feb- niaiiues were landed and the station was
for 10 years and was then promoted to
a part of the
opened after hard lighting between the degeneral scheme by which
ruary, 1898.
first pilot, and when Capt. John Liscomb
tachment and the rebels. Two days afterthe Democrats hope to obtain the codied in IsSl Capt. Snowman was made
wards the British cruiser Edgar arrived.
operation of the Populists and themselves captain of the John Brooks. He has had
Just So.
About the same time General Monet and
get all the advantages from a national charge of every boat of the line at different
one thousand men arrived overland.
General Mon?t said he had live engagements
standpoint, leaving the Populists a few times except the Tremont. From the John
silver lining has its cloud.
Every
Brooks he succeeded to the command of
between
Boliua
and
crumbs of State patronage and keeping
Lingayen. The inthe Portland and later to his last charge,
Even the treadmill will turn when trod- surgents suffered heavy losses and the
them in a position where they can have the
Bay State. Capt. Snowmau was the den upon.
losses were one lieutenant and
Spanish
no influence iu national affairs.
oldest captain in point of service in the
one soldier.
The garrison and priests of
The bankrupt contractor begins at the
employ of the steamship company and
neighboring villages had been killed, only
That table comparing prices of farm
during these 30 years had only been off bottom and goes up.
six soldiers managing to escape.
products on March 10,1898, with those of duty six weeks. From his perfect knowlPurchasing spectacles is apt to be conof the coast and his perfect vigilance sidered
edge
short-sighted policy.
July 10, 1890, the date of the adoption of he never met with an accident and his
A Pension For Mrs. Chilcott.
the Chicago platform, made up from
The old toper frequently gets away
long record has been remarkably clear.
with more than he can carry.
market quotations of the Omaha WorldBoth Houses of Congress have passed a
WHEN TRAVELING.
Riches may have wings, but they are hill to pension, at the rate of twelve dolHerald, has created quite a flurry among
Whether on pleasure bent or business,
lars a month, Mrs. Sophia J. Chilcott of
seldom used in flying into a trap.
the silver people in Congress.
It was take on
every trip a bottle of Syrup of Figs,
Ellsworth, widow of Mr. Jas. C. Chilcott
When doctors disagree they can al- at one time editor of the Ellsworth Ameripublished in the Congressional Record by as it acts most pleasantly and effectually on
unite in attributing it to heart can.
a
southern Congressman, and on the the kidneys, liver
Mr. Chilcott, during the civil war,
andjjjbowels, preventing ways
failure.
was a member of Co.
I, 13th Maine volfollowing day Representative Bailey of fevers, headaches and other forms of sickKnowledge is power, but it can’t al- unteer infantry. She married him, Dec.
Texas, the leader of the silver element in ness. For sale in 50 cent bottles by all leadSenator
13, 1855, and he died in 1893.
the House, moved that it be stricken from ing druggists. Manufactured by the Cali- ways provide straws for a drowning man Hale
appeared before the house committee
to clutch at.
the Record, basing his demand upon the fornia Fig Syrup Co. only.
and stated that Mrs. Chilcott had no income worth mentioning from any proptechnical grounds that it was inserted in
oastohia.
April IVisdom.
erty.
the record upon misrepresentation as to
The
Kind
You
Have
Beara the
A,waYs B°Ught
Be sure that your blood is pure, your apits nature. The obvious inference is that petite good, your digestion perfect.
To purify your blood and build up your
the silver people are unwilling to see an
health, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
official record made of the fact that all
This has accomplished remarkable cures
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
of all blood diseases. It is the One True
tarm products have advanced in the face
The annual convention of the Christian to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
Blood Purifier.
of the fall of silver, as shown by the enHood’s Sarsaparilla has power to make Civic league, of this State, will be held in of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, a
This was decided remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
forced admissions of their leading political you well by purifying and enriching your Bangor early in May.
blood, giviug you an appetite, and nerve, in a meeting of the executive committee Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
organ.
mental and digestive strength.
in Auburn.
and Consumption. Price 25c. and 50c.
■->
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GOLD

Dl’ST

WASHING

POWDER.

Oakland, Cal.,

Children’s

■

March 31, 1898: The
rush to the Alaska gold fields still cou
tiuues, every vessel and steamer goes
packed, and still they come, every one intent on making his fortune. There has
been an immense quantity of provisions
and clothing sent to Skagway and Dyea
this spriug.
A ship started away from
here on the 14th, heavy laden with four
steamboats and two barges; these vessels
had been built here, then taken apart,
and stowed in the ship; one of the largest
tugs in the port hooked on to the ship,
and will tow her to Dutch harbor.
The uotorious ship New York (T. F.
O tkes that was) was wrecked last week at
Half Moon Bay, about 25 miles south of
San Francisco. She was from Iloug Kong,
and had on board a valuable cargo; the
ship will be a total loss, but some of the
cargo will be saved iu a damaged condition.
This is one of the two ships designed by Lieut. Gorringe, the man who
brought the Monolith from Egypt to New
York, and was built by John Roach iu
1883.
She has been unlucky ever siuee
she was launched; has been dismasted
twice, been ashore, and a year or so ago
was more than 200
days making the passage from the East Indies to New York.
The owners thought they would change
her name, hoping to change her luck at
the same time, but it would Dot work,
and her ribs will rust and wear away on
the shores of the Pacific Ocean.
The ship Susquehanna lias just finished
loading a cargo of general merchandise
for New York. Among the cargo she took
five thousand barrels of wine, enough to
keep the New Yorkers in headache for
quite a while. The Susquehanna will be
followed by the beautiful ship Charmer,
Captain Holmes. It is about time that
gentleman quit going to sea, as he is
He it was that
seventy-nine years old.
made so many voyages around the Horn
in the old clipper ship Seminole; that vessel is now owned in Sau Francisco, has
been rigged into a barque, and is in the
lumber and coal trade. Though built in
1855, she is still sound and strong. [B.
E. 11. iu the Eastport Sentinel.
Half the ids that

neighbor
House is conspicuously clean, whose work
worries
her least, whose leisure time is
greatest, how she manages
The chances are ten to one she will answer:
I do all my cleaning with

vuiose

GolDDosTte

Sold

by

all grocers.
THE N
K-

Chicago.

8t. Louis.

York.

Boston.

WE SELL

a Je^'ecf.

Philadelphia.

THESE*_

Beautiful Watches
VERY

LOW

Our stock of \\ atches is

large

and

must be

Reduced b> April 25th.

Special attention given

to the

FITTING OF SPECTAC1 FS.
SA I INI

heir t
«>me from
indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strengtliens and tones the stomach: makes indigestion impossible
man is

Largest package—greatest economy.
FAIRBANK company.
New

>

V(

I ll>\

I.I AII VV I I I I)

-;-O-

WE Repair

Not much has been heard about the
Wiseasset A- Quebec railroad alfairs late
lv, and it is said there will be nothing
new until after the hearing before Judge
Whitehouse the 10th of May.
it is expected that the stockholders and unsecured creditors will leave to lose ail they
put in, and the road be given up to bond
holders.
How much they will lost remains to be seen.
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shortness of

breath—a
sensation
°f

dryness

NEWSPAPES

°F

in the
throat.

For FARMERS

HOREHOUND

and VILLAr.F

AND

Neglect

and your

TAR

dangerous.

Pike’s Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

favcrito homo pap<M

The Republican Join

Hale’s Honey of Horebound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial tubes.
Use it before it’s too late.
Sold by druggists.

BOTH ONE YEAR FOR

minute.

8KM)’;A1.I, OKDFliS

$2.0

TO

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO BELFAST J1

fie Sells “£.?.”

,

M ATT AW A \I K RAC;, M R.
I have sold
L. I ." Bitters
Sirs,
for twenty years. They are the most
salable bitters we have in the store.
Geo. \Y. Smith.
—

Turin Hill, with

She recommends “£.T.”

<

<

!he old and

miuirlM'ti

new

rales; President Alik!nle>N Cabinet and

Ambassadors, Consuls, etc the personnel of congress, name*
prim i;,u oftlr-rStates, eommundlng (.Hirers t the \rni) and Nav}.wUh their >ulaelt
Table- of
Flection Ueturns. Part} Platforms and Committees, complete aril.
..n
n

Bangor, Mr.
Dear Sirs,
I have recommended
L.
1’.”
Bitters
for Dyspepsia,
your
and shall always do so.
Mrs. Esther Herrins.
—

ver, and
live and

a vast amount

of other >aluable Information,

rae standard

\

m-

u

ri

a

ur

a

v-i

complete, corresponding In rank with Whittakers Almanac In Furopi
PKICK 25 (FATS. POSTAHK PAID.
send all orders to THK

She knows from experience

UKPtliiim dUKWI. pi ?*.

i., it,

Ei.iot, Mr.

-.

...

NATIONAL FAMILY

HQ^

and heat

is

THE GREAT

HALES

I have taken your “1.. 1." At
wood’s Bitters, and can recommend
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.

BELFAST LIVERY CO

35c a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

BELFAST, MAINE,

|

j

|

DR. MOTT’S

1

557

THE HOMELIEST MIN IN BELFAST

;

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS/w

-»TEABS M TUBN0UT8 EVERY DESCRIPTION

They overcome Weakness, Irregularity and omissions. Invigor and banish "pains
of menstruation.”
They are
crease

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NK III I OR DAY.

“Life Savers”
to girls at womanhood, aiding
development of organs ami
known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm life becomes a pleasure.
box
$1 per
by mail. i#T Sold by drmrirists.
oociv.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

ISo

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLY EII.LED.

DR. MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
FOB SUE

BY

K.

II.

Iyr38

MOODY.

SPRING TONICS ARE NOW INVOGU

Who Have Used Them
i.HUlLO Recommend as the BEST

I JiniCQ

DR.

Buckboards.

or

KIND’S

Star Crown Brand

Til In

PENNYROYAL PILLS..
Immediate relief, no danger,
pain, f
Used for years by leading specialists. Hundreds of testimonials. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1.50 box.
KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1S30, BOSTON, MASS.
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Dalton’s Sarsapari!
IS A I’I.RI l:CT BUILDER I OR

I III! HI.OOI) AND Nl KM

It is up to date, a reliabh medicine, and will t..ae yon q* .■.<* 1 u• ■.111 >
In addition »•> .t pla-,t -.n «.:q..m!
are convineina proof of its merits
:\
nerve tonic combined. It puls ymir blood tnd nerx cs m .<i.t.*r.
Dis.
It cures Rlieumatism, Stomach, Kidney, l.ixei and Non
lower price than any ot her similar medicine ot its quaiit
>■-

..

Thirty years in
finest stock of all

tae

at Liberty. 'I he
he found between the

easiness

grades

to

Penobscot and Kennebec

rivers, from the cheap,

est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
isfaction guaranteed.
L. C. MOKsii.
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is no
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better pill than DAI ION 'S for

headache. Liver Troubles, and general family use
Dalton's remedies have been reduced

in

price

to meet the

times.

Ask your dcalei ah.

.c

Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1808.— dm2

Great

Bargain. Aroostook Potatoes.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings,

Camp
large
Good soil,

orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year.
never failing water. Will be sold very low and
easy terms.

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

PILES!

PILES!

car

supplied

at

short

SELECTED

on

40tf
M. C.

In car lota or any part of
notice. Also

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sail by It. H. Moody.
Iy38

Assessors’ Notiro
subscribers,assessors oi the city
rpilK
1
notice to the inhahit.u

hereby give
Belfast, to make ami bring in to then
perfect lists of their polls aud estatepeisonal.in writing, including money
at interest, debts due more than they
and all property held in trust as guard:.i
<

tor, administrator or otherwise vexcept
by law exempt from taxation), whe !
possessed of on the first day .>t April i.«
prepared to substantiate the same ;u
All the leading varieties....
law. For the purpose of receiving sat 1
making a record of transfers *t real
undersigned "ill be in session at the
EARLY ROSE,
otliee during business hours of each dav
FI It ST TO Till: FIFTFIMII l>
EARLY QUEENS,
A I’ll 11, N i; \ T iand no longer and an
BLLSS TRIUMPHS.
examination <»| property by the assess.*:
be considered as a waiver h r neglect
BREEN
son in bringing in lute and perfect It(pdred by law Blank- on which \<<
HEBRONS, ETC.
lists mav be bad at the assessors' «»fli■
Belfast. March 24. lS'.iH.
IT. C. PITCHER,
CFO A. QFIMBY,
A. A. SMALL.
Mansiicld** Itlock, Foot of Main St.. I.olfast.,
I
3w 1 2
J. F. SHKLDON,

SEED POTATOES

MOUNTAIN^.
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The researches of recent years
wn much light on this subject,
that the processes of

proved

are very largely dependent upon
oions of the environment.
We

1 from conjecture to certainty,
able to predicate what changes

w

under certain given circutnmany students of physicial

-ue

including men of the most
minds, have been continuously
ij investigating and interpreting
>t Nature during the last half
i.
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This statement, however,
partially correct.
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His whole
II is is a striking personality.
he is not what
being breathes force, but
man.
His
women would call a handsome
In fact, upon the
countenance is fierce.
occasion of a public dinner, Gen. Nels >n
A. Miles, now chief in command of Uncle
Sam’s soldiers, after the handsome aphad been compearance of Army officers
mented upon, said in the course of a
country
men
in the
roundings as they see it. L. Goodwin.
speech: “The two ugliest
United States service are its two most
Geneseo, Kansas, March 30, 1808.
William Wallace,
courageous men, Capt.
of the Army, and Capt. Kobley D. Evans,
was known among
Skagway, Maroh 3, 1808. We are now- of the Navy.” Wallace
The Giant Despair.
He
his comrades as “Ugly” Wallace.
on the
One of the most horSkagway trail and you will send was killed while bravely
at the
rible things about the
letters in future to
at
Wounded
nervous diseases to which
Skagway. We are iu famous Sioux Indian fight
women
are
good health although there has been con- Knee.
peculiarly
is
the
sense
of
subject
siderable sickness here. Several have died
“Fighting li >b“ has a halt in his walk.
overwhelming despair
The lower part of his left leg is badly
from
I
which they bring upon the mind.
spinal menigitis. I presume you twisted backward, the result of a woundA woman’s mental condition is
have read a great deal in the
the storming of
papers about ed knee received during
directly and powerfully affected by
Fort Fisher, lie was then a midshipman
this place. There is a
any ailment of the delicate, special
great rush here at who had been
Such a difficulty
graduated from the Naval
organs of her sex.
present. 1 think it is time people in the
not only racks her body with pain and sufAcademy one year ahead of his time.
east were getting over this
fering but burdens her with mental anguish
excitement. When the sailors and marines had been
about one
which words can hardly describe.
a storming party of
little know what they are
They
running up landed,
Thousands ofjvomen have had a similar
hundred men was told oil and volunteers
There
are
against.
thousands
of
to
that
of
Mrs.
men
comEurath A.
experience
asked for to lead it. Four stepped forWilliams, of Westport, Oldham Co.. Ky.,
ing here with just money enough to get ward. Among them was Kvans. They
in which the use of Dr. Pierce’s wonderful
them here and buy a small outfit.
Then tossed a coin for the perilous honor.
“Favorite Prescription,” by imparting
health and strength to the feminine organthey have to go to work to get money to Evans won.
He was tlie first to mount the scaling
ism. has not only restored complete vigor
pay their duties. In a few days the road
and capacity to the bodily powers but has
but when lie reached the parapet
ladder,
also given renewed brightness and buoythrough the canon on the ice of the river a shot struck him in one knee and lie fell
ancy of spirit
will break up and then
works, a bleeding captive.
they will have to inside the rebel Fort
I suffered for over a year." says Mrs.Williams,
Fisher fell and the
next day
patronize a wagon road which will charge The
with indigestion and nervous prostration. I
He was
young middy was recaptured.
was unai'k to eat or sleep.
I tried several phystwo cents per pound toll.
At
icians. but they only helped me fur a short time.
present subsequently placed on the retired list,
A friend, advised me t<> take Dr. Pierce's Favorite
goods from Skagway are laid down at Lake but pleading for active service a joint, rePrescription. Dr. Piero's Golden Medical DisBennett for 10 cents per pound, and when solution was passed by both houses of
covers and
Pellets.' I commenced taking the
medicines last May
Took three bottles of the
Congress restoring him to the active list
the snow is gone the rate is
Fuvi >ru e Prescription.' three of the ‘Golden
likely to ad- and exempting him forever from physical
Medical Discovery and three vials of the Pelvance to go or 50 cents
He is the
It is examination as to disability.
per pound
lets. and am now le. ling better than I have for
two year-.
Have a good appetne. sleep well,
estimated that there'will be *5 spent for only officer in the Navy who has been
and do not suffer from indigestion or nervousthus honored.
ness.
I have gained seven and a half pounds
every dollar that is dug out this ear.
An inquiry was once addressed to
1 have recomsince taking these im-divines
The Pacific coast papers keep
s medicine to several ladies,
1
>r.
There;
booming Capt. Evans as to how lie gained the
mended
one of
whom i-- now taking it and is being
His reaway, ami I see advertisements in the sobriquet of “Fighting Hob.’’
greatly benefited.
Sound papers of tramways, and not one of ply was modestly given.
“I do not like the subject," he said. “I
good. What our criminals and ne'er-do- them is completed or likely to be for the never courted that kind of distinction in
wells of the community want is not punish- next two months.
take
contracts
1 am simply a captain in the
They
the set vice.
ment, but pity; and that not the and haul the goods to Skagway ou bob- Navy. 1 am no more of a tighter, and no
to that
title, than auy
idiotic or sentimental pity which pets and sleds, then hire it packed over the sum- more entitled
other officer.
Every man iu the United
coddles them, and does more for them mit when the weather will admit.
As a States Navy will light when it is his dutj
than for honest people, but the pity which result thousands of tons of stuff are now to do so.
Courage is a universal quality
Cowardice among
Americans.
is resolute for their reformation or their at Sheep Camp, with the owners
waiting among
Americans, either afloat or ashore, is so
destruction—reformation if it can be at- there at big expense.
worth
it
is
not
rare that
considering. If
We are getting along finely. We have the
tained, extinction if it cannot.
We
captain of a battleship with 500 men
expect all our citizens to be well-con- a horse, which with harness, sled and on board, or the colonel of a regiment of
into action,
ducted and honest.
But what sort of an feed for the job stands us $200.
We have 1,000 American regulars, goes
he does not make a discount of one-hunenvironment surrounds the greater part got all our stuff to the summit except our
dredth part of 1 per cent, for backing or
of them? Is it conducive to manliness in clothes and cooking utensils, which is skulking on the part of his men.
One of the best illustrations of this
the men or modesty in the women? Or is practically the battle fought.
The snow
of Americans was the beit too often a circle of vice and debauchery?
is four feet deep on a level in the valley, characteristic
havior of the Yorktown's crew under my
Our slums reek with physical and moral and no one knows how deep it is on the command in
Valparaiso Harbor. A very
tilth, our streets are at the mercy of mountains. The trail is crowded with bad and hostile feeling prevailed against
drunken and foul-mouthed ruffians and people,as it was last fall when we tried to America at that time. The Yorktown became the asylum of certain political refuabandoned women, who perambulate them get over and were held back
by heavy gees. The government on top demanded
at pleasure and hustle virtue from the rains and floods.
The roads are much the surrender of these people.
I refused
Shall we flog them at the better now.
The commanding officer
pavement.
We haul 800 pounds from to give them up.
at Valparaiso of the Chilean forces recart’s tail, as of old, or reform them? We
Skagway to our cabin, 11 miles, and quested the admiral commanding one of
cannot resume obsolete punishments, but make one
a
and
from
there to the European squadrons on that station to
trip
day;
how can they he reformed? By a change the
summit, 5 miles, we haul 500 pounds say to me that unless these refugees were
surrendered
would follow my ship
of environment; by withdrawing them and make two
trips per day. From the to sea v\itli they
three cruisers, each larger
from their old haunts and compelling summit to Shallow
Lake, where we shall than my own, and an ironclad nearly four
them to earn an honest living in specially make our next camp, we can haul
1,500 i times her size, and as soon as we got outarranged homes and in a moral atmos- pounds. From there to Lake lienuett, 10 side the marine league they would heave
phere. We have in this country a vast miles, the way is rough and we can haul | me to and demand the surrender of the
j fugitives.
number of notoriously immoral persons;
only 800 pounds.
**] asked the admiral to excuse me for
on the other baud we have a
great many
Since we got our stuff to the summit we j a moment, and weut to see those who had
and
intelligent
charitably disposed peo- have been hauling stuff for other parties, placed 11;emst Ives in my care. 1 said to
ple with nothing to do. Here are the two making $12 per day. ILiy is $50 per ton, them tint I had promised tlu m an asylum and to convey them iu safety to Calforces which should eonie t> gether, the aud oats $2.50
per hundred pounds. Brotb- j lan, Peru, and I meant to lhe up to that
vicious and the reformative.
Paid agents er Charlie and 1 have 1,500
pounds of pio- | promise. I then told them that the Chilean fleet might attack me, and in that
would be useless for this remedial work,
visions, and shall get them over to Lake ] event 1 would
doubtless be overpowered.
lor unless done from a spirit of pure
1
Bennett
without
any expenditure of -But,' i continued, ‘tin* asylum that 1
it
could
never succeed.
But
charity
money, and weshall, perhaps, make a lit- have guaranteed you shall be good until
gentle men and women urged by the tle on the outside. Then wo shall sell our my ship is under water. If you are satisfled with that kind of an asylum, you
divine impulses of the good monks and horse. Our
.goods are all ou the summit, ! are welcome to it.’
nuns of old days, could wean back
many and ten days will put us at Lake Bennett,
“They all assented, and I then return
an evil and st ubborn nature to the
paths where we will build our boats, and the ed to the admiral and stated that 1 would
of decency and rectitude, and do what last of
not
surrender the men.
He then informMay or first of .lune go down the j ed me that I would be
followed, ami he
prisons and paid chaplains could never river.
remarked that if the three big Chilean
accomplish. At present things are going
H. E. Martin and 1’. A. Goddard, who ships attacked me my little Yorktown
The
social evil is in- were with me when we tried to
! would not last thirty minutes
altogether wrong.
In reply
go over
I requested the admiral to say to the
creasing, so are insanity and legal offenses. the mountains in September and
October, < flicer commanding the Chilean squadron
Respect on the part of the young for age, will be with us, hut
every one has his that while my iittle ship might not last
for goodness, for the sex, and for their own
outtit, and our paths are likely to he more than thirty minutes, ‘she will make
superiors, is decreasing, and threatens to in different directions after we get to a h—1 of a lot of trouble while she is
afloat.’
I do not know whether or not
disappear altogether. The Board Schools Dawson City.
the European admiral gave this message
turn their pupils out with enough of
We have had at last some real Arctic in these words, but I do know that 1
superficial knowledge to make them con- I weather,such as I supposed prevailed here steamed out of Valparaiso Bay the next
about noon, with all my refugees ou
ceited and saucy, but with the minimum most of the time.
Wo had lifteen days day
board, and that no ship of the Chilean
of moral training.
We need new environ- with the
mercury hovering about zero on squadron followed me.”'
ments, or rather a purifying of the present ! this side of the summit, while on the
That’s the kind of men that make up
ones, and these can be gained only by
otlier^ide it was from 40 to ffO below. A the American Navy. [Philadelphia Times.
general and systematic efforts on the part distance of five mi es, and often of one
Off for the Klondike.
of all concerned, and by parental and mile, will make a
great difference in the
patriotic determination to eliminate or temperature. But, despite the cold, cases Depart ure of a Party of 75—A Fleet of New
Steamships.
suppress, at any cost, the rapidly increas- of freezing have been very rare, and peoTwo carloads of Klondikers left Boston
ing incentives to evil.
ple have been coming out and going in all over the Canadian Pacific from the North
station at 8 p. m., April Oth. There were
winter and are still coming and go ug.
Methodists Opposed to War.
Since March came in we have had fine about 75 iu the party, and the cars are
bound through to Seattle.
From there
weather.
It scarcely freezes at night and
about half the party will go to Vancouver,
Worcester, Mass., April 0. The New
the
sun
is
warm
and
very
bright. We where they will find awaiting them the
England Methodist conference to-day
adopted resolutions addressed to the shall have a photograph taken of our Canadian Pacific’s new Clyde-built steampresident as follows:
cabin and perhaps of some other places to ers which are to run on the Alaskan line
to W ran gel.
“The conference desires to express to
to send home.
The summit of the mounThese steamers are the first ocean vesyou its hearty endorsement of your policy
tain and its approaches would make a sels to be operated for Alaska service.
to do everything consistent with our
honor as a nation to adjust strained re- beautiful picture. On a fine
They have not yet arrived at Vancouver
day you may for
their first trips.
lations between this country and Spain see bOO horses and
They are Al steel
sleds going up, making
vessels and are named the Athenian and
without recourse to devastating war.
a black line three miles
on
the
snow.
the Tartar.
long
The former passer: Callao,
Men are murdered here every few days. Peru, March, 15th, on her way to VancouMrs. II. S. Moor has received a deed of
a house-lot at.
and
the
latter
passed the same point
Lawndale, N. J., a budding The roughs of the Pacific coast are here ver,
Summer resort near Cape May, as a prize
March 20th.
saloons and gambling houses,
running
for working out a “missing-word puzzle
These steamers are of modern construcin one of the magazines.
She evidently and those who bet on the games are sure tion and most elaborately appointed.
considers the real estate quite valuable, to be robbed. There are three companys They have accommodations for both first
is she refuses to swap it for a lot at Petit
They are
of troops here, and there is talk of pro- and second class passengers.
Manan which the Opinion has among its
lighted with electricity and litted with
martial law, which would be a
claiming
The
Tarter’s
assets.
triple expansion engines.
[Rockland Opinion.
good tiling for the people.
gross tonnage is 4,425, length 370 feet,
“Little Colds.” Thousands of lives sacriThere is an old lady next door who is breadth of beam 47 feet, depth 33.3 feet.
ficed every year. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
The gross tonnage of the Athenian is
Syrup cures little colds, cures big cold's, too, very kind to us. bhe bakes us light bread, 3,882, leugth 305 feet, breadth 45 1 2 feet,
dow'n to the very verge of com sumption.
for which we furnish her wood and waAt Wrangel they will
depth 29 feet.
ter.
1 took her to town with me yester- make connections with the river steamers
J. T. R. Freeman of Southwest Harbor
for
for
and
Glenora
during the seaDyea
has sold to Mr. Burnham, a Philadelphia day and do not want another such job.
son of navigation on the Stikeen. Sailings
:i
The
road
is
of
large
tract
land
and
a
on
millionaire,
Sutsled upsets from Vancouver and Victoria will be on
very rough
ton's island.
This island lies off the about
fifty times a day. I was in con- Mondays an 1 Tbilisi lys, re idling WTansouth coast of Mt. Desert island, about a
on Thursdays and Sundays and leavmile from shore and is becoming a favor- stant fear of breaking tier neck or limbs, gel
ing on the return the afternoons of the
ite resort for cottages.
Mr. Burnham but finally got back all right,although she same
days.
built a handsome residence there last sea- was somewhat bruised and sore.
She exson, and his latest purchase is for the
The bdg^ Land Case.
her
husband
back
from
Seattle in
pects
purpose of beautifying his surroundings.
about a week.
He has been in the inteJudges Putnam,
Boston, April 5.
Rockland is one of the latest cities to rior of Alaska for two years and has a Brown and Lowell in the United States
on
circuit
claim
call on for defenses and a monitor, the
court of appeals, to-day, heard the
Eldorado Creek and one on
city council having passed a resolution to Meadow Creek. He came out in January defendants’ appeal in the original case of
W. E. Stowe et al, against the Belfast Savthat effect.
and went to Seattle, where with others he
ings Bank of Maine, from the Maine cirhas been negotiating with English capital- cuit court.
The case involves the titles
ists. He sold his Eldorado claim for $00,- to land in Eden, Me., of the value of
The suit was a w rit of entry by
000, and has other claims in there. They $7,500.
the common law assignees of G. W. W.
are going back to
the interior in the Dow of
Andover, who made them the asspring and we shall linger near them. signment for the benefit of all creditors,
Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constiShe says she is well acquainted in the in- Feb. 9,1898. The defendant claims title
pation, sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
under an attachment and execution sale
cured by Hood’s Pills.
They do their work
terior and will do all she can to help us
of the premises, in a suit begun seven
months after the giving of the assignalong.
We have made many friends from the in- ment. The only error alleged by the defendant is to the ruling of the court beterior, uice people, who have given us low that the
assignment took precedence
much advice and information for which of the attachment as a source of
title.
we are very thankful.
easily and thoroughly.
1

j

J

j

iking their great acquire
nt to evil.
Thus splendid

by

in

with

j

ertheless, high culture may
great vices, and many inhave

was

1891

rf

an open
the vaguest
An able writer of the
“I am satisfied that

rvailed.
.ry

less

more or

this, however,

lore

He

In

battling^

numbers of her most secret

it

At a Woman’s Club.

S. N.
Capt. Evans, U.

To the Editor of The
Journal: I
formerly lived in Waldo county, and still
hate many friends there
who no doubt
would be pleased to hear from
me and
my
boys. The boys are now in Alaska and
write me quite often.
(Jue went there in
August, 1S!)7, and the other iu December
last.
I enclose a copy of their last
letter,
giviug an account of that
and sur-

Liver Ills

Hood’s

Best after dinner pills.
25cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co.,
The only Pill to take with Hood’s

j

At present mail will reach us, but
when we go down the river it will be pretI ty hard for letters to find us.
|
Will Goodwin.

I

Lowell, Mass.

Sarsaparilla.

OASTOniA.
The KM You Have Always
Bears the

Bought

’Twas

A Pill for

debating club for women. She
A maiden young, unparliamentary.
Of recent acquisition, and her eyes
Grew round with wonder as the women
a

made
carried various motions, by the aid
Of Cushing, or as Robert’s Rules advise.

the 111.

And

She could not understand the reason for
Their often saying some one “had the door
Or why they talked so much of eyes and

“

They'll do you good," a physician said in giving some
pills to his patient, a zeoman who had suj/ered Jon months
from diseases which baffled skillful treatment. His zvords
proved true. The woman rejoices.

nose,

Of constitutions, bylaws, rules—and then,
They called one woman Mrs. Chairman,
when

Her

name was

Jones,

as

everybody

knows.

With parliament’ry skill they talked of art;
Of science, letters, of a woman’s part
In the great struggle for existence. Next,

They lightly

touched

on

archeology;

is

the delicate

4

Yes,’ he replied,4 these are Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills for Pale People, but you need
not be alarmed, they are not physic, and
my word for it, they’ll do you good.’
44

or-

Her intense earnestness in whatever she

text.
I

The hurry and bustle of the housewife

extremely wearing upon
ganism of womanhood.

Discussed with spirit foreign policy,
And dually made “Style and Dress” their

undertakes, tempts her constantly to go
beyond her strength.
Mrs. L. E. Browning, of Pueblo, Colo.,

done in irony, for they were far
Above such mundane thing, as women are
When clubbed sufficiently. But it was now
The maiden rallied, for she knew full well
The latest cut of sleeves or skirt, could tell
The shops for bargains, where to buy, and
was

Before I hau been taking*them a week
I noticed a great improvement in my condition. Soon my rheumatism was gone.
441 grew stronger each day and now am
in the best of health.
441 consider Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People, the best tonic.
44
A friend not long ago was telling me
of her mother who is at a critical period in
her life.
44
She was subject to terrible fainting
spells, and the entire family would work
over her.
44
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have not only
stopped the fainting spells, but given her so
much strength that she is able to take u,
life’s duties again.”
To more highly endorse her words, iVLn«
Browning made affidavit before George W
Gill, Notary Public.
All diseases arising from an impoverished
condition of the blood, and most all come
from that, are cured by Dr. Williams’ Pink.
Pills tor Pale People.
They act directly upon the blood. Eui.'cling it up with lacking constituents: t becomes rich and red, the various
organ. are
nourished and stimulated to activity in p.:
forming their functions, and thus disease is
eliminated from the system.
These pills are sold everywhere, the sale

who did this.
years ago,” said she, "my husband died and I was left with three childhow.
ren to care for and educate.
"The burdens of life fell heavily upon
A frowzy dowager in scornful rage
Descanted on the follies of the age,
me, but I determined to make the best of it.
"1 succeeded in my undertakings for a
Among them rank extravagance in
clothes—
livelihood, but in doing so overtaxed myBut here the maid, all eager and abrupt
and undermined my health.
self,
"
To tell what she knew, did interrupt,
I was very ill about two years ago with
And even showed her latest “bargain"
blood poisoning, caused by an abscess that
hose.
had not received proper treatment.
She gave advice and counsel, told them
“The disease settled in my throat for a
where
time, causing intense agony.
To go for gowns and bonnets—what to
“Then inflammatory rheumatism set in.
wear—
And they in frozen silence listened; glared For four months and a half I was a pr isoner
in my room, most of the time confined to
At her, dumbfounded for the nonce, while
my bed.
she
Continued talking all unconsciously,
“My hands were swollen so that 1 could
Nor wondered why the others sat aud not feed myself, and the
swelling in my feet
stared.
and ankles would have made
walking imAt last she paused—she had no more to tell—
possible if I had been strong enough.
"One day, after considerable treatment,
The charm was broken, down the gavel fell.
“You're out of order, madam!” roared the my physician brought me a box of pills.
chair.
‘You need a tonic/ he said, ‘and someThe maiden seemed bewildered, shook her
thing that will act at once, and this is the
skirt.
best medicine for that purpose.’
Examined her neat gloves, then, looked !
“Pills!” I exclaimed in surprise as he
hurt.
opened the box and showed them.
She hesitated, blushed, aud stammered,
“Where ?”
[Lawrence K. Russell in Puck.
A

liquid fire

was one

"Eight

Tarantella.

enormoas.

JUST RECEIVED

music ran.
Aud so the dance began;
Framed in the terrace’s low white wall
And purple sweep of the shining bay,
Forward and backward in swift accord
The dancers bend ami the dancers sway:
Tinkling earrings and Hashing teeth,
Rhythmic swiug to a measured beat
Springing and turning with supple grace,
Like

being

the

Lithely poised ou their bare brown feet,
Ever and ever a quickening pace—
A dizzy whirl and a mad, wild maze—
Presto!—the end. A silence falls.
On the opal glow of the noontide haze;
A shadow seems to dim the sun,
Because the dance is done.
[Grace Hodson Boutelle,

in

April’s Munsey.

SPRING

It is impossible for the system
j to withstand the demands made
upon it just at this season, without the assistance of a good purifying and strengthening tonic.
The changey which Nature decrees
shall take place each spring are
so
severe
that a breakdown is
almost sure to come. It is wise
that ail pos-ihlo assistance be
given during this period, as upon
this purifying process depends the
health for the entire summer, j
; Everybody just now should take a
thorough course of Swift 's Specific

1S9S

Also an elegant line of MENS, YOUTHS
anti BOY’S HATS and CAPS, Etc., in a
variety of shades, right from New York.

fiUSTOl SUITS TO ORDER FRO! $12.50 OP.
™

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

£

j

Maine Central R. R

the!

which thoroughly cleanses
blood of all the accumulated inipurities, tones up and strengthens
tin; entire syst em, and aids Nature
in renovating and renewing the
boTl y so as to render it. healthy and
strong. Those who purify their
blood with S. S. S. at this season
are well fortified againgt the many
forms of disease so prevalent during the dreaded heated term, for
it has been demonstrated that the
j system that is thoroughly purified
in the spring is well prepared to
resist disease all summer,
No other remedy on the market
i
is equal to Swift’s Specific as a
spring medicine, because it is the
only purely vegetable blood remis guaranteed absolutely
j edy and
: free from potash, mercury and all
1
other minerals. It cleanses, puribuilds up and strengthens.
I fies,
| Insist on S. S. S., for there is nothI
ing half as good.

j

;
|
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our

reader*

-IimiIi:

agricultural ami family
Hu nts whereby
journal, we have perfeefed an.ii
we can semi that practiculand in*tractive i> urna 1,
one

good

»

Farm

am*

Homi:.

In

eoiinee:

publication, Thk IJi cm
full year lor only $2.00.

iu

an

nn

with

■

Journai

<un

both

a

n
:1a
Lack
space forbids a dex iipiion
tents of Farm am* Homi:, which are unequalled
for variety and excellence. 1’ioinincnt aun-ng its
many de)*artment6 may be mentioned the Farm

of

harden. Market Keports, Fruit Cullure. Flans
Inventions, The Apiary Taik* with a Lawyer,
Around the hlohe, Livestock and Dairy. The Poultry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

and
and

hold Features, etc.
Kaum and Home

is published
M'mt-monlhl).
giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume oi over HIM pages, teeming

thus

with

alt

the latest

and

most

redalde information

that

experience and science can supply No better
proof of its popularity can bo offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State and territory in the I nioi,, each number
being read by no less than a million readers.

I"^

<■

This
pages and over 1,000 d' ust rat ions.
Kneyelopcdia. which has nevci sold for less than
I releiemv.
It
§1 .on, is unsurpassed as a work
contains no less than 2»',000 unities, ;u d will be
found of the greatest use in an-wei mil: the thou7*0

Steamers leave Belfast,

we

a;

her and

n

o'per

nutting:

sands

For Boston, via Camden and Hook la ml, at. alum
2.30 p. m. Mondays and Thursdays.
1 v5
via
F«-r Winter! ort (Bangor it ioo permit
landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at :»I nt
8.00 a. in., or upon airival ol steamer hem i'os

Hypophosphites.

ton.

It
relieves the cough.
and expels the poisonous
secretions that are the cause of the
trouble, and fortifies the system against
its recurrence.
If you are interested in our Emulsion,
send us your name and address and we
will mail you free a copy of our book
entitled
Building a New Body.”

invariably

RKTl'RNINti TO BHKAKT.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at .r> p. in.5"*
From
Bueksport, (Bangor uhen river opens
Mondays and Thursdays at 11 a. in.

counteracts

CHAS. E. .JOHNSON, Agent, Bel last.
CALVIN A CSTIN, (Jen’I. Supt... Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Sold by all druggists. 50c. and $1.00.
Angler Chemical Co., Allston District, Boston.
of

Plate Glass Insurance.

Ask your Grocer to-day to show jou a package
GRAIN-O, the new food diitik that takes the

place of coffee. The children may drink it withinjury as well as the adult. All who try it,

GRAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
Java, but it is made fro m i ure grains
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-4 the price of co flee and 25 cents per

like it.
Mocha

application.
Agt., Winterport.

or

package. Sold by all grocers.

ECCS for SETTING

to

of quest ions that

tlaics, places. pels.

h a ri<c in ega rd
mcidei;'-tat ist n '..etc.

const a i,

ns,

No one at all interested slum d hr w i; bout it.
Ibi not delay "f fail to take ud\.i:i
<d tins
remarkably liberal oiler, which we make lor a
limited time only by special arrangement with
..

the
a

publishers

llemcmber,
book,

full year, including

of $2.10.
Address all orders

w.

at

.•

semi bulb papers
the very n u price

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

TRY GRAIN 0 !

out

FRED ATWOOD,
March 24, 181)8.—2uil 2

From purely hied Light Brahma hens of
the best strain; 25 cents for a setting of
E. N. HARRIMAN,
13 eggs.i
Stockton Springs, Me.
3wl3*

least

at,

Immediately and sending iO cents additional for
mailing expenses, making $2.10 In all, we will
semi 1 (lumber's Popular Kneyrlopedla,

PETROLEUM

on

have

A 700 PAGE BOOK r’PEE.

ANCIER’S

rates

FOR ONLY 82.00.
Believing that every

P M
7 00

E. D.
Boston, |j yy D..

si
l-arm ami Ft.niily I’aper in
l i.ited Mates, Rolh One Year

lii

the

TO BELFAST.

HELP FOR BRONCHITIS

Special

'Mu

A M

That is almost instantaneous, and nearly
To overcome the
always permanent.
cough, soreness, inflammation and purulent discharges that accompany this
affliction, take

It

..AND..

run as follows:

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
**
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
Through t ickets to all points West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale by L. M C i.okof,,
CEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland Nov. 10, 1897.

EMULSION

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

On and after Sov. 14,1 M»7, trams connect ing at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains to,
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos

tFlag station.

Ft

Offer Yet!

i

Discounts
■

WWW 1

Books.
Free.
cal

■

v

*§

Mechanical. Imlnstrial and TechniCatalogue and Discount. Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK.
23 Warren St., New York.

FOR SALE.
STKAM LAI NCII
<i|-INKV'KISK,” coal
burner, -17 feet over all, 7 1-2 lei t beam, speed <»
miles per hour, steady run. Kxecllent sea boat,
*•

SUBSCRIBE

j
|

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

well found.
lltf

For

particulars impure of
W. h. BRAY, Belfast, Me.

Easter

BELFAST. THURSDAY, APRIL 14, 1898.
PCHMSHED FA FRY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal Pub, Co.
CHARI.FS

i

a.

Congress

1‘ILSlil’liV,

K.lit..r and
!„Business
Manager

ior Armed Intervention.

Ihe President’s message was

sent

to

Congress Monday, read in both Houses
ami referred.

It is summarized

as

follows:

Uxcept by subjugation or extermination
the war cannot he ended by either of the
contestants, a situation which the United
States cannot view with
equanimity. On
March _'T the Administration proposed an
armistice until Oct. 1st,for the negotiation
ol peace.
Spain replied that negotiations
must he referred to the autonomist
parliament May 4.
All diplomatic negotiations
ended here.
Recognition of beligerency
would accomplish nothing. Recognition
of independence would be
contrary to
precedent and not necessary for peace.
“Forcible neutral intervention,” says the
President, “would he justified.” The
fate of the Maine is proof of a state of
things that is intolerable, and shows that
the Spanish Government cannot assure
safety aud security to our vessels. Spain
has proposed to arbitrate the question retating to the Maine, hut this Government
has made m> reply. The only hope of rebel now is Horn the enforced pacification
v»l Uuha.
“The war must stop,” says
the President.
“1 ask Congress to authorize the President to take measure to
secure a full and final termination of hostilities, and to use the military aud naval
for es as may he necessary for these purposes.”

Here is

significant

a

passage:
with the Congress.

The issue is now
It is a solemn
responsibility.
1 have exhausted even effort to relieve
h. intolerable condition of affairs which
is at our doors.

Prepared

to

execute

every obligation
imposed upon
by the constitution and
the law l await your action.
1 !;• message was
disappointing at first,
to those who had anticipated a more warme

like dot ament, but a closer reading shows
strength of the President’s words
and the deep significance of the recom-

the real

mendations he makes.
i»*si<ic*ut

vested in
ed all the

It is not for the

Sunday.

Last Sunday was Easter, and the weather
conditions were as favorable as could be
asked for. The sky was clear and the suu
shone brightly all day. The churches wJte

| beautifully

UNIVERSALIST

the Uuiversalist church the groundwork of the decorations was white, with
fur mats on the steps and platform, white
drapery above and about the pulpit and for
coverings of the plaut stands, etc. The altar cloth of white bore on its front in gold
letters the words, "Our Redeemer Liveth.”
A cluster of willows stood at the right of
the pulpit, while Easter lilies, palms, cut

tulips

and

hyacinths

were

artistically

group-

The decorations at the Methodist church
were not so elaborate as
usual on account
of services to be held which
required the rearrangement of the platform. The effect,
however, was neat and in keeping with the
day. The altar was draped in white. Martha

Washington geraniums, begonias, cut
flowers, etc., were tastefully arranged about
the platform and the altar rail was covered
with white, relieved with
sprigs of evergreen. The music was by the regular choir,
composed of Emery White, F. S. Hutchins,
Mrs. Webber and Miss Ginn, the latter also
serving as organist. The text was Matt. 12 ;.is ;
theme, “Easter Thoughts." After the sermon the ordinance of
baptism was administered to four young people and the Lord’s
supper observed.
concert

was

In the evening an
I'he general
given.

Easter
sub“The Prince Victo-

war, and is so understood at
the Capital, as the Ways and Means comminee have reached an agreement to

bourse mean

$ 00.000,000 additional revenue ani.'.ally, and ado to issue a popular loan of
Cm-

■

$500,000,000.

sisters

Class

exercise, Easter lights.
Chorus, All glory to Thee.
Florida Carrow
Lullaby song.
lbThe resurrection,
Lulu Elweil
Vocal solo. For this He came,
Lizzie Chamberlain
Rec
Easter lesson,
Louise Hall

Duett, Fpward, onward,

Lillian Patterson, Helen Leavitt
Rec., The legend of Easter,
Marie Logan
Motion song,
Mildred McAndless
Class exercise.

Vocal solo,
Mrs. E. P. Frost
Rec., TJhe crucifixion, burial and resurrection,
Mildred Mason
Chorus, O blessed Lord.
Benediction.

formerly

now

a

but

all

to

large

the

in

by

the choir

sermon

by

was

very

Rev.

in

program

:

Capitol March,” Chase
Fauuce
Easter Anthem, "Angel Bands,” Wiegaud
Choir
Lord’s prayer in concert,
Congregation
Solo, "Angels ever bright and Fair,”
Handell
Mrs. Howes
Responsive reading, from the Gospels
Rev. G. G. Winslow and congregation
Rev. J. F. Tilton
Prayer,
Response, "Salve Regina,”
Dudley Buck |
"Maine
Miss

Mrs. Pitcher

Those interested in the subject will find
on the 71:
page some notes on a talk on

week.
The text was Acts 17:18;
subject,
“Jesus and the Resurrection.” The decorations were arranged by the doral committee
of the Christian Endeavor
Society, Misses
Liu Frye, Bertha Blake, Emma
Dickey,
Mabel Rowe and Mr. Edwin Perkins. The
audience room was filled t<> overflowing at
the evening concert. Tiie music was
finely
rendered by the full choir reinforced by
singers from the Sunday school, making in
all more thau thirty voices. The
following

the

program

■

••

kii,

iergarten here, and the time is not far
iMint when this will be a part of the
pub^1,“ school system
throughout the
country.

kindergarten by Miss Suow, superintendent of the public schools of
Bangor.
I lie letter from E. C.
Farrington, published on the tith page, suggests some im-

portant modifications of the game laws
and merits careful consideration.
In
brief, it is proposed to separate the fish
and game business, and appropriate at
least $25,000 for the preservation and cul-*
of fish.

The State in said to receive
much greater benefits from its fish resources than from its
Then it is
game.
ture

proposed

to

compel every non-resident

who desires to hunt moose, carideer to pay annually five dollars
for that privilege, and each resident of
person

bou

or

the State
Mr.

one

Farrington

dollar for the same right.
says he has always oppos-

ed a license fee upon non- esidents and
would now if the resident were not also
taxed.
He would also give the right to

given:
Organ voluntary.
was

Chorus, Scorned of
Scripture, John 20,

men.

J. F. Tilton
Rev. J. F. Tilton

Rev.

Prayer,

Chorus, Come let

us

join.

Rec Easter Dawn,
Solo ami chorus, O Risen

Ernest Webber

Lord,

Fannie Robertson and chorus

Rec., How they Knew,

Flora Rich and Sadie Seavev

Rec., Getting ready

for

Easter,

Lottie Braley
Chorus, The day of Resurrection.
Easter
Exercise,
gifts,
Marjorie Cooruhs,
Della Wilband, Helen Patterson, Eunice
Wagner, Bertha Wood.
Chorus, Easter bells.
Exercise, The sermons of the bells,
Rice, Black, Bert Brier, Emery Mayo,
Charlie Decrow.
Rec., Legend of Easter lilies, Leila Howard
O
Chorus,
day of joy and gladness.
Rec Easter songs,
Mertie Nash, Leonie
Condon, Belie Mayo, Flora Coombs.
Chorus, All glory to Thee.
Rec Nature’s Easter music,
Ella Smalley,
Hattie Colcord, Etta Whitehead, Carrie
Ford, Della Knowlton.
Closing chorus, All glory be to Thee.
Benediction.

become

came

body

to

hung

workman.

He

to

the homes of

1 HE NORTH

CHURCH.

his work and
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INFANTS’ LONG CLOAKS.
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$6.00
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.87

S31

.75
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.50

WORSTED VEILS,

.33

CRIB

.50

BLANKETS,

All Goods at

19

Closing Out Prices.

will

be upon, “Temptation.” Luke 11. 4.
Morning anthem, “The friend who waiteth
nigh. Macy ; trio,“Tell me the old, old story."
Evening Chorus, “The Lord is great,”
Mendelssohn; duet, selected.

by

the

$3.00.

pastor, theme,

school at 12 m.;

THESE SHOES ARE MADE OF

and

LIGHT RUSSIA CALF.

prayer

They

meeting Tuesday evening,

meeting
morning

will

he led

by

the

Brass

Style

A. P. MANSFIELD, ",80!!S,m

have Welted Soles,
English Back Stays,

Main St.,

'w"

Eyelets.

and appearance of s.Vik> shoes.
exhibition in our windows at

Belfast,

On

RIGHT ON DECK

at 10 45 with sermon
by
pastor. Rev. G. S. Mills; Sunday school
at 12 m. There will be
one
service
in
only

Wit

MN

IT

at

7

2f>th.
Bishop Earl Cranston, D. D
of Portland, Oregon, will preside,

L. L. D
and will
to he fol-

COM MS

deliver an address Tuesday night,
lowed by a reception. Wednesday morning
the work of the conference will begin.
In
the afternoon Mrs. S. L. Beiler, wife of the
Vice Chancellor of the American University,
at Washington, D.C., will marshal the ladies,
and later the Rev. I)r. Charles
Parkhurst, of
Boston will address the gentlemen.
At,
night the Rev. A. B. Leonard, D. D
will
present the condition and needs of the whole
world field in a strong appeal for
missionary
service. Every morning will he taken up by
business, while the afternoon and eveuings
will he given to addresses and lectures
by

cr

J

NATIONAL BANK

A- KNOYVLI'ON. President.

and all kinds of things that help t.» make up
a well
dressed man, we are decidedly ON
DECK. Now the deck is all cleared for action and war will begin with.

KK.YN It

Wltit.lv t’a.i;

if.

Deposits Solicited
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INDIVID! AL

"Easier

an

Geo .H.Poor c/e cue lei

TO

I-

I

75,

NOTHING BE1TER CAN BE Ct

Hats, Caps,
Men's Furnishings, PEOPLES

This is to be a missionary
15, having the topic, “Lessons
from the Lives of Great, Missionaries.”
evening

*.

FalmouTln
F 0 rT l

Morning worship

the

Vo r
r

Rem inert on

the

| meeting

v-/

B.C

pastor.

Jaicuc/e& j

KQ
eminotonppccial

Me.

Feb. 28, 1894.

9K1M)S1TS:

duly >4. 1894.

#30,353.09

*59.180.29

duly 11.1895.

I»*MV

* 123.985.58

13,

*190,838,17

l>ec.

1894

l»

duly 11. 1899.
*172.093.10

!>..
»*.

Dec. 15. 1>

$202,1!

Gloves,
Easter Hosiery,

Easter

Easter Underwear.

WILCOX Stiff

D.F.

Man

*79.480.59

1895.

Easter Hats,

industrious, faithful to
All new. up-to-date goods.
honest in his dealings with his
*******
fellow men.
He was married twice, and
Three services were held at the North
those desiring to do so, and other reasonwas the father of sixteen
We are agents for the celebrated
twelve of
children,
church: Christian Endeavor meeting at 7 30
whom are living. His second wife survives
able privileges. We should be glad to
a. m., the regular service at 10 43
a. in., and
him. The funeral was held
hear from any of our readers on these
Tuesday forea responsive Easter service in the
evening. noon at St. Francis Catholic church. His an array of able speakers.
proposed changes in the game laws.
The decorations were iu dark effects relievOn Thursday the speakers will he
Maj
the most stylish and serviceable hat on the j
sons, John Gannon, Jr. of Nashua, N. FI., i Danforth of
Japan: the Rev. Dr. Beiler of
ed by bright colored
market, i & Huy your Easter goods at.
blossoms, lighter shades and Martin Gannon of Lewiston, and his Washington, D. C and the Rev
Manley S.
If war breaks out, a special session of of foliage and the white of the Easter
lilies.
I).
Hard.
of
I).,
Philadelphia. Friday evendaughters, Mrs. Auuie Annis and Mrs. Eliza
the Maine legislature will
the Epworth Leagues will listen to
undoubtedly be An umbrella palm, begonias, several rare Moore, both of Boston, came to Belfast to at- ing
President A. W. Harris, Sc. I>. of the
and
other
geraniums
rare
and
beautiful
There
is
no
necessary.
money which can
tend the funeral. His sons Thomas and Ed- University of Maine.
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Ale.
Other speakers the
be legally used by the Governor and mil- plants were used with artistic effect. ward live in this
last of the week will be the Rev. Joseph 11,
city.
A window garden of potted plants stood
D.
Mansfield,
D., of Brookline, Mass.; the
itary authorities to provide for the emerand the Rev. W.
Alvin Blodgett of this city received notice Rev. W. I Haven, D. D
in front of the pulpit. The general effect
H. W. Rees of Cincinnati.
gencies which war may bring, and none was
On Sunday,
OPERA
of
the death of his brother, Charles
pleasing and artistic and a credit to the Tuesday
in
Hall,
the
May 1st,
time honored
City
can be had except
through action by the committee. Misses Cutter, Palmer and Per- H. Blodgett of St. Paul, Miuu., April lltli. love-feast
ON i: NIGHT ON I.Y
will be followed by a sermon
legislature. Adjutant General Richards ry. The forenoon sermon by the pastor, Deceased was born in Morrill, Oct. 15, 1857, from Bishop Earl Cranston. The Chancellor
of
Syracuse
the Rev.
has returned from a consultation with Re*. Geo. S.
14, 1898.'
Mills, was a devout and schol- and was a son of Calvin and Sarah Blodgett. J. Roscoe Day, D. University,
D
L.
L.
D., will
He
Governor Powers at Houlton with author- arly presentation of the
leaves
a
one
child
and
a
sister
in
—The
Successful
wife,
Production
The
Scenic
theme, “The attainoccupy the afternoon, while plaus are being
Big
OPERA COMIQUE,
ity to increase the Maine National Guard ment of the Resurrection," from a part of St. Paul, one brother in Morrill, one in Bel- made toward securing the great temperance
orator, John C. Wooley, for the evening.
fast and one in Alaska.
to its full fighting
THE ISLE OP
strength, and to com- Luke 20:35, and Phil. 3:11. The music, was
The eminent California evangelists, Mr. and
Mrs. G. Hampson-Hemus, will conduct the
plete its equipment in every necessary de- by the regular choir, and consisted of apMrs. John G. Damon will give a whist devotional parts of the whole week.
All
propriate Easter selections, with a solo by
tail.
services will be held in Grace M. E. church,
Miss May Hall. The pastor’s subject in the matinee at Memorial Hall Saturday, April
Union street, unless otherwise arranged.
at 2.30 p. m. Admission 25 cts.
It is evident that Spain has
A The
public is cordially invited to enjoy
everything evening, after the responsive service, was 16th,
WITH
novel feature in this entertainment will be these exercises and any willing to entertain
to lose and nothing to
gain by a war with “Heaven our Home."
are requested to notify the
guests
the
of
four
of
pastor,
embroidpresentation
pieces
THE UNITARIAN SERVICES
this country. $he is sure to lose Cuba
A,so
the Rev. Joshua M. Frost, 259 Union street. RICHARD
The Unitarian church was well filled both ery consisting of a tea-table cover in Roman
and Porto Rico, and her
royal family may forenoon and
R. H. Coombs & Son have received a new
Miss MAUD LILLIAN BERRY
afternoon,the former being the embroidery, two large table mats in Battenlose their throne, and possibly their j
Easter service of the church and berg work and one strawberry piece. This delivery wagon. It is considerably wider
And a Magnificent Cast and Chorus of
heads. And we are not sure but that regular
the latter the annual Easter observance of work is on exhibition at the store of G. W. than the old one and is built specially for the
Burkett. Anyone paying the admission fee, furniture business, is very
60
Spain would eventually be the gainer if the
attractively paint 60 PEOPLE
Knights Templar. The decorations were
whether in attendance or not, will be euti- ed and has the firm’s
all this comes to pass. The plea that elaborate
monogram on the More Special Scenery ! More Georgeous Costumes !
and very handsome. The altar
More Beautiful
More Entrancing Ballets!
Spain will go to war for honor is unten- was draped in white with sprigs of delicate tled to the receipt of a sealed envelope. sides. They also have a new horse for the
Transformations! More Elaborate Detail!
business, a handsome, large, dark bay,
able. She lias no honor and no apprecia- vines and surmounted by a row of hyacinths Among the several envelopes given four will bought of Williston Griunell of Camden
Higher Salaried Artists! Costs More
contain a description of the different artito Move and Plays to More Money
and will soon add another and work a span
and Easter lilies. A vase of white tulips
tion of that quality in others.
cles. The possessors of these envelopes
Than any other Comic Opera Company in t In*
stood iu front of the altar.
A number of
A bath with Cosmo Buttermilk Soar, exwill receive the article described therein
World.
The Spanish minister at Washington is tropical
plants stood at the foot of the altar from Mrs. Damon at the close of the mati-! quisitely scented, is soothing and beneficial.
OWN AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA.
in
Sold
of
a
liar
with
himself.
fronf,
evidently something
by A. A. Howes & Co.
palms, a rubber plant and nee.
Reduction
in Prices.
I
^•Special
ship game lawfully taken

was
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The topic of the prayer
meeting at the
North church at 7 15 this, Thursday, evening is, “The Chief Lesson of the Resurrection,” Acts 3:11-2);; 1 Cor. 15:42 58; Epli. 2:
1 8
The Sunday service, will be as follows:

j

.75

.10

...

“

At the
service the choir will
sing
“Jubilate Deo” by C. II. Wells, and
"Holy
Father, Great Creator” by A. M. Suuey.

Mr.

.03

“

j

Gannon was born in Ireland,
but came to America when quite young. He
first settled in Belfast and has lived here
ever since.
He has worked principally as a
gardener and asaleveler on the highways,
and in both occupations he was an
expert

TWIST,

every

Mr. Merritt’s kind ways won for
Rev. S. H. Beale was 83 years old last SunHe celebrated the dav by
him many friends, not only in his place of day.
speaking
f-om
the pulpit of the Methodist church, usbusiness at Lowell, but in Brooks and at j
the text and outlines of a sermon which
ing
Asliville. He leaves a wife and child, a : he
preached fifty years ago.
Not many
sister and a brother to mourn their loss. His
mau have a record of so
many years speut. in
His reminiscences of early
funeral was from the residence of Isaac the ministry.
days were interesting. He spoke of the
Staples, his wife’s father, in Brooks village, : advance in science
and also of the growth
at 2 p. m. April tith, Rev. F. S. Dolliff otii- of his own
denomination, the Methodist
;
church
having increased from 300,(XX) ineinciating.
ners to six millions in the United
States.
John Gannon died at his home on Union
[Camden Herald.
street April 9th at the advanced age of 8<i
The East Maine M. E. Conference will
years and 10 mouths, after an illness of but be held at Bangor the week beginning April

days.

.75

.05

BLUE DRILL,

KNIT

for burial.

two

“

All are welcome.
The pastor will occupy the
pulpit morning
and evening a- the
Baptist church next Sunday. The subject of the morning sermon
will be “The Blessedness of the
Peacemaker.” Matt. 5: !>. The
evening services

and the

Brooks April 5th

1.00

,1.00

■

class meeting Thursday evening.
It is expected that the Rev. J. F Cobb
f
E. Montpelier, Vt.. who is to visit Rev. C. H.
Wells, will preach the sermon at the Universalis! church next Sunday.
Services will he
as us ual
The topic for the young people's
is
“Heroisms of Common Life,”
meeting

weak he felt that he must
winter in a milder climate and

with his

be

and

was

wife

as

.07

...
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SPOOL SILK,

undenominational.

regular

him still

advised to go to Asliville, N. C., where
he spent the winter.
At first he felt that he
gained some, but as spring approached he
continued to fail ami died April 1st. His

the

of

prayer service at 7. The Board meeting will be held Monday evening at 7.15, the

a

spend the

held

.79

.10

hearing,

War; Sunday
meeting of Junior League at
3.30 ; meeting of Epworth League at
(>; song

druggist and prepared with one of
the leading druggists in Somerville.
He
graduated with honor from the Massaclmsetts College of Pharmacy in 1888 and soon
after settled in business in Lowell, where lie
followed his profession until about two
years ago, when he was obliged to leave on
account of failiug health. The continued
application to his vocation that he might
bold a prominent position among men of
his profession proved too much fur his constitution, which was never strong, and left
him a prey to that fell disease,
consumption.
He came to Brooks, Maine, last summer,
that
a season of quiet, the beautiful
hoping
scenery and healthful climate, might restore
his strength, but as
approaching winter
found

CORSETS,

evening this week
except Monday and Friday evenings, at
o’clock; also on Sunday at 2 •>() and 7 P.
M
Bible ciass at 1 P. M. Mrs. M. C.
Clapp
has charge of these
meetings, which are

mon

a

of the geranium leaves and bright
hi’ 'ssoni-t .f various
dowering plants were
seen, making a very pleasing and artistic
combination.
The dowers included petunias, lemon geraniums, palms and others.
Sju igs of pine were used with very pleasing
effect upon the walls. The music
washy
the regular choir and was as announced last

be

1.00

TURKEY RED HANDKERCHIEFS,

when it is entirely closed Deafness is the
result,
and unless the inflammation can be taken..at and
this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed -forever: nine eases m,;
ten are cat # d by catarrh, which is
nothing bar
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces
Wc will give One Hundred Dollars
;ll,\
ot Deafness .cause.i
by eatarrln that eaniiot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send fm eireal ,>
free.
F. .1. CHK\F. V \ C(
Toled
O.
old by Druggists, 7"‘C.
iu ld

The services at the Methodist
Episcopal
church next Sunday will be as follows: Ser-

Died in

shades

...

MEN’S HEAVY SHIRTING,
SILK VELVETS,

.15;
1.00

tional remedies. Deafness is caused bv an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Kustachian Tube. When this tube nets inflamed
you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect
ami

m.

the

Meetings will
Peoples Mission

Asliville, N. C Friday April 1st,
discouragements, and says a good trasted with bright flowers and white draMr. Charles Willis Merritt. Mr. Merritt
w-.r i for the
Kindergarten as an impor- pery. The platform bore large quantity of was born in
Somerville, Mass., lx»>:f At an
and potted plants, with banks of
tant antecedent of school
training. In this foliage
all of which the lighter early age he manifested a strong desire to
evergreen,
through
connection it
says:
d in- IF tie one is first taught to think, to
reason intelligently, and he
begins to ask
ijuestions which we grown-ups, whom
these little tots suppose
“know everyare often
at a
thing,
css to answer.
M tuy think it merely a play school, that
there is really
nothing learned but to
make mini pies and to fold
paper into
hftx<\s and baskets.
Even so. the little
mis ar»- being ‘aught the first
principles
•i manipulation and the little brain is
beps to < as<>n, and to
']
in
'••delight
seeing sjmething pretm.ule by his »wn efforts.
iehfas; iadie.s are about to
open a

“

afternoon.

Sermon, "True Knighthood,”
THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills
the Baptist church there was a Christian Hymn, "America,”
Choir and congregation
Endeavor prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m., a foreRev. J. M. Leighton
Benediction,
noon Easter service and an
evening concert, j
The decorations here were very handsome
Obituary.
The darker shades of green
prevailed, con-

many

RIBBONS..25
1.25
COMFORTABLES,

The annual convention of the U niversalists of Maine will he held at Dover the first
week in June. On
Tuesday evening all in
attendance will take a special train to
SangerviUe and participate in the dedication
of the beautiful m*w church edifice
of the
denomination there. The convention will
open on Wednesday, ( losing on Thursday
J

was as

At

The Old Town Enterprise congratulates
the ladies <>f that place on the re
opening
<>i a kindergarten there in the face of so

;

$ .06 i ?

diseased

church at the service next
Sunday
forenoon.

able, scholarly and patriotic a discourse as
was ever given here on a similar occasion.
We print the sermon in full in other columns
At the appointed hour the Commandery, in uniform, marched in to the strains of
R. P. (.'base’s Maine Capitol March. The
clergy of the city was all on the platform
except, Mr. Wells, whose health would not
permit him to attend. Following is the

Voluntary,

SI

Now

$'.IO

....

by local applications,#s they cannot reach the
portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitu-

(Unitarian) church
will be by the
Leighton at 10 45 a.

sermon

pictures illustrating “The Way
Cross,” and it is expected tney will

finely rendered,

Geo. S. Mills

Parish
the

Francis Catholic church of this
city
has been presented with a series of framed

The

WAS!

DRILLING,

Deafness Cannot be Cured

^t.

congrega-

the

music

Sold by all druggists.

Ke\. Ralph GUiam of Medford
has recently been in Chicago helping Mr Moody in
overflow meetings
This excellent evangelist, who has aided many of our ministers
with much
satisfaction, lias a few open dates
for the spring and summer
months. |Zion’s
Herald.

decorations were the same as
forenoon with the addition of the
cross and crown of the Older on the front of
the pulpit and the two banners of the Commandery at either end of the room, llie

tion.

Sunday

pastor, Rev. James M.
m. ; Sunday school at 12

Palestine Commandery,

in

the First

At
next

Knights Templar, was uuusually interesting, not only to the Sir Knights present

when all others fail.
1 he Churches.

HE. KNIGHTS 1 EMPLAR SERVICE.

by

cures

PRICES.

Mass.

Sarsaparilla

Is America’s (ri-eatest Medicine because it
baskets of flowers at both Sides. The decorations were arranged by Mrs. Bailey, Mrs.
Frederick and Mrs. Leighton. The clioir
and music were as announced in The Journal last week, the numbers being all fiuely
rendered. The sermon by the pastor, Ilev.
J.M. Leighton was eloquent an i appropriate,
from the theme: "Easter of the Heart.”

SCALE OF

I Was All Run Down
By overwork and troubled with boils. I
began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
gave me relief and I gained from 18 to 20
pounds. It made me look and feel much
better. I take Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a
spring medicine, and at any time when I
feel that my health is running down, and
it always does me good. I earnestly recI Was Discouraged
ommend it to anyone who is suffering
With my Bufferings from dyspepsia for from boils, sores or humor caused by imover twenty
years. There seemed to be a pure blood.” Angelo Horne, Box 72,
lump in my stomach all the time. I did Sanford, Me.
not dare to eat meat or warm bread and Remember,there’s nosubstitute for Hood's

Hood’s

The serviie

very sparingly of vegetables. I often went
hungry because I knew I would suffer intensely with distress if I satisfied my appetite. I read so much of what Hood’s
Sarsaparilla had done for others that I decided to try it, and soon realized its magic
touch. The distress in my stomach decreased, my appetite improved and my
general health is very much better. I
gained in weight and can now eat without any distress.” Mw. B. W. Bump,

Middleboro,

burden to me but I can
attend to my household duties and

was

and tin-

1

Feeling,

My blood was very poor, and seeing
Hood’s Sarsaparilla advertised for impure
blood I concluded to try It. I have more
color in my face than I did before taking
it. I can sleep and eat well. My work

1HK METHODIST CHURCH.

Responsive readiug.
Chorus, Come let us join.
!"• niessag.* was referred to the Senate
Kev.G.G. Winslow
Prayer,
1'o'Minttec on Foreign Kelraious and the Anthem chorus, Easter beds.
Welcome,
Ray Kilgore
Ho ->e < ommitiee on
Ethel Savery
"reign affairs, anil Song, Easter lilies,
The risen Lord,
Florence Libby
de
wen expected
to report
Pq-e.,
yesterday. Trio,
The Johns*.>n

immediate intervention. It is thought the
debate in the House will be short.
The
adoption of these resolutions will of

That Tired

So common in the spring, is also due
to the weak, thin, depleted condition of
the blood. Make your blood pure by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and you
will be strong and ready for work, will
have good appetite and good health.
Try flood’s Sarsaparilla this spring.

ley.

leaves the issue with them.

and demand the withdrawal
of the Spanish troops; ami the resolution
of the House committee will also direct

rillla cures all humors of the blood of
every form and degree.

ed. Rare palms and a rubber plant stood at
the left and rear. The cross at the back of
the pulpit alcove was covered with white,
with sprigs of delicate ferns. The white
lace drapery which bung in folds above the
platform was relieved by delicate maidenhair fern. The choir was composed of C. E.
White, F. G. Mixer, Miss Skay and Mrs.
Frost, with Mrs. Crowley as organist. The
music, the selections of which were announced last week, was
finely given.
Two of the selections were composed by
the pastor, Rev, Charles H. Wells.
The
sermon by the pastor, Rev. C. H. Wells,
was a tine discourse, well rendered.
The
text was 2 Tim. 1:10, and the subject “Immortality Brought to Light.” The committee on decorations were Mrs. Pote, Misses
Milliken, Johnson, Walker, Lord and Kel-

authority is ject of the concert was
Congress, ami having exhaust- rious.” Following is the program
res-".trees of
diplomacy he now Chorus, Once Scorned ‘>i Men.

dependence,

That pimple on your arm, those work is a pleasure. I hare gained in flesh
and have a
healthy look. I cannot praise
eruptions, itching and burning hives,
Hood’s too much.”
Mbs. Alfred A.
as
just
surely indicate impurities in the
Howard, 105 Summer St., Taunton, Mass.
blood, which should have prompt and
careful attention, as do hoils, carbuncles, ulcers, salt rheum and the severest
Hood’s Sarsapaforms of scrofula.

CHURCH.

At

t<> licciare war: that

1 he Senate resolution will ileclare for immediate intervention, recognize Cuban in-

Spring

and appropriately decorated.

THE

A. P. MANSFIELD’S

Humors

& Soft Hats,

figures are taken from oar sworn statem a>s
Currency, Washitiyton, on the above ilates.

These

of

the

DEPOSITS in tlie INTEREST DEPARTMENT
|..,yal>l. m .lemnn.l
a,,,l duly 1 >t.
I »e posits durine
ar>
draw interest ir nu In
•:
'lilts department idfer* t/( te'i
,trr
inti/ to depositor* lun Sa t1 nDaiik- h.
deposit is a •into the t"inl. .and all deposits in our Ikink are
-,/ t. v
lV..
,,
Capital Stoek.
This Hank Dein<t the latest established Hank in Walilo (>untv. our vault ha*
diiMeir.
ments in Fire and Hu r*rlar Proof work. thereby oiVerin■'
,.,
hank in rliis enmity
W> have v \ 1 i; m:rO>l 1 i:o\FSal *3. *5 and
\
I,
*8 iM'r p;ii
Yes
extra racks, mi they may he taken to and from the Hank if desired.
iIS
>

Tickets tree to

GOLDEN,

f>™han"Artiste7

Housekeepers

onl\.

BELFAST OPERA HOUSE,

Thursday Afternoon, April 14,

i SOS

I Mors open at *2 oYlo.-k
Commence at 2 3<> o'clock.

Mr. ELISHA B. WORRELL
(Fresh

HOUSE,

Champagne!

..

,.

PALMER'S,

Thursday, April,

to the < o)nt

from

a

very successful tour in tin- M
South will lecture on

•/

and

DIETETICS
(The science of food).
Notable stage display of Food Plants and Food
Products obtained, through courtesy, from Agas
si/ Museum, Cambridge, and Commercial Museum,

Dissolution of Partner
The firm of A. WHI IF a <
has
by A Ibei W hire let ii m- in in the
I.. M bin will ralTX
infirm am; will n-rfivc :uul -eit h- ni I i,
I'ity all lulls ae.i in-! I he late (ii m,
w « "I \\ interp.
.Me Man h
!
\LI<KI{ I'
I \\
I

Philadelphia.

Bach lady will receive a copy of Mr. Worrell’s
latest won; one of the best books on Food extant.
Apart from lectures it sells for fifty cents.
Revenue from a select list of advertisements in
rear of book meets the entire expense
making
all absolutely free to housekeepers.
Mr. Worrell’s lecture, itself, will he entirely divorced from advertising, being the same as any
paid lecture

Searsport Savings Bar.
The eori»•rators of tin*

Searsport

re«|Ueste‘l to meet at then l.an
4. isos, at ten o'clock
Saturuav, May
the choice <>J trustee-no the ensuin x
act on othet business (bat may leualix
for the meeting
( HAS. F
rie arsport. Apt il 18. 185*8
liwlf.

are

>

Picked Up Adrift.

dory, which the
property and pav ing
A

owner can

charges.

Searsport, April 12, 1K98
No person admitted without a ticket, which
may now be procured at the box office.

E. H.

Office hours until If a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

'I

klepiionk

Con

m.

to

8 p.

m.

MAINE.
s

ection

Will be in Belfast every Tuesday fr«»m
M.
Office over 3. W. Ferguson & < <>., Main

t<» 4 i-

street’

\\ )

...

AT...

R A. FRENCH & CO. b

Fitting

SEARSPORT,

—

have

HKKT
Swift*

Linen Collars & .Cuffs

DURGIN, M. D.

of Glasses ana Diseases of
lha Eye art! Ear a Specialty.

\\

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera

House Block

Special attention given
throat.

to

disc

is

--.

6m2

BELFAST.
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t

Mrs.

FACE
HUMORS

ui(mih-song.
deary's brow was

>

frowning
unwitting throng,

..

hat on

the

morrow

triumph-song.
a-weepiug
mb where Jesus lay,
-mg of glory.
:.i is risen to day!”
a

went

M

world was darkened,
was taken down,
re had been parted,
turned to town;
>i that on the morrow
•:!i were chased away,
une the message,
c.
u i' risen to-day !”
in the Boston Journal of

lie

■

down near H. F.
East Belfast Tuesday,

The Seaside C. L. S. C. will meet
with
J. MeKeen April 18th.
If stormy
April 19th.

wild geese

passed

over

t-veiling heading nortli-

,y

ind W

H. Arnold

shipped

Libby Bros, of

to

a

irihiy.

>t:

|

Burn-

Saturday by
which linemen were stringss

the alarm

a

wires.

G. Nickerson of East
<t they sawed three cords of
hours one day last week,
sawed twice.
Sears

s

Prom

CVCDY UlIMfiD

j
caused

was

bVblll

numun

bj

for

Sou’s

uls

and

Pimples

to Scrofula cured
Clticlra Remedies-

The April term of Supreme Judicial court
will open in this city next Tuesday. Judge
Wbitehouse will preside.
Swift & Paul examined their books last
week to learn the price paid for eggs the
past year. They find that the average price
paid from April 1, 1897, to April 1, 1898, was
16 1-4 cents per dozen.

was

■

M"iiroe and Camden
do to match this lay.

The

s

ring

to

with

a

call from

fast W.

C. T. C. postponed

from Thursday

■ting
••

latter date

•e

the general

of

(Good

prayer.

Friday
Friday) a

to

The .exercises

singing "Coronation,” follow47.
The
ripture, Luke S'
h\ ided into three topics, "selfraver and praise” and "courrs
were
offered by several
nns

were

sung and

remarks

each topic.
E. McDonald
,r
surprised when called to her
evening. April 5th, at finding
f lady friends gathered there,
Mrs. H.

Pakiy

rtInlay surprise party given

her

O’Connell. Mrs. McDonald
"f many useful and pretty
".'he evening was spent in playChoeolate cake and frozen j
re served.
s

cent

friends of Maude L. Berry
rare treat upon her first ap-

and
a

opera in this city at the
this evening. She will be re-

visiting her cousin,

Mrs J. S.
Those who heard her
i* lime realized that she
possess;
and sympathetic voice
Miss
since studied with Prof. Geo.
ts

in 1S01.

"f the

nest musical artists

in

We hope her friends will welith a full house.
The geutleDietetics.
eetures before housekeepers in
House Thursday afternoon is
ul i,
is married, and
years
his family in Dorchester, a de-urban district of Boston. On the
and other vitally important
he takes a strong, influential posiright-side. Mr Worrell has made
kk on

other

and

pretty pictures to be seen,
but we could look at nothing else than this
natural, lovely piece in violets. Go and

see

new

it.

farce comedy in preparation to be
soon for the benefit of the Belfast

The

given

Band will be

one

of the most

amusing

per-

formances ever given here. Those in a position to know say it contains more fuuuv
situations than anything they ever saw before. The participants will be Mesrs. G. P.
Lombard, Fred T. Chase, E. P. Frost, Win. |
H. Quimby, Will Havuer, Mrs. F. J.
Rigby,
Miss \ anme Dolloff Miss Helen Batehelder.
Waldo County Grots.
The latest bulthe Maine Board of Agriculture
gives the following summary of crop reports
for Waldo county:
Number of farm stock, 71 per cent; value,
letin of

77 per cent.
Amount of stock fodder, ll.">
per rent. Cost of wintering farm animals,
'.'(i per cent.
For early spring crops, some
liot beds are being made, dressing hauled
and potatoes sprouted.
Amount of fall
plowing, 101 per cent. About the usual
of
corn
will
he
quantity
grown.
Prospects
for sweet corn crop about as usual; where
the crop is reduced, Hungarian, grains and
yellow corn will take its place.
A

well known Friend from

town gave

boys
day.

a

would

young

a

neighboring

Belfast what the
“call down,” Tues-

man in

speak of

as a

The

views

on

young man was ventilating his
the war question and had collected

audience. lie directed his remarks
principally to the Friend, and roundly
berated the Administration for its policy on
the Spanish question.
When the young
man stopped for breath the Friend
remarked,
“My friend, 1 have something here that
quite

wiii
from

an

please thee,”
his pocket

therefrom

at
a

the

same

paper

time

bag

8

interesting letter
Capt. J. O. Hayes, giving the result of
bis recent observations in Cuba, but are
compelled to defer its publication, with
We have iu

drawing
taking

and

stick of candy which he offered
to the Presidential adviser.
The young
man beat a hasty retreat.
a

Notes
The steamers City of
Penobscot of the Boston & Bauwhich left Boston early in the
April bth, arrived here that night,
■f-scot at 8 o’clock ami the Bangor

in

out

e

Penobscot left

Bangor Thursday

direct for Boston, and the City of

regular trip at 11 a. in.
of Bangor began on her new
Friday night. She left Boston very
ft

on

the

accouut* of the

about 11

a.

her return

m.

storm, arrived in
Saturday, and left

about 8 30 p.

m.

She

river Tuesday, Thursday and Sat>ruings, about 8 o’clock and returns
■'■one afternoon, leaving here at 5_
tstine has been taken from her route
•n
Belfast and Rockland via Castine
sboro and is being fitted for the ex"!',u business.
The captain has two or
xcursions in view for the near future.
1 lie
Maine Coast Steamship Co. has, it
!> notified its Rockland agent that the
r Seaboard is
inadequate for its use
at it has been decided to abandon the
together this season. This was the
*'•<1 Boston, Bar Harbor and Machias
Is it not abojit time for that New
and Bangor steamer to put in an ape?-The sidewheel steamer Henry
'"’ii, built at Boston in 1854, and well
n Penobscot waters, is a total wreck
nthrop Beach, Mass. She has been
lS an excursion boat in Massachusetts
*1

"ra since

she left Maine.

this year. All the
wheels of older models, which
a discouut

Stearns

agents have
offered at

are

Shipping Items.

Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson
went to Bangor April 8th to load staves for
Rondout or Eddyville-Sell. Sophia A.

Willey

telephone poles to Jslesboro
They were landed at Seal Cove,

took the

last week.

which will be the terminus of the cable

from
the mainland.... Sell. Gazelle returned last
week from Rockland, where she had been
engaged in freighting kiluwood from the
“Keag” river-Sell. Maynard Sumner arrived April 9th to load ice from the Belfast
Light & Power Co. for New York. The
company has sold the ice in one of its houses
to New
York parties-Sch. Fannie &
Edith arrived April 9th, from Boston, with

general cargo-Sch. \V. C. Norcross
rived April 9th from Portlaud with corn
L.

T.

.Sch.

ar-

for

Gamecock

arrived
April 10th with general cargo from Boston.
She also had a quantity of goods for Bucksport, after discharging which she will load
hay at A. M. Carter’s for Boston_Sch.
Young Tell arrived April 10th, from Isle au
Haut for supplies-Sch. Garland loaded
general cargo for Stouiugtou the first of the
week-Sch. Emma S. Briggs arrived at
Frankfort April 5tli to load stone for New
York-Sch. Maggie Mulvey is in Carter’s
dock undergoing repairs, including new
windlass, etc-Sch. Paul Seavey has discharged a lot of hard pine at Carter’s and is
Shales...

undergo quite extensive repairs_Sch.
Henry Whitney arrived Apr. 10, lumber
laden, Bangor for New York_Capt, R. W.
to

Warren expects to go to Rockland the coming week in sch. A. Ilayford to begin his
28th year in the ltocklaud line coasting
trade-Sch. Fannie & Edith was taken on
the marine railway yesterday to receive a
new keel and rudder braces, and to be re-

calked,

etc.

very

for Bert Black and the others for
U.’s business, or for sale.

use

Mrs. Pitcher.
Scene from
“The Village Blacksmith”
Tuckerman
The Windmill,
Solo,
Mr. Pitcher.
Reading and scene for ‘‘The Children's

in

Reading

About twenty of the young friends of Miss
Mary Kilgore met at her home on Bridge
street Monday and passed a very
enjoyable
evening, with games, refreshments, etc.
The young
for

taiumeut to

tableau from ‘‘Tales of Wayside Inn”
1st from Prologue
2d from Elizabeth
The Bridge,
Solo,
Lindsay

of the North Church are
poverty supper and enterbe given in Memorial Hail

a

Wednesday evening, April
George F. Black is changing

Mrs. Frost.
Reading and scene from Lady Wentworth
1st Childhood
2d Womanhood
Piusuti
The Arrow and the Song,
Solo,
Mr. White.

27th.
roof of

Commercial street. It was a
a tiat top, but the pitch has
raised considerably and the roof

his house
mansard

been
slated.

the

aud

Hour”
Reading and

people

planning

on

with

Mrs. H.

B. Cun-

ningham, Journal Building, will have a
special opening of spring and summer goods
<>f the newest designs, Friday and Saturday,
April loth and l(»th. On the same days Miss
Hattie M. Black will display her new and
latest style goods in fancy and small wares,
including silks, laces, hosiery, etc-J. W.
Ferguson & Co., Main street, will have

have opened his store
at Northport Camp Ground this week, but
is now at bis home iu this city sick with the
measles. He will uo doubt be able to attend
to business soon.
was

to

Waldo County Teachers’ Association
will meet in the High school room in Belfast Friday May 20th. Prominent educators
from abroad are expected to he present.
Fuller particulars will he given soon.
The

their

opening of spring and summer milliaud to-morrow, April 14th and

nery

to-day

loth.

The

public

cordially

are

invited_

The M. E. Musical Society will meet for a
Stein-Bloch spring top coats, $ 12 to S-o, at
dime character sociable with Miss Lilian
W. A. Clark's, Phenix Row, Belfast.
Mr.
Spinney at 74 Union street Friday evening
! Clark is sole agent for Belfast of the LamApril 15th. All friends are cordially invited
son Cc
Hubbard hats....See the So dollar
to be present and participate in the
enjoy- shoe oil exhibition in the windows of B.
C,
ment.
Refreshments will lie served.
Main

b:;

Diusmore.

The letter from Alaska on the :>d page relates the experience of two plucky young
men who seem well equipped for the hard-

street.... Bert

Webber,

advertises a dory picked up adrift.
.Wells iSc Co., 10b and 105 Main Street,
announce that their trimmed hat department will receive daily additions from their

Searsport,

ships of mining iu Alaska. Next week we
shall publish an interesting letter from Col.
H. E. McDonald, giving his experiences in
Alaska.

work-room, and that

Miss Mary A. Dauforth,| for five years a
Missionary iu Japan, will deliver one of her
thrilling and instructive lectures in the
Methodist church iu this city on Friday

large

a

assortment of

ready-to-wear

hats will be shown

the

Chase

sea*i ii....

all through
Street,

I >oak, 1*5 Main

oc

out their entire stock of musical
instruments, many of them at cost. They
have a splendid line of scissors and shears
.Meeting of corporation of Searsport
Savings Bauk May 14th-See notice of disoiutiou of partnership of A. White & Co.
West W.uterport.
The business will be
continued b\ Lewis E. White.... Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Feruald, Belfast, publish a
caution uotice.... Miss L. B. Leouard, 50
Church street, wants engagements to do
plain sewing aud dressmaking by the day or
week.
Terms low and satisfaction guaranteed.... A large assortment of shirtwaists,
skirts of every description, kid gloves, laces,
fancy niching*, etc at R A. French. & Co.'s
are

She is conceded to be
evening, April
one of the most talented speakers for the
missionary cause. Those who have had the
pleasure of listening to Miss Danforth say
that she is the equal of Miss Frances E
Willard.
22d.

The cabinet organ agent who tried to get
up an excitement here by telling people that
government officer inspecting the
failed dismally.
Like the
traditional parrot in the monkey story he
talked too much. He thus threw suspicion
on the genuineness of his claims. He did
go
to the battery, but his business savored not
of a foreign war. He was trying to sell
Elbridge Pitcher an organ.

closing

was a

For Five

Succeeding Weeks

Which
or

Tlie

as a

aud

was

matter of

taken down

Better, Try

Is

Profit by

a

an

Experiment

Belfast Citizen’s

Experience.

The coal hopper on Lewis’ wharf was
dumped overboard bodily Monday and drifted across the harbor to the reef opposite the
railroad wharf, where it grounded. As seen
from uptown it locked like a wrecked vessel badly stove up, and great was the wonderment as to wliat- it. was and how it got
there. The hopper was getting weak and
wharf

There will be Published in
this Column, Wise Old
Maxims.
Commencing with Some Appropriate for Housekeepers.

Something

new

is

an

experiment,

Must be proven to be as represented,
T > be successful at home or you doubt it.
The statement of a manufacturer is not

Now,

supposing you had a bad back,
A lame, weak or aching one,
Would you experiment on it?

from the

safety.

ladies of Thomas H. Marshall Relief

Corps will have a dinner and sale of fancy
articles, aprons, etc., in Memorial Hall,
Thursday, April 21st Dinner will he served
to all at 25 cents each. The Corps will have I
:

j

j

You will read of many so-called cures,
But they come from far away places.
It is different when the endorsement comes from
home.

j
|

Easy
prove that it is so.
Home endorsement is the proof that backs
every box of Doan's Kidney Tills. Read this case:
Mr. Ralph Shute of Searspnrt
Avenue, shore
road, says: “1 have had kidney trouble for about
two years.
In the summer of '1H5, during
baying,
1 was taken with a stitch in my back
andjside-. It
was so bad that I was laid
up for six weeks, layback aching continually, and
with it I had

a

Fro

Wheat Germ
FOR BREAKFAST

makes
lent

excel-

an

JOHN YV. SLEEPER,
Manager Retail Department.

change

from

meal.

oat

William A, Clark,

Copyright 1S9S by

The Stein-Bloch Co.

Phenix Row, Belfast, Me.

“

Keep your eyes wide open
half-shut
before marriage
—

afterwards.”

It takes 5 lbs. of
W heat to produce
i lb. of (Foulds’)

We

Wheat Germ

This is the time of the year to use-^"

not

are

Closing Out

but

DERBY’S READY MIXED PAINTS.
1

but v/heat [lakes
and rolled wheat
yields lull weight.

dress

please thyself,
please others.”

to

J

ENGLISH

mi

i'Im-I

WHITE LEAD.

PAINT OIL

iiu.l

DRYER,
;,1I <-oIoi-!s.

.>■

.V LARGE LINE OF V!.',-. (iOODS.

WHEELS

<>1

nil kinds, lirnvi

and

Bicycles

Wheat Germ
be sure Jyou eet what
you have sent for.

mill

lijjlit.

Sundries.

JONES, IZsTI 60 MAIN ST.

J. W.

“Seven
tend for

wealthy
1 lomer

dead,

which

the

Thro’
Homer

towns con-

beg'd

NOTICE THAT
We

are

our

entire stock ef

closing

out

We have a splendid
line of wan anted

4

living

SCISSORS

his bread.”

..AX!)...

No

Breakfast

Cereal
cious

is

so

deli-

AT

...OF...

Spring and Summer Goods

[ HAT ll I

,-v

as

Wheat Germ
well served.
It may be cooked
in 10 minutes, 20
is better.

OOAIv,

cfc

>liii>i ixti-o.'l,

liolliist,

Our Recent

~

Spring Millinery

*

thy maidservant be
and homely'.'

Opening Display

nf

And Sale

Amply verified our claim that it would be. the largest and
made by us.
Our

most

-

attractive

display

ever

TRIMMED HAT DEPARTMENT

A

Special Opening

THi: KIM)

CHASE

Let

H.B. Cunninehani

SHEARS

MANY Of TIIKM

faithful, strong

WILL HAVE

iii ill*

GLIDDEN VARNISHES,

stitute.

Mrs

lw-t

but

the

to

I iv

PURE WHITE LEAD.

CARRIAGE PAINTS

Eat to

are

at Rock Bottom Prices,

Selling

along

kidney weakness which was very annoying. I saw Doan’s Kidney Tills advertised and got
a box at
Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store. I found
after using them that the pain was much lessened ; in fac. they
helped my kidney trouble in every
way. L wii: always speak well of Doan’s Kidney’
Tills to my friends. I give uiy statement for the
benefit of others. Doan’s
Kidney Tills deserve to
I be well known.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents
per
I box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S, and take no sub-

IVifcKiuley

worn over

to

another

ing of April 6th. She was at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. L. H. Jipson, ami
slipped
on a walk between the back door and the
woodshed.Charles A.
was
seriously injured last Monday forenoon. He
was delivering milk on
Bay View street and
bis horse became frightened at some loose
electric wires and started to run while Mr.
McKinley was off the team. He caught
the horse by the bits and was thrown in
sUrli a way that he became entangled in
the crank axle forward.
No bones were
broken but lie is badly bruised and strained.
.Little Allen Howes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph H. Howes, fell down an embankment
at the home of bis grant-parents, Mr. and

sack coat, a cutaway
or a frock coat; at a price low enough
to come within your means, though
of superlative style, cloth and cut.

|

friend is.

a

be

i

o

con-

vincing proof of merit,
But the endorsement of

Short or long; light colored, dark
or black; Italian lined, silk lined, or
silk faced to edge; suitable in style to

j

The path to a man’s heart
runs ofttimes thro’ his stomach.”

If you send
orocers for

fortifications,

dangerous

I here is i one such made to measure or ready-to-wear
these Ready-to-wcar-and-tit” bearing this label:

Miss Keen.

Bells of San Bias,

Reading

New Advertisements.

C. E. Perkins

he

as

other matter, until next week.

Bicycle Agencies. Nearly all the leading
a meeting to
make arrangement for the
bicycle manufacturers are represented by I same in Memorial Hall to-morrow, Friday,
agents in this city, and the wheels are in
afternoon, at which a full attendant -? is
stock in nearly all the agencies. Geo. T. desired. 'Should the weather be
-sum a
stormy on
large success, especially
Read has the old reliable Columbian and
Friday the meeting will be held the lay
last three years iu the west and
Hartfords of the '98 model. His stock confollowing at the usual hour.
i;s methods are entirely original,
made a distinct place for himself sists wholly of chain wheels, hut lie has the
The County Commissioners opened the r
of and can procure the chaiuless
of dietetics.
regular April term at the Court House TuesHousekeepers must catalogues
notice, if preferred. day. On the petition of the selectmen >f
that Mr. Worred's book cannot be machines at short
Waldo to discontinue the highway in that
without charge except at the lec* Spencer & Wilson have the Victor and
Waverley in ’98 models. A. C. Burgess town laid out to avoid railroad
kets for the lecture in this city
crossings, the
he procured at the Box Office, free, bicycle department is in charge of Sherman
Commissioners decided not to order a disG. Swift, ex-Chief Consul of the Maine L. A.
continuance.
keepers only.
A petition was presented
W., and includes the Rambler, Atlanta,
from the selectmen of Searsmont and others
Isle of Champagne” one of, if not Hanover and New Mail. Mr.
Swift has anew to discontiue a
highway laid out by the
successful of American comic
special tandem, built for himself with some Commissioners, on
petition, in 1896. The
oduced in recent years, will be seen
specialties of his own. J. W. Jones has the road was laid out from the house of L. B.
‘fast Opera House this Thursday
Overland, Acme, Pennant and Viking in Morse to the Muzzy
Ridge road, at the foot
April 14th. The company com* ladies and geutlemen’s styles. Geo. R Poor
of the ridge on the north side.
It has not
-ty artists and is headed by Richard is agent fur the
Falmouth
and
Remington,
been built. The date of the hearing is not
who will be remembered for his exPortland, and thus has a line ranging in
yet fixed. The Commissioners desire that
service as the star of "Old Jed
price from S30 upwards. Carle & Jones cou- all bills
against the county be presented toThe production of "The Isle of
tinueas agents of the Packer, a wheel which
day, if possible.
-rne” is one of the most costly on
met with a good reeeptiou last year.
F. A.
to-day. The costumes and scenery Follett still has the Lovell Diamond and
Accidents. Mrs. Bertha Light fell and
-!y new and this is a complete ballet Iver & Johnson
wheels, and has added the broke her left leg near the ankle the even-

orchestra. David Biers, manager
terprise, has had vast experience iu
spectacles and the present surpasf his past efforts.
In the company,
mi Mr. Golden, are such well known
pera favorites as J. W. Kingsley.
F Sparks, Blauclie Chapman ami
Burnham.

a

t.vpe

from

new

were

Mr.

A SPRING TOP COAT.

o’clock.

The senior class of the High School next
Wednesday,
April 20th, will give a Longfelletter-box has been placed in the
low entertainment in the Opera House.
corridor of Memorial building for
depositing
cents will be the admission, and
notes, letters, etc., for the Superintendent I Twenty-five
the following program given:
of Schools.
Trio, Stars of the Summer Night, Winslow
The pupils on the common began marchMessrs. White, Page, Pitcher.
Miss Rogers
ing into school to the sound of the drum Sketch of Longfellow,
Reading and tableau, Hiawatha’s Childhood
Monday. The marching was suspended Scene
from Hiawatha’s Wooing
Mrs. Hawes
Beware,
during mud time.
Solo and tableau,
and tableau from Evangeline
Reading
L. L. Gentner sent home
from
Tuesday
Reading and tableau from Maidenhood
Boston eight large coach horses.
Balfe
Two Solo,
The Day is Done,
A

display window
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
unusually attracThe goods were displayed Belfast post office for the week ending April
with a background of crepe 9th: Ladies—Annie Libby, Miss Lillian
Maddocks. Gentlemen—I. A. Thomas, Mr.
proprietor of Birch Grove Frank Hayrick.
as bought the tinely-bred
War Meeting.
A special meeting of the
>
tiiada Mac, 2.1G. Mac is a
City Council was held Wednesday evening,
stands 15.3 hands high, April ldth, to take such action as might be
.mis, and is one of the baud- thought necessary relating to the defense of
Maine stables.
the city in case of war. The Journal is
auks.
Locomotive No. 80 printed too early to give a report of the proceedings this week.
01 the Belfast branch freight
Notices have been posted cautioning all
but which for some time
ised elsewhere, was returned persons against setting tires in the highways
The work crews or public places, as persons so
tst week..
doing are
_■ sleepers along the line and
personally liable for damages. One horse
number to be laid iu the became frightened last year by a bonfire
and two ladies were badly
injured, and
Monday “lie of C. H. Chamberlain’s teams
t Camden Las a last spring’s
was badly damaged from the same cause.
: in January one egg that
1-‘J oz.,
All lovers of the early spring dowers
< s inches, weighed
'v as t! :;-s.\7 .'1-4 and
should visit I*. A. Sanborn's studio and see
weighed
a new picture of our common blue violets.
And here it is: Mr. A. IV
M.-ntnlle brought to this The word beautiful, often carelessly
used,
a heu’s egg which measured
is the appropriate adjective here.
There are
a:

New

The IJniversalist parish will have a
Dime Sociable Friday evening, at. the home
of Miss Sarah Gardner, High street. All are
invited.

(Qticura
So»p i« sold throughout the world.
Potter Drcq
Chem. C'orh., Sole Props.. Boston. U. S. A.
C^7* Wow 10 Prevent Face Humors," mailed free.

iu Memorial Hall, toFriday, evening, indicate that it
will be one of the most enjoyable parties of
the season. Dancing will begin promptly at

York Life Insurance Co. lias
of the late L. A.
Knowlton
his life insurance in that coinpauy of
$2 OOu.
The

mUST SURELY BE

morrow,

paid the heirs

first thought

Your

arrangements
ing party to be given

James P. Wight bought a
handsome
matched pair of heavy work horses of W.
B.
Twomblv of Monroe Tuesday.

ame
in

There will be a dime sociable at the Baptist church Friday evening to raise funds
for the Sunday school library.
for the card and dancThe

as

Mrs.

Pimples, blotches, blackheads, red. rough,
oily, mothy skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry,
thin, and falling hair, and baby blemishes
prevented by Cuticura Soap, the most
effective skin purifying and beautifying
soap in the world, as well as purest and
sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.

-,

Ward’s letter appears this week
as usual is full of
interest.

usual, and

will receive

daily

additions from

our

TO-WEAH Hats will be shown by

WELLS & CO.,

us

work-room and

a

all through the

season.

large assortment of KK.YDY-

103 and 105 Main Street.

**

Lamson & Hubbard

the

of

NEWEST designs and
be given her many
patrons and the public,

styles

to

..

Friday

and

APRIL

Couant, Mouday and strained the
of bis arm very badly. The embankment is about 10 feet high and nearly
Mrs. I. A.

muscles

to

perpendicular.

which

a

cordial invitation is
extended.

MISS MYRTLE P.

There will be a grand concert and recital
in the Baptist church Wednesday evening,

Saturday,

15 and 16,

HENDERSON,

formerly with Wethern,
Boston, Milliner.

April 20th, by the Colby University Male
Quartette and Orchestra, assisted by Mr.
Harry W. Spencer, accompanist, and Mr. E.

¥¥¥¥

C. Herrick, reader. This is one of the finest
musical organizations Colby has had for
years, and the concerts it has given in various parts of the State have been received

marked appreciation. After a recent
Foxcroft the local paper
said : “The concert in the Opera House Monday evening by the Colby Male Quartette
orchestra

was one

heard in
Each number of the

of the finest

program was rendered in a pleasiug manner
and received liberal applause. The reading
by Mr. Herrick was fine.’’ All who want to
hear a first class concert, and especially
those who enjoy the bright, lively college
airs, will surely attend the concert. The
concert will begin at 7.45 o’clock. Admission 25 cents.

j

|

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

the same dates will display her
NEW and LATEST STYLE goods
in fancy and small wares, including

SOLE AGENT FOR BELFAST.

Silks, Laces, Hosiery, Etc.,

Kid Gloves.

visit to Dover and

and

I

Hiss Hattie H. Btt

I’HKNIX

on

with

these towns for years.

Spring Style, 1898.

at her

new

store, Journal office block.

ROW,

Comineneing Tuesday, April 12, ISOS, steamer
City of Bangor leaves Belfast
tor Boston, via Camden and
Koekland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at .about (> oo m.
C<»r Searsport, Bueksport,
Winterport and Ban.r* uesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at (about)
ff'
/.30 A. m.
KKTCKNlNtJ
Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri5.00 i*. m.
From Koekland. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat.umays at (about) 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor, via way
landings, Tuesdays,
lhursdays and Saturdays at 2 00 t*. m.
( HAS. F JOHNSON,
Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN ACSTIN, (leu’l
Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. H ILL, (ien’l Manager, Boston.
trom

days

Each pah* warranted and fitted at

j
1

at

R. A. FRENCH & CO ’S.

j

A New

Line

of

LACES

•JUST RECEIVED AT

R. A. FRENCH & CO.'S.

CAUTION NOTICE.
We, the

undersigned, hereby notify all persons

not to harbor
we shall pay

or

trust

any

one

o

our ai.mil,

as

no lulls «.f
their eoutraetiug after
this date.
MR. ami MRS. CLIFFORD FERN A LI).
lo*
Belfast, April 8,
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The Violation of

Game Laws.

To the Editor ok The Journal:
Much ot late is said and written regarding changes in our iish aud game laws,
for the purpose ot making them more
effective for the preservation of the same.
The thought naturally is, when violations of the law are called to one’s attention. that the remedy lies in enacting
more stringent laws.
It is my iutentiou
in this communication to call public attention to the condition of things regarding the violation of game laws, the reason therefor, and
suggest a possible remedy or what may lead up to a better condition of things.
In the first place, 1 claim that the laws
affecting our fish and game are better enforced than is the case with most other
laws upon our statute books, aud that
public opinion is improvii g in sustaining
an enforcement of law aud improving our
fish and game preserves.
But 1 also admit that there is need of a better protection of our fish and game, (game especially.) and a better appreciation of its
carr.
While public sentiment is improving, and the State at large appreciates
more and more each year the great advantages derived from these resources,
there will be for many years more or less
violation of law, same as the lawless violate any and all law when it seems for
their interest to do so.
How t<> meet the demands in the direction of best preserving our game resources
is the <>ne living question that calls for
the best judgment of every person who
would see tlie State receive the greatest
benefit from them.
What is best foi the
State at large, not what is best for this or
that section or interest, should he the
piobk-m to be solved.
To that end let me make tlie following

Men Prom Maine.
Attention has been called recently to
the prominent position taken by some
residents of Maine iu public affairs at
present, particular mention being made
of Mr. Reed, the speaker of the House
of Representatives; Mr. Dingley, the Republican leader in the House; Secretary
of the Navy Long; Senator Frye, who
is chairman of the committee on commerce, and Mr. Boutelle, who is chairman of the House committee on Naval
Affairs.
These conspicuous public representatives, however, do not exhaust the;
number of those Maine men who are very
prominent just now in public affairs iu
the United States.
The present governor
of New York, Frank L. Black, is a Maine
man, a native of the town of Limington,
iu York county, one of the two counties
which is included in the Congressional
district of Speaker Reed, Cumberland
of
which includes Portland,
county,
which Mr. Reed is a native, being the
other.
George O. Perkins of California,
for whose post in the Senate there is
likely to be an active fight iu the Golden
State this year, is a native of Maine,
born in Keunebuukport, in the same
county of which Gov. Black is a native.
In the House, Congressman Hilborn of
the Oakland district of California is a
Maine man, as is the Representative of
the Minneapolis district in Minnesota.
Congressman Fletcher was born in Kennebec county, which includes the city
of Augusta, of which Secretary Blaine
was so
long a resident.
Congressman
Knowles
Dead wood),
(home address,
Populist representative of North Dakota,
is a native of Maine, and he served iu tlie
Fifteenth Maine regiment in the war..
Maine has been largely represented in
all the public departments of the government and by many conspicuous statesmen.
though there has uever been a
President born in Maine.
The first vicepresident elected by the Republican party. Hannibal Hamlin, was a Maine man, j
and so was Mr. Blaine, the speaker of
the House of Representatives from 1800 !
to 187.-), a time of great importance iu
the country’s history.
William Pitt Fes- ;
sendee vs as a Maine man who succeeded
Salmon P. Chase as secretary of the
treasury, before the close of the civil
war.
Horatio King, the last postmaster
general before the war, was a Maine
man.
Although Maine is the extreme
northeastern State of the country and
farther every year from the centre of
population, and although with the multiplication of States and the increase in the
number of Congressional districts, the
voting strength of the State is relatively
reduced, she is, in consequence of the
aptitude of so many of her sons for public
life, of greater influence in national
affairs at present than at, perhaps, any
other previous time. Maine has but four
Congressmen and six electoral votes,
less than Arkansas or South Carolina,
but her political influence is far reaching,
and this is in no respect due to the increase of population,
for Maine is constantly losing much of its “old stock’’
by emigration, whereas the newcomers
into the State are, for the most part,
French Canadians, who are listless anti
indifferent, many of them in the performance of their political duties or in
the parr which they take iu public affairs.
[New York Sun.
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suggestions:

rust, is L have said tmany persons,
the Mate receives its greatest benefits
from its fish, resources.
Very much
greater than from its game, for from its
fishing privileges come thousands of
tourists who spend many months at our
inland results, by lake and ponds, annually leaving large sums of money. This
feature of the State's visiting business may
be increased many fold by the increase
of our best fish in waters now stocked and
by stocking many waters well adapted for
their breeding,
in this direction I would
turn the attention of those desiring to
make the most of these privileges for the

j
j

State.

Let the fish and game business be separated.
Let the appropriation for the
preservation and culture of fish be at least
$25,000, which sum would show in ten
years remarkable results in fishing resorts and a consequent increase in visiting
tourists and their families,
its benefits
would be felt in almost every hamlet in
Maine, in one way or another. The tax
upon a valuation of $2,000 for this amount
would be about twenty cents and 1 do not
believe that the tax payers of the State
would raise the least objection to it.
It.is the big game ami its care which has
led up t<* the most criticism and which
creates the most discontent.
L><> not understand that 1 would advise
the abandonment of the care of our large
game, or less attention to its protection
and preservation.
On the other hand the
method suggested of dealing with it,
woald to my mind lead up to the best
possible results. I assume that our fishing
interests are general. Also
game
jjiat our
in The West.
interests are mainly sectional.
In other The Cattle Industry
the
beuetits
from
our
fishwords,
coming
It is within two or three years that the
ing l'esouic*i‘s are general in men scope,
aud that the benefits coming from our industry has taken the form it now has.
large game accrue to certain localities and Briefly stated that form is the emhodiinent
to certain individuals or corporations.
To be more definite, those whose busi- of the following facts: the best breedingness it is to care for the sportsmen, hotels,
places for eattle are probably Texas, New
guides, steamboats upon inland waters, -Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma, and the
and those carrying them by rail, or trans- Indian I'cnitcry, where the climate is
porting their express, receive largely the mild; the best, grazing-places for cattle
beiuii’s derived 1'iom our large game. are Montana, Wyoming, western Kansas,
Those iun-iosts are mostly in one part of and western Nebraska, the home of the
the.N-; e. m i:rhei a lance par” of the native grasses on which the great herd of
Mato "iilv i/mii*
y and rvmoteiy receives buffalo used to glaze; the best feeding ,o
r large
any {*i iii ii oin the preservation
fattening places for cattle are eastern
'I'lietefoiv it is and must he sec- Kansas, eastern Nebraska, Missouri, ami
game.
tion i! in its benefits.
1 do not wish to be
lo\va, where the com that ripens them is
understood ;t> saving that it is not of suf- grown; tlie best killing-places for cattle
are nearest the
ficient moment! ar.d its benefits general
feeding-places, where the
enough to demand the care of the whole finishing process in food preparation is
if
that
was
tlie only and best way put on, providing freight facilities are
State,
so preserve it.
Hut I feel there is a better adequate.
fairer
in a broad way this movement in the
and
uioie
way.
just.
Having apiopriated $25,000 for fish and cattle industry is now followed. Vast
fish culture,I would compel eveiy non-resi- herds tire produced in the wanner
regions
dent person who desired to hunt moose, to the south of tlie Middle West.
After
caribou or dt er to pay annually five d >1reaching a suitable age they ate sent to
lars for that privilege, and each resident the great grazing-grounds iu the Middle
of the Mate, one doll ir for the same right.
West—grounds apparently designed by
1 have always opposed a license fee upon nature for this purpose. When
they reach
the
and
would
if
it
did
non-residents,
age for killing they are forwarded
now,
not apply in some measure to the resito
St
feeding
most
of which
again
aliens,
are within
dent.
200 miles of the packingLaw t< be accepted must be just and houses, and after a stay there to
acquire
fair.
Tc tax the jam resident alone is flavor, weight, and fat, they are
slaughnot a just or fair law to my mind.
To tered near the stock-yards. The great
tax the resident as much as the non- trains of cattle that followed the disuse of
resident would not be fair or just, because the cattle trail are being duplicated tohe
is paying his proportion of the day, but in a different way.
They are
appropriations for the care of fish. used to transport the cattle to the gazingThe
non-resident*, who would feel grounds. 1 met a stock-man in Kansas
injured by being alone taxed, would see who made, in 1807, no less than six round
that time was in this no attempt to take trips to Oregon, where he purchased naunfair advantage of him and the resident, tive cattle, and, in special
trains, has
it would seem, ought to be willing to
pay sent them into Wyoming on the range.
fbr
the
Hundreds
of
such special trains went
something
preservation of a kind
of game which he desired to hunt.
speeding over plain and mountain in 1807
It was stated in the report of the fish as they had been doing for several
years,
and game commissioners that some seven and as they will continue to do for many
thousand sportsmen from out of the years to come.
Mate came here to hunt large game last
The statistics of the year show that
season.
Suppose five thousand should 295.000 cattle were brought into this
come, and I see no reason to reduce the
country from old Mexico in response to
number, a tax of five dollars would give this movement, and an estimate has been
and
if
live
in
made by the cattle experts at Kansas City
thousand
tne
State
$25,030,
hunted large game, we would have $30,- that in the same year, 1897, no less than
000 for the preservation and protection of 925.000 cattle were brought into Kansas
large game. These two amounts for fish to g upon the grazing-grounds or to be
and game would make Maine’s fish and fed for killing.
A Dodge City correspondent of the New York Evening Post told,
game interests grow marvelously.
I would then give additional privileges, in an ai tide published in the middle of
the right to ship game lawfully taken to December last, of the trip of a
wealthy
the homes of those desiring to do so, and young Kansan to Texas to
buy cattle to
other reasonable privileges. I would go place upon the range.
He took a cowboy
further, and without hesitation separate band to Fort Worth in a special Pullman
the commission, by making one of them a car decorated with cattle horns and banHe bought 45,000 cattle.
game protector, and he should be entrust- ners.
His hand
ed with the care of game and the enforce- paraded the streets and made music
ment of the game laws.
of
the return of good times.
typical
The
The other two to be entrusted with the correspondent added.
care and culture of fish and each
“Ten
trains
the
first
instaladvisory
brought
ment of the herd northward,
regarding botli fish and game interests.
and the
The reasons why this seems to me the animals are now eating Kansas
grass.”
best way to deal with our fish and game
This movement takes place in great
matters, are to my mind many, but it magnitude when tire national quarantine
would be to great a demand upon your is lifted. One of the officia s of Hie Santa
Fe Builroad in Topeka told me that in
paper to print them at bis time.
The bare proposition for the considera- the first seven days after the quarantine
tion of those in:crested, is submitted was lifted that railroad alone
brought into
with a view of improving our laws and of Kansas no less than'35,000 head of cattle,
putting firmly upon reliable grounds our and that the other railroads brought in
about the same number.
These cattle
great interests in fish and game.
E. C. Fak«inoton.
were distributed in all parts of the State.
■

[Franklin Matthews,

in

Harper’s Weekly.

Bath’s Battalion.
For the Entire
The first
Bath, Me., April 0, 1808.
battalion of the national naval reserve was
formed to-night at a crowded meeting iu
City Hall. Mayor Torrey presided, and
Gen. T. YV. Hyde, who has recently returned from Havana, made a stirring
speech on the need of protection in case
of war. There was a great outburst of
applause when Gen. Hyde said that the
government would probably send a monitor
to Bath for the new battalion.
The enlistment sheet at the close of the
Two
meeting contained over 150 names.
committees were appointed, one to take
of
the
work
of
formcharge
preliminary
ing the battalion, and another, the chairman of which is Arthur Sewell,
the late
Democratic candidate for Vice-President,
for the purpose of securing financial aid.

Family.

Although the leading object of Farm and
Home, which our readers may procure in
connection with this paper, is, of course, to
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
best methods of farruiug, it realizes that the
success of the farm largely depends
upon
the management of the household.
Accordingly, much valuable space in each issue is

w'ife, mother and daughters,
not forgetting the boys and girls, who ar
soon to become—at least we hope they are—
farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each
issue with a great variety of original articles on the farm, garden and household, by
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm
and Home is not only ipdispensable to the
farmer, but meets the requirements of the
entire family.
We cordially recommend it
devoted to the

CASTOHZA.
Bean the

THE SECRET OF A GOOD DISPOSITION.

_yyTtie Kind You Have Always Bought
I
I

pure in tone and well
and entertain the farmer
as

devised to instruct
and bis family.

Mrs. Pinkham Says

a

The

Oareful Regard for
Bodily Health Makes Women
Sweet and Attractive to All.
1

The world is filled with sweet women who are held hack from usefulness
trouble of the female organs.
Fretfulness and nervousness rapidly destroy sweet

some

by

upon the sunset shrine
green hill, a lonely pine
Beckons this hungry heart of mine.
“Draw near,” it always seems to say,

Of

MYRA

S.

DELANO.

Pastor

News and Notes.

Among the many dainty children’s books
of the Spring, is a little volume entitled
“Sea Tales,” written by Frances Hodges
White.
It contains two fairy stories
the
Ocean
“Coralie,
Queen,” and
“Helen’s Dream.” Both are designed to
instruct as well as to amuse the children.
Headers of the Opinion will learn with interest that the author of this book is a
native of our own State. She will be well
and pleasantly remembered in this vicinity, by a large circle of friends, as Nellie
Frances Hodges, daughter of the late
William Hodges, Jr., of Washington.

[Rockland Opinion.
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Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEE1’.
tion,
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and

noble sliip!
speed thee forth to action, with heart,
and hand and lip!

EXACT

COPy OF WRAPPER.
THE CFNTAUR COMPANY.

Go forth! and strength be with thee, () vcssel bright and brave;
wayst thou wiu thy laurels, so ride the
stormy wave!

NEW YORK Cl

So

As in

shall serve,
years well-garnered, still
thine to swerve.

As

ltegbler

of

Deep

the future’s story thy power and deed

So, after

be

the brave battle-courser, whose

Water

Vessels

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
Hong Kong Dec 4 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New

not

Yo' k March 20 from Liverpool.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
York Dec t» for Honolulu.
victory, though
Bangalore, A N. Blanchard, arrived at
New York March 12 from London.
Covered with wounds unnumbered,--blindDaniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
ed with shot and shell,
New York Dec 10 lor Hong Kong; spoken
Faithful to trust aud duty, serving bis mas- Jan
31, lat IK S, lull 31 W.
ter well,—
K B sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yoko
So be thy record, dauntless; so he thy prow- i liama Feh iO from New York.
Emily F Whitney. A S Pendleton, sailed
ess told—
Gallant in youth and vigor; faithful as years from New Y ork Nov 30 Jor Slianghae.
Spoken Jan. 13, lat. 2-3 S, Ion. 20 \V.
unfold!
1
Emily Reed. D G Nichols, sailed from New
Name for a State whose glory is in her sons
York March 3 fur Zanzibar,
we give
Gov Ruhic. B. F. Coleord, at New York.
Thee to our Cause and History—worthy to
Henry B Hyde, T P Coleord, sailed from
strive aud live!
Honolulu Match 30 for New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
Miriam Lester.
York March 1 froui Manila.
Washington, I). C., November, 1*90.
M iry E Gushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
Accidents come with distressing frequ* n- from New Y urk Jan 14 fur Hong Kong.
May Hint. E D P Nichols. sailed from
“ii
the
farm.
cy
Cuts, bruises, stings, New
Y urk Nov 27 for Hiogu sp- ken Jan, 23
sprains. I)r. Thomas' Eclectric Oil relieves
lai
;
.3, ion 13 V
pain instantly. Never safe without it.
Puritan, A N B'anchard. sailed from San
Francisci.
N
2 n.r Hull
!
Death of Mark P.
R D Rice, Gai ver, saib-d fr- mi New York
| Feb. lo for San Francisco.
Reaper. O C Y< ung, cleared from PhiladelMark P.
Portland, Me., April (».
citizen P1 oa Dee !I fur ■sail Francisco; spoken Jan
Emery, an eminent and
of Portland, died at. 10 o'clock, this morn- j JO, lat 2li, lull 40 W
R U 1'ln
N
lie was b.u n, Eel). 10, 1S17; attended
ing.
Manila March 17 .cm H> mg K ng t
luad
the common schools of Buxton and Dor
fur r S
ham academy; came to Portland a poor j
Sachem, St w a
lie
boy and worked bis way to wealth.
Kong Febo for Singapore, New YoiKorBushas answered call,
o’er the field to
the end to fall
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You Must
Have Brea*;

I

j

without shoes

jy./but

not without bread

j

i

•>

\

f Poor bread is only a lilt'
heller than none. 11 von
is poor

Emery.

|

ii.

have the

vim

,

wi

Everyone who k?

ittr.

wealthy

>

was a director in the First National Bank,
director of tin* Maine .steamship Co., and
trustee of the Maine Savings Bank.
He
never held public cilice other than that of
alderman.

ton.

S D Garb ton, Amsbiiry, sa; •«! fruni Singj.T New Yurk; s ..ken Apr
apore Dir
2, iat 33 33 N Ion 7 1 32.
St Paul, 1’ YV Great, at New
Y'mk !.. r
■

Japan.

t
Nicholas, <’ F Carver, arrived al San
Franciscu Dec 17 Inon Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Citr11s,
New York N.iv 24 for Hung K
ng spoken
Dec 27, lat
N, Ian 20 W.
Tillie K Starhuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu Feb 13 for New York.
Win If Macy. Amsbury, sailed from New
York Nuv 14 tor Y'..kahama
Wm II Conner, J T Erskine, at New Y ak.
AY J Rot. ii. Sc wall C Lancaster, arrived
at San Framiscu Jan 20 from N» vv York,
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HARKS.

Alice Reed, Alansou Ford, arrived at
Barbadoes April b from Santos.
C 1* Dixou, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
Yor
Fel» 2b from Port Elia/.betb.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Feb

All DownbutOne

B-L
TOBACCO

It stands alone,
is the best on
earth, in quality
and flavor.
It
suits the people.
A standard of
excellence un-

equalled by any
other brand.
Waldo

ss.
March 3(>, A. 1>. 1898.
tin* undersigned, having heenduh appointed by the flonotahle (Jcorge E. Johnson,
Judge ol Piohate within ami for said County,
Commissioners to receive and dt ride upon the
claims of the cret. itors ol SETH E Mil.LIKEN,
late
Belfast, in said County, deceased, whose
estate has been lepresented insolvent, hereby give
public notice agreeably, to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months from and after
March 8, 1898, have been allowed to said creditors to present and prove their claims, and that we
will attend to the duty assigned us at the otlioe of
Joseph Williamson, High street, on May 2d ami
Sept. 8, 1898, at 10 of the clock in the forenoon
of each of said days.
3wl4
CALVIN HERVEY,
1 "'lrs'
THOS. IS. DlNSMOltE, (

\y\..
??

■ ITTLE

Tiver
j| PILLS

FOR
AT A BARGAIN.
The stock of tin and stove

SICK HEADACHE

ware,

iron

pipe and

pipe fittings, plumbers’and tinman’s tools at the
of Church and Franklin streets. Inquire
A. K. PIERCE;or

corner

of

Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

Belfast, March 22,
i

N. F. HOUSTON.
1898.—3wl2
NOTICE.

The subscriber
has been duly
estate of

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
Administrator of the
appointed

BRACE UP!

14 for Sail Francisco.

Ethel, Dodge, sailed from

Boston Feb In

for Buenos Ayres for orders.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dec 22 for Auckland N Z; spokeu
Jan bO, lat b N. Ion 2b W.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, cleared from
Philadelphia April b for Fall River.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard,sailed from
Apalachicola March 7 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani, McClure, arrived at New York
March 24 from Baltimore.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Boston March 14 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, cleared from New York March
29 for Havana.
Olive Thuriow. J <> Hayes, arrived at Boston March 28 from Trinidad, Cuba.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Newcastle
March 9 to load for Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Santos Feb 19 from Savanna)).
Rose lnuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Rio
Janeiro March 2 from New' York.
Serrano. R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Hong Kong Febb for Rajang.
St Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifrin, arrived at Rosario Feb. 25 from Buenos Ayres,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Port Elizabeth, C G H, March b for

SPRING AIR CALLS FOR A
GOOD SPRING rONIC
IAkL
1

!

They contain m mercury, but ar*pounded by us from harks, l».rools and i«*a\«-s of tfit.* Wiiocm'I \t

Full Pint Bottle 50 Ct
Try

a

bottle and

set

flic

health)

circulating.

POOR & SON,

At a Probate Court belli at Bel last, wivacation.
the County of Waldo.
A. D. 1898.

.'

certain instrument, purporting t
KWls A
will and testament of
TON, late of Belfast, in said » 11 nt>
deceased, having been presented for prOrdered, That notice he given t«* al' |
terested by causing a copy -'f thi> order
lisheil three weeks siieers.sn idy m tlie i.
Journal, printed at Belfast. that they n
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bed
and for said County, on tin* second I
April next, at ten of the clock bd"r
show cause, if any they have, why the
not be proved, approved and allowed.
tiE(). K. JOHNS! >N
A true copy. Attest
C 1.1 AS. i\ llA/.KLI INF hi

\

*•

Barbadoes.

8CHOONER8.

W R Gilkey, sailed from
Fernandiua April 2 foi New York
t
H
B
wison, arrived at Barbadoes
Gladys,
March b from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, arrived at
Boston March 2b from Darien, Ga.
John (.
Smith, Kneelatid, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, April 4 for Boston
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
Portland April 5 from Perth Amboy.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Jacksonville March 22 for New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Jacksonville March 28 from New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Rio Ja I
neiro Feb 2b for Baltimore.
R W Hopkins, Hiehhoru, sailed from Norfolk March 2b lor Si Jago.
Sallie l'On, W J1 West, at Pernambuco.
March 29 for Philadelphia.
Tufa, A S Wilson, sailed from New York
March i4 for Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, March28 from New London.

Georgia Gilkey,

1

Commissioners’ Notice.

CARTERS

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Ilcarty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

of
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Jippernunt

Go forth to strive and conquer—go forth to
do or (lie,
'Till on Fame’s scroll thou writest thy name
uiifadiugly !

four hours.”
“Yes, four long hours. There will be
no rehearsals; nobody else knows where
you are.”
Parepa laughed merrily at the idea,
and well she might.
At eleven that day
she had sung at one of our large New
York churches, and I had insisted upon
her going home with me. We were friends
man only grunted
monosyllablic rein Italy, and so she readily consented. great
and resumed bis reverie.
Then the
But by noon the sky was overcast and plies
barber decided to switch the conversation
Down came the snow, whitening
gray.
to the subject of Mr. Reed’s hirsute pestreets and roofs.
The wind swept icy |
culiarities.
breaths from the water as it came up i
“Yo’ baiuhs’ sut'nly thinnin’ out a
from the bay and rushed past the city \
heap, suh," said he.
spires and over tall buildings, whirl- :
“Urn-m,’ said Mr. Reed.
ing around us the snow in wild gusts, j
“Teenchy bit o’ tonic do it whole lot o’
We hurried home, aud sat close to the fire
good, suh."
for an afternoon’s enjoyment.
“Um -m. no.”
There was a sharp rap at the door, and
“Bin bald on de top o’ yo’ head long,
a note was thrust in.
It read:—
sub?”
My Dear Friend:—Can you come? AnMr. Keed did not remove bis gaze from
nie has goue. She said you would he sure
the door knob as he drawled:
to come to her fum rai.
She spoke of you to
“I came into the woild that way. Then
the last. She will be buried at four.
1 had an interval of comparative hirsute
dear!
I
must
said
“but
“Oh,
go,”
I,
you
but it was not enduring.
I
sit by the fire and rest. 1’ 11 be at home luxuriance,
have long since emerged from the grief of
in two hours.
And so, poor Annie has
the deprivation,
it no 1 «nger afflicts nu*.
gone!’
Do not permit it to weigh upon you.”
“Tell me about it, Myra,” said Parepa,
The black barber studied over this for
“for 1 am going with
y< u;” and, after 1 a while,
apparently without fully apprehad told her the story, she threw on her
its meaning, however.
heavy cloak, wound her long, white wool- hending
“Vo* haiuli’d look some bettuh, suh.
en
scarf about her throat, drew on her
ef yo’ kep’ it long in de back, laike,” he
gloves, and we set out together in the
said, after a few moments of silence.
wild Faster storm.
The lion. T. B. Reed removed his gaze
I'm- driving storm made us late, and we
from the door-knob, fastened it upon tl e
fourn! the haid-wor king friends sitting
ceiling, cleared his throat, and spoke
stitlly against he walls.
A min stei came, brought as a mere again.
“Let me assure you, my tonsorial
matter of formality by the undertaker.
said In*, “that the appearance of
Icier than the pitiless storm without, friend,”
as
l have been accustomed to
coldei than the grace, were his words. He my hair,
read a lew veises from the Dible, warned wearing it.is eminently .satisfactory to myand perhaps, 1 might also say, to ny
the bereaved mother “against, rebellion at self,
What little hair still adorns
the divine decree,” and made a brief constituents.
my head 1 have possessed for a long time.
prayer and was gone.
I know it well.
1 have been on familiar
The undertaker looked at the. great
terms w ith it for many years.
I have insinger and me, as if to saw “It’s time to
advertently mingled spruce gum ind
g°.”
tar
with
it
in
my years of exW ithout a word Parepa rose and walked chewing
treme youth.
I have often sun-dried it
to the head of the a flin.
She laid her
in order to present a proper uot-guilty apwhite scarf on an empty chair, threw her
at
home after surreptitious
cloak back from ner shoulders, where pearance
expeditions. I have have had
it fell in long,
soft black
lines from swimming
it pulled the
way by boys whom 1
her
noble
figure, like the drapery only learned wrong
to thrash afterward.
At
of mourning.
She laid her soft, fair
tlu* same period of my life 1 even endured
hand on the cold forehead, passed it
the ignominy of having it cut—in ascendtenderly over the wasted, delicate face, ing
tiers—by experimental maiden aunts.
looked down at the dead girl a moment,
The consequence of all this is that that bit
removed some Easter lilies 1 had brought,
of remaining hair and I are old, and, I
from the stained box to tlie thin fingers,
and with illumined eyes sang the glorious trust, inseparable friends. I indulge the
hair and the hair indulges me.
The hair
melody:—
indulges me by permitting me to wear it
Angels, ever bright and fair,
after my own conception of the way it
Take, oh, take her to thy care.
ought to be worn, and I indulge the hair
Her voice rose and fell in all its richby firmly declining to have it tiifled with
ness and power and
beauty. She looked by gentlemen of the scissors who possess
above the dingy room and the tired faces artistic ideas more bizarre than
my own.
of men and women, the hard hands and I fear I’ll
have to ask you to indulge us
the struggling hearts.
She threw back both—the hair and me.
Cut it the way 1
her head and sang till the choirs of Para- ordered
you to cut it.”
dise must have paused to listen to the
The black barber looked dazed.
When
Easter music of that day.
the great man had lumbered out of the
She passed her hands caressingly over
shop rolling like a man-o’-war bo’sun's
the girl’s soft, dark hair, aDd sang on,— mate on a
tliiee-day liberty ashore, the
and on:—
barber mumbled.
Take, oh, take her to thy care.
“Speakuh! Ah shoul’d say he all is a
The mother’s face grew rapt and white.
speakuh!”
Suddenly she threw my hand off and
knelt at Parepa’s feet, close to the woodFavorite Flowers of Royalty.
en trestles.
She locked her fingers together, tears and sobs breaking forth. She
Queen Victoria’s special flowers are
prayed aloud that God would bless the
angel singing for Annie, i led her back j lilies of the valley and violets, and her
intimate
friends knowing her favorite
to her seat as the
last grand notes of |
Parepa’s voice rose triumphant over all ! blossoms, send her these in profusion on
her
birthday, at Christmas and the New
earthly pain and sorrow.
Violets, the pet flowers of the late
I thought that no queen ever went to Year.
her grave with greater ceremony than this Emperor Frederick of Germany, have beyoung daughter of poverty and toil, com- come quite sacred in the eyes of his
widow The Duchess of York prefers lilies
mitted to the care of the angels.
That night thousands listened to Pa- of the valley and white roses—the roses
of
York—for her ow n wear. The Princess
repa’s matchless voice. Applause rose to |
the skies, and her own face was glorious- ; of Wales is the most ardent enthusiast
ly swept with emotion. I joined in the : for flowers among the royal family, and is
enthusiasm; but, above the glitter and never content unless her rooms are simply
As for the
the shimmering of jewels and dress, and one mass of scented blossoms.
j
the heavy odors of Easter flowers, the sea ! Prince of Wales, lie cannot endure to bo
of smiling faces, and the murmur of ! without his “button-hole.”
voices above; the sleet on the roof and :
the roar of the storm outside, J could hear ;
Parepa’8 voice singing up to heaven:
“Take, oh! take her to thy care!”

Literary

ALx. Senna

JRoeheUe. Sails
Anise Seed

were published in
[The following
Army and Navy Register Nov. 29, 1890 ]
Unto the waves we give thee, O grand

The lion.T. 15. Keed,speaker, reclined in
a hotel barber
shop eliaii the other afternoon, looking like an aproned Kuddlia far
plunged in contemplation of the limitations of the infinite, says the Washington
Post.
The disinclination of the Hon. T.
Keed to be discursive was not according
to the barber’s idea of things.
He attempted to draw the great man out. The

The story of “Margaret’s Misadventure,” by A. S. Van Westrum (Town
Topics, 208Fifth Ave., New Yoik), is one
that is bound to cause very general comIts account of the social campaign
ment.
of a cad, and its pictures of a young girl’s
first disenchantment, have the qualities of
interesting and pleasing the most differing tastes. A number of sharply drawn
character-sketches from society add to the
interest of the plot.

Signature

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Nahcotic.
Jrixrpr of Old DrSAIfil'ELPJrCHER
Piunpbn Seed'

lines

Nearly

Bears the

ness

Nov 18, 1890.

And

Always Bought

AVege table Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs andBowels of

Launching of the “Maine.”

Tom Reed and the Barber.
Reversed
I sual
Conditions and
Talked the Shaver t<> Death,

The Kind You Have

Hampden Corner, Me.

burning sensation of tender feet was allaved at
_|
by Comfort Powder,” says Miss N. M. Murrary, \ Olff 1 QIX
OWdC3l
of Bellevue, Pa. Its soothing and healing power-have
given it the name of the healing wonder.” It is the queen of nursery and toilet powders. 25c.

“Myra, this is perfect rest!” exclaimed
Parepa. “We shall be quite aloue for

For Infants and Childrpn

Like a faint sea on far-off shore,
With a low, muffled, ellin roar,
It speaks one language evermore;
One language, unconstrained and free,
The converse of the nswering sea,
The old rune of eternity.
Its fresh’ning music breatheth sooth
The uncorrupted dream of youth,
Restoreth love, unveileth truth
It speaketh that felicity
w Ilieh, being not, w«* deem
may be;
It centers hope in certainty.
So, stronger, from my green hill shrine
1 pass to cares and tasks of mine,
Ami, grateful, bless my healing pine.

“The

Offering.

a

Look thither whensoever I may.
From the dull routine of my way;
“I hold for thee the heavens in trust;
M.v priestly branches, toward thee thrust,
Absolve thy fret, assoil thy dust.”
Yet when I come, it heeds not me;
The sta s amid the branches see
But lonely man, and lonely tree,
And lonely earth, that holds in thrall
Her creatures; while Eve gathers all
To fold, within her shadowy wall.
In starry seuate doth arise
The lumined spirit of the skies,
Walking, with radiant ministries.
But sighing, from its kindred wood
Alar—a green-robed brotherhood—
The pine tree feeds my wonted mood.
For, with this spell around me thrown,
Dreamiug of social pleasures fh.wu,
I grieve, yet joy to he alone.
Yet in my lonely pine tree dwells,
When ’mid its breast the soft wind swells
A prophet of sweet oracles.

once

Easter

CISTM

!

Remote,

dispositions.

women

Ask Mrs. Plnkham’s Advice—A Woman Best understands a Woman’s Ills

Parepa Rosa’s

Pine.

minings.

cannot live happy
woman may be well and
happy if she will follow Mrs. Pinkham’s advice.
See what Mrs.
Craig says:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I have taken Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
think it is the best medicine for women
in the world. I was so weak and nervous that I
thought I could notlivefrom
one day to the next.
I had prolapsus
uteri and leucorrhoea, and thought that
I would die.
I had dragging
pains in ray back, burning sensation down to my feet, and so
many miserable feelings. People said that I looked like a dead
ftoctors tried to cure
woman,
I had given up
me. but failed.
when 1 heard of the Pinkham
medicine. I got a bottle. I did
not have much faith in it, but
thought T would try it, and it
made a new woman of me. I
wish I could get every lady in
the land to try it. for it did for
me what doctors could not do.”
—Mrs. Sat.i.ie Craig, Baker’s Landing, Pa.
That Lydia E. i’ink ha in's Vegetable Compound is a
safeguard of woman's health is clearly proven by the
thousands of letters constantly being received. Here
is one from Mrs. W. P. Valentine, 566 Perry Ave„ Camden, N. J.:
Dear Mrs. PinkhAm:—Before writing to you 1 felt very bad, had terrible
sick headaches, no appetite, gnawing pain in stomach, pain in my back and
right
side; was tired and nervous, and so weak I could scarcely stand. I was not
able to do anything, had sharp pains all through my body. Before I had taken
half a bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, I found myself improving. I continued its use until 1 had taken four bottles, and felt so well
that I did not need to take any more. X am like a new person.”

bickly all-worn-out
lives. Nearly every

Lonely

On a hill in the town of Corinth, Maine,
stands a single pine tree under which the
writer used to pass in his journeyings from
the Western to the Eastern villages. The
memory of it haunted his mind after he had
departed from the scene of his occasional

CARRIE L. OORIVAN, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
THOMAS W. VOSE.
immediately.
Bangor, March 8, 1808.—3wl3

The Journal and Tribune. It seems
necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract j
with that paper it can only be sent free to j
those

who

pay

their

subscription

to

and mailed in New
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/o cent* per bottle.
POOK A SON, HHI;.

H. H. LAMSON

The

Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first num-!
her is received. The Tribune is printed, I

published

si

York, and not

from this office.
HOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ills, Bll'
iousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

j

Licensed AnctioneP.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINS

TO LET.
The store in Johnson Block formerh
bv 11. H. Johnson & Co.

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.
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A Magical Life Saver is Dr.
Agnew’s
Cure for the Heart.
After years of pain and
agony with distressing heart disease, it gives
relief in thirty minutes.
Thos. Petrv, of
Aylmer, Que writes: “I had suffered for
five years with a severe form of heart disease.
I was unable to attend to business.
The
slightest exertion produced fatigue, Dr.
Aguew’s Cure for the heart gave me instant

Sceptics Turn Believers and are
Cured.— ‘When I read that Dr* Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder could relieve Catarrh in
10 minutes I was far from being convinced.
1 tried it—a single puff through the blower
afforded instant relief, stopped pain over
the eyes and cleansed the nasal passages.
To-day I am free from catarrh.” B. L. Eagan’s
(Easton, Pa.,) experience has been that of
thousands of others and may be yours.—10.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.

1,435 07
86 87

00

§3,062 74
584 61

report.

The Superintendent of schools after a
paragraph on school w'ork, the duties of
teachers and parents, truancy, etc., says:
The attendance averaged well with that
of former years, notwithstanding’ the very
unfavorable weather the last two weeks of

j

j

No
ever

man with any
knowledge of the law
mistakes the will for the deed.

A good wife leads a man heavenward,
but a bad one drives him elsewhere.
Adam had his childish experience with
little green apples after reaching manhood.
The wisdom of a woman who is vain of
her beauty is equal to that of a man who
is vain of his brains.
Some men are so miserly that
squeeze a silver dollar until the
cramps in the stomach.

quently
due

Had to Be. “Why do you use such old
in your drama?” “Well,the action of
the play is so swift that the audience
wouldn’t have time to catch on to new

jokes
:

jokes.” [Chicago Record.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

Bears the

^

Always Bought

Eruptions Cured for 35c
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum. Barber’s Itch,
all itching and burning skin diseases vanish
when Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is used.
It
relieves in a day aud cures quickly. No case
of Piles which an application will not comInformation Wanted. Johnny: “Do they
have elephants in Asia?” Papa: “Oh, yes!”
“Do they have circuses in Asia?” “No-o; I
think not.” “Well, what's the use of having elephants if they don’t have circuses?”

Belfast Savins Baal
AWT VI. MKKTl Ml of
ffHK
1 the above bmk will b he'.
»

room,

Proved Priceless.—Ruby coats ami cinflavor. Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are
household favorites. Impurities leave the
The blood
system. The nerves are toned.
is purified. The complexion is bright aud
ruddy. Headaches vanish and perfect health
follows their use. 40 doses 10 cents.—12
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.
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TO SAY is that on and after April 1,
18(>8. they will deliver FREE any thing
bought of them to any city or town in the State.

WISH

lodge.

It was voted to hold the next session on
the tits: Wednesday in April,
with
the lodge at Uoultou.
At 0 o'clock the convention adjourned.
A supper was served the delegates in tlie
banquet hall by the local lodge, and later
in the evening the delegates went by .special ears to Portland and attended the
meeting of the Portland lodge.
The appointments of District Deputies
include the following;
Dist. No
7—Vinalhaven, Rockland,
Milibridge, Cherrylield. Maehias, Rockand
Warren, A. A. Beaton, Rockport

!

rhey have this

largest line of

season the

"V*"

~k*x’

land, Deputy.

Dist. No. 8 -Belfast, North Searsport,
Monroe, Smith Newburgh and Searsport,
A. E. Verrill, Auburn, Deputy.
Dist. No. 11
Ellsworth, Bucksport,
West Brooksville, (bland. Dedham and
Brookliu, W. A. Bemiek, Bucksport,
Depute.
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Spanish Treachery and Perfidy.

drug

store.

The people of New Sweden iu this State
contributed 2(1 barrels of Hour, 2 of peas,
1 of pork, 1 of beans, a box of clothing
and cloth, a box of bams, and $70 in
money, for the destitute Cuban sufferers.
For a little village such as New Sweden
it is doing pretty well, in fact it has the
distinction of being the largest contribution according to the number of people of
any place in New England.
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47 Main St.

SPENCER & WILSON,

WORMS IN CHILDRENfor®!*

Hundreds of children have

worms,

but their parents doctor them

nearly everything else. 1'he best Worm Remedy made, and likewise®*
thi’best Remedy ibr all the complaints of children, m;
10
ms IVverisi:
in ", t’ostiveuoss. Indigestion, sour Stomach, ct«

TRUE’S

Pin Worm

FRED ATWOOD

,

Winterport,

Million Assets.

Representing Over Twenty

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (iLASS, TORNADO INSl RANCH.
tlTSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. Ht Security Bonds tor Cashier*. ContractReal estate bought and sold.
ors, Administrators and Trutsees. | Correspondence solicited.

THROW YOURTRUSSAWM

Newton $. Loro & Co.,
SAIL MAKERS.

ots,

We guarantee
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CURE FOR

The Canadian
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ELIXIR

Its eiHcaey iri such troubles -am! likew ise forjill smumeh ri.*u!•’t v ... adults
li.ib never been ecpialled.
11 lin*> been 11 house hold remedy for
Price .‘{5 eenl*..
W y.:
id > ear*.. Ptireh vegetable and harmless
Dni'-'uiM lor it.
i»|{..i, P. TRt'P. .V «<>., Hilmm. >1.

And Successors

7tf

[Puck.

namon

m u-

throat au<l great difficulty in breathing.
My wife tried old remedies, hut I got
out Dr. Hartman's book, entitled “The
Ills of Life." and following his directions for the treatment of croup, gave
the boy Pe-ru-n t. In half an hour lie
was sleeping.
The next m »rmng he
was well.
If I had taken the time to
have g no live miles for the nearest docbo.- probably would have died.
tor. t
All druggists sell Pe-ru-na. Dr. >. 1>.
Hartman will advise free all who write
to him at Columbus, Ohio.

Mipinie 1. alge for
two
A.
Wov moutli, Saeo;
years II.
Thalia R. Oakey, Auburn: Addie F. Foyo,
Springvale: F. A. Randall. Auburn.
The newly elected officers were then installed. by representatives of the supreme

—

fort in a few minutes. Try it. 35 cents.—
11.
Sold by A. A. Bowes & Co.

lif

TELEPHONE 4-3,

of

to

Signature of

Skin

L02llS«

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

able for croup. Mr. II. Tox of Janesville.
Mo., writes: “A few nights ago my hoy,
thirteen years old. awoke with sore

V

QUICK

Our little misfortunes would not amount
much were it not for the unnecessary
comments of our friends upon them.
[Chicago News.

■

p

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast. He.
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Anthracite and

Troup fre-
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The Kind You Have

Dealers it

known.

j

Diuretic

Giles: “I just heard that Hawkins referred to me as a perfect idiot.” Smiles: “Oh,
don’t mind what Hawkins says; lie always
does exaggerate more or less.” [Chicago
News.

100 50
90 00

55

1

Importers

of

croup are
too well

ico.

Representatives

d a 11-

rs

Sentinel—J. W. Jones. Gardiner.
Trustees—Lida Dearborn, P>iddeford:
Mrs. Auuie Brackett, Portland: Mrs.
Lydia J. Gilley, Biddefonl.
Representatives to Supieme Lodge for
one year—Josie G. Smith.
Biddeiord; J
W. Chadwick. Gardiner: C. E Sturdivant, i
W.
J.
Augusta;
Woodbury, Auburn.
Minnie F. llaley, Portland; Ellen E.
S

SEEDS and
CRDGE^f ES.

F.

ton.

be worth

relief, four bottles entirely cured me”—9.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.

12 92

on

interest.

Due for county tax.
Outstanding orders on interest_
Interest on same to March 1, 1897..
Outstanding bills not otherwise accounted for.
Resources

50 0<)

3.104
137
118
19

The story of the destruction of the bat- j
tleship Maine, when truthfully written, if
it ever is, will be recognized as one of tlie
j
blackest pieces of treachery and perfidy
ever known to modern times.
'There is
nurse.
room
for no doubt, whatever, hut that
The child was talking, talking, talking the Maine was blown up by a Spanish suband asking questions.
'‘Where shall we marine mine, planted by Spanish authorsee a bluebird, Elise?''
"Is that a blue- ities, and there is little doubt but the
bird?" But Elise failed to see a bluebird. button that sent the electric spark to ex- |
“Miss B. says that a bluebird sings plode this fearful instrument of death I
more sweetly than Mr. Adams
plays his and destruction was pressed by a Spanish !
llute.”
1 made up my mind as 1 went otlieer
in a Spanish
fort
right in ;
home that when the bluebirds came 1 sight of the ship destroyed.
'This
would take my neighbor's child to see act
was
in perfect accord with the
that Hash of sky across the field, and to atrocities of Spanish authorities in their
hear the bluebird's nlaiutive note.
dealings with Cubans for generations past
and no more heartless than their methods
ot
torture
Pointed Paragraphs.
employed upon political
prisoners and prisoners of >\ ar, or than
their systematic starvation of women and
The ostrich feathers the nest of its
children by thousands.
Nothing imagin- !
owner.
able in the way of treachery or cruelty is j
A serious tangle is often the result of a too base or too contemptible for them, j
The Maine disaster is ample cause for
matrionial knot.
declaration of war and would be so taken
j
It’s a pity that a man can’t dispose of and held
with most any nation of Europe,
his experience at cost.
!
Africa
or
South
No
other
America.
Asia,
The saloon in politics supplies the ma- nation than the United States would have
refrained from hostilities so long under
chine with ball-bearings.
such provocations.
[Somerset Reporter.
Indifference
sometimes wins where
manifest desire stands no show.
Itching piles? Never mind if physicians
A girl often discovers that the man after have failed to cure you. Try Doau’s Ointment.
No failure there. 50 cents, at any
her own heart doesn’t want it.

to you more than £ 100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during
sleep. Cures
o'd and young alike.
It arrests the trouble
at once, §1.
Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co.,

346 06

§

FEFD.

Pe-rn-na Cures Croup when
Caused by Catarrh.

05

OK

CRAIN,

Mothers,

3 12s

Emery,

.JOBBERS

the Terror of all

Croup

Total received.§4 127 53
Expenditures, including per capita tax,
salaries, printing aud mileage, $3,065.53.
The cash on hand April 4. 1808, is £1,062.
At noon Mr. G. J. Hezelton furnished
dinner at the Odd Fellows' banquet ball
for the delegates in attendance. There
was
a
large attendance at the morning session, among the number being
Judge L. P. Deming, the supreme warden.
At the afternoon session the election of
officers occurred and resulted iu the choice
of the following for the ensuing year:
Grand Warden—J. W. Chadwick, Gardiner.
Graud Vice Warden—W. A. Allen.
Portland.
Grand Secretary—A. E. Verrill, Auburn.
Grand Treasurer—R. W. Jackson, Portland.
Grand Chaplain—Mrs. Eliza F. Small,
Portland.
Graud Guide—C. V. llurtou, Foxcroft.
Grand Guardian—J. 1>. Gilbert, Lewis

The kindergarten system is not strong*
iu one department than in another.
A
chain that is weak in one part is not a
strong chain, no matter how strong the
rest is.
The occupations are not stronger
If we had the
than the other parts.
kindergarten spirit in all the schools of
the country, God only knows what the
future of the world would be.
It would
be a wonderful country were every man
and woman from the kindergarten. The
occupations. f*»r instance, bring out the
skill of the h inds.
What would you and
1 not give if we had the full skill of the
hands that is possible.
We can think,
talk—oh my. the women can talk—but
can we use cur hands in all the w ays
they
are capable of being used?
Wh o is more wonderful than the cunning -f the human hand! I see the little
kind rgarteu children going home on the
stre. ts of Ikingor. carrying the little clay
bird s uests they have made to their
mother.**, and I think I'd like to see what
kind of a bird’s nest she or the child's
father c<>aid make!
.1 haw seen the elnidreu modelling pussy-willows from the lirst oucs of spring.
1 remembei one boy who would stop
every few minutes and stroking the real
pus>y- willow on his face, would say.
‘Thai pussy-willow."
1 went out lifted
up ami elated. My moral tone was heightened by listening to the dear little ones
win* are taught to love everything. That
spn A i> all through the child gauleu. We
see the cunning of the hand later iu school
life.
And oh, the teacher who gets kinueigarten children is happy indeed.

Uncle Sam isn’t very lavish with his
medals of honor, but this makes their
value the greater.
Quite a number have
been awarded Maine men for gallant services in the war, and another has just
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28 | been added to the number. Col. W. (1.
Luly Bicyclist, hysterically: "Oh, Mr. Morrill of Pittsfield has just received
Officer, Mr. Officer, somebody has stolen my from the secretary of war a
bicycle!" Officer. "'.Vhat kind of a bicy- engraved gold medal for his beautifully
bravery at
cle was it?” Lady bicyclist:
“Why, it was
Station, Ya., Nov. T,
a
high-geared, hollow-axle, self-oiling, de- Itappahannnock
1803.
tachable tires, movable spoke-studs, double
ball-bearing, and—oh, yes, now I come to
think of it—my baby was attached to the
handle-bars.” [Tit-Bits.

May

miscellaneous bills, orders not

rightly discharge

on

8100.

63887

drawn.

Due

Filly lears.

Dr. R. DetcbonV Anti

11

the duties of
Our schools are now on a good
■'w and we owe it to ourselves,
and to humanity, to keep them
f practical progress.

of tea.’’

235 30

drawn.

rheum,

could she have picked
up so insignificant a man for a husband V”
"I haven’t any exact information, but iie
looks as if he might have gone with a
pound

56 00
9 00

pauper bills besides board at
Town Farm.
For miscellaneous bills, orders

salt

[Life.

"Where

school books and maps 1896’97.
For insane hospital bills.

"’H

scrofula,

cures

gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in
every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

205 50

l&Hi.
use of watering tubs.

to

are

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the

near

For

Fur
"•eii no

00

For

damage

win-

For Over

For support of schools.$
abatements.
town officers’bills.
State tax.
county tax...
building balance new road.
on

town

Evasion: “Ain’t 1 a little how-legged?”
asked the dubious young man?’’
“Bow
legged?’’ asked his tailor. “The ide*! Your
brave limbs, sir, are absolutely without a
parallel.” [Indianapolis Journal.

EXPENDITURES

For board of paupers

hanking

20

u

tate.$291,675

in

...

Distressing Ivnlney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by "Nkw Great South
American Cure.”
It. is a great surprise ou
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
iu male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately. If you want
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes anti Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iv28

5,077 80

Number of polls assessed, 288.
Kate of poll.1 50
of road tax.0052
of money tax.0125

ars

g u*> 1 p ic\ To eUlp.i V
se s.-i:
en Murage tl
•->.for
tilting

Relief In Six Hours.

e

Total amount to be raised_ >
Valuation of real and personal es-

;1

to

SIAN 8 SIBLEY CO,

Should Be Protected.

Insurance in force Dec. 31, 1897_$4,771,000
The report of the graud treasurer, R. \V.
Jackson of Portland, is as follows:
Cash ou hand April 6, 1897.$1,075 56
Received during the year. 3,051* 00

teachers.
There was one term < : Free High sehooi
Ami viui’d be surprised to know* how*
in town during the past year. Tim attenmuch more brain power your four-yeardance was quite iarg
imi we thick 11 .*t■
oid iias than you have,
lie calculates and
school fairly successful
The school labored
under the disadvantage of not having a j estimates with lightning like
rapidity.
And
then
the
louse large enough to a-, .onm -bate ai, of j
gratification of having crethe j* u pi i s. Tin* seh'1
ated
was divided, apart,
tiling of beauty rein lies him that he
of the pupils attending at the Haildaie
can accomplish thing.-*.
It gives him beschool and t!ie others at ti,-1 Carter .. lief iu himself, and shows him
that perainl was so orgauiz-d that each pupil purfection is reached only by symmetrical
sued the desired snnlios
In regard t
It is my delight to
school-houses I an: glad to report progress. and careful building.
foiiow these children along the street and
Iu Several of the s-dco;.rooms needed
listen
to
their
talk
as they* go home with
changes and repairs haw been made; but,
much more remains to be done. O tr school
their muses.
The other day two little I
rooms should not only be comfortable ami !
gills and a boy were going home when !
convenient, but attractive, a place where I of them
suddenly looked up and said, j
scholars will love rather than dread to go.
“See that window ! I is a circular win- |
The several schools an generally well supdow!" “No," saiil the other girl, “it’s
plied with books. It will be necessary,
however, to purchase a few text-books each an oval window!" The little boy looked!
There up and said: “It is elliptical," and sure
year iu order to maintain the supply
is a decided lack iu caring for tlie books on
enough it was.
What do you think of j
the part of pupils iu some districts. The
that? And the best of it was they had no ]
fact that the town furnishes tbe books seems
when the man spoke, the !
disputing—yes.
to relieve them from all responsibility, for
others
silence! They believed it. j
they know that when the books are past use You seekept
the child grasps the meaning lirst.
the town will provide others. Parents ami
scholars should both bear in mind that the The words are nothing.
books are purchased by money raised by
Excuse me for adding one more persontaxation, and that every book destroyed
means higher taxes.
al observation of Bangor kindergartens.
My neighbor’s little girl was on her way
home from the kindergarten with her
The evidence in the case proves Hood's

ing.”

Total..$ 2,379 00

REPORT.

been nine schools with three
with the exception of So. 4
nter term was held, or a total of
•■••ks schooling for each school,
the school work for the year is

844 00
400 00
300 00
400 00
100 00

35 00

Add State tax.
county tax.

Vc

Rector’s Wife: “And what has my dear
K>rl given up during Lent?” Dear Girl:
“Well, you sec, it was so hare for me to
make up my mind that I just gave up think-

300 00

Hall.

be.’..

Sanitary Lotioi

APPROPRIATIONS.

For support of schools.$

o

Itch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in ."() minutes by Woolford’s
This never fails. Sold by
A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

945 52

I LI. L.

poor.

*7.100 00
74 47
-usury Feb, 10. 1*97.. ..*
ear ending
Feb. 20,
8,12.1 15

-1

MON TV

25 00

perty.

o,

boils, humors and all eruptions.
Why he Looked. Hojack : “Why are you
consulting the dictionary ?" I thought you
knew how to spell.” Tomdik : “I do.
l am
not looking for information, but for corroboration.
f Tid-Bits.

..

Balance against, the town.8

work. W

Sarsaparilla

Town

75 00

otls.
••arse house.

•'

home talent. amt thus
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BABY’S LIFE

■
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rces.

winter term.

1897

j

00

00
91
00
4 00
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53 SS
424 7*

4,255 *4
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collector, 1897....
Webber, collector.
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supplies furnished
bagg.
■‘applies furnished
\
Douglas.
i-. supplies furuish-

Address. THE <*J 4 YPOL E SOAP DEPO T.
127 Duane Street, New York.

••

st:
—

lushed Hiram and
Sparrow.

|

by

••

1

Springs, for

Sold in All Colors

1

<.

47

unarter on tuwu
'. ls'.'S.
50 K)
l"r supplies to
1 LI o.erts. Hbunt.
10 OO
t* "vn 1 rders....
2.47u o:;
same.
101 72

i,

!
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n

j

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for
Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists.
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains. Underlinen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,
Cotton or Wool.

the

.-t

1:.

ANY COLOR.

'•

51 00
lo INI
215 19

m.
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OPERATION
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20, lSps.

■

2
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M2 DYES

!

7U0 00
:*»22 84

122 si
s.
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181*‘.

Iucrease during year 18i*7.
Decease during 1897.
Net gain during 1897.....
Number of members December. 31.

> er

1

j

for

N. E. Order of Protection.

Number of lodges December 31,’97.
Nmn -er of members December 31.

‘why?’ ‘why?’ •why?'
Well, that's just what the kindergarten

is

Lodge

The tenth annual session of the Grand
Lodge of Maine. New England Order of
Protection, met April 5th at Odd Fellows'
hall, Westbrook. The business session
began at 10.45. The reports of the officers
were read.
The report of the Grand
secretary, A. E. Yerrill of Auburn, for
the year ending December
31,1307, shows
as follows:
Number of iodges in good standing.
38
Number transferred in 1897.
3

«

Grocers and
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;

v»74 69
57 01
10 96

Grand

“talk**

make the child ask “why*?’’
one of us is to find
i out why we are here! The kindergarten
;ames teach him to live withhis neighbor.
They teach him what his human relations
| are iike.

f >r
Th-re is st
r| much
improvement m riiis direr-, -n Ti.--•luH-i
botrd
were
of
the
that
Hire.82 104 l:.
opinion
terms m a vear were better tiou. two terms
AS>KS**MENTS FOR 1*1*7.
in auv school where the terms u uid not 1>»*
For State Tax.424 7*
;
made altogether t•» > short
f t
>rdiug
277 18
Comity Tax.
arranged f *r three tern s.r-.v.. c
-.v-eks I
S: ho.-Is.
00
ami lie tlurd term
each,
w
h i
g as
50 ik*
Support id Poor.
means, which gave us niue weeks, making
Debts and cliarm-s.
150 00
a Total of twenty-five weeks for torRoads and bridges
soO iX) ;
1
•> m town
year. There were tweuty-li\ s< 1
250 cm» ;
Repairs 'ii S' hord houses..
during the y-ar. and twenty three of them
Text Books.
25 'Hi
were taught 1»\ teachers be: nging in town,
(L A R. Post,
rifs H. Marwho were iptiTe successful in t iieir s. ho.-.i
shal J
10 00

fund, Feb.

ut

ONE

..

;

-1
scln>"l

WASHES

j

a

i The mission of each

*■

1 .‘.'S'- -_s
1 >4 « H »
1671 47

•.,

09

10 00
3 50

Land sales.
Cash and orders on hand.
Rebate ou dog tax.
1'
in Be fast Nat
il B -.:ik.
State School Fund.

i

MAYPOLE
SOAP-

Overwork
on
highways
1896.
150 95
Posting warrants, services
as Auditor and Moderator.
5 00
The Selectmen further report that they
have settled with the Treasurer and his
accounts stand as follows:
Dr.
To balance in his bauds as follows:
Due ou Collection of J. R. Mears

••

11

699 40
989 09
70 32
150 01
33 70

No Trouble.

••

047 Oi'

'A

No Muss.

2 25
4 00

G.A.R.
Work on Cemetery.

for the year 1>:">.

Oxen,

"1

waives

85

from

In the kindergarten we do it all.
Many
j average busiuess men will tell you: “Why,
is
a nice place for
tht
kindergarten
yes,
: the chi’iren to go and romp all day and
And then when the
have a good time.
! child gets home at night he is a little
| more troublesome than lie was before be1 cause he bothers iiis mother by sayiug

MAYPOLE

8 00
3 47
3 00
3 85
1,446 75
16 00

School house No. 5.
Hall rent for school 1896 97.
death certiBirth and
ficates.
Town Reports.
Thomas H. Marshal! Post

47

182 52
69 88

113

41

Stationery.
Dog damage.
Repairs on road machine..

drawn orders for the

tve

C\

EXPENDITURES

505 19

in

STYLE

MORRILL.

$3,013 20
$ 8IW 02

ns

NEW

Total expenses.82.309 99

.$

i:.
: \

YEAR

officers* bills.$ 216 20
Miscellaneous bills.
0443
R«*al bills.
53904
bills.
06*2 61
Pauper
Abatements.
47 29
lute rest on the debt for one year_
180 42

1897.

\vn in

A Pleasure at Last

38 11

Town

lifV.

T

HOME DYEING

43

Kindergarten.

by Miss Mary S. Snow
of Bangor.
The kiodergarteu system equally trains
The public
; the head, heart and hand.
! schools tend to make the child believe
noblest
that the highest and
way to gtt a
j living is by his wits, lie is taught indiI rectly to despise the trades. The tendency is to dispense with the training of
leave bis heart to his
; the hand, and we
pastor and his home.

\ntes

220 95

RUNNING EXPENSES FOR THE PAST

r

The

180 42
104 17

lo Let.

Furnished for the summer or unfurnished for a
term of years, house of ten rooms with hath room
situated on Northport avenue. For particulars
inquire at 16 Miller street, before May 1st.
Uelfast, April 7, 1898.—14tf

Glass

I us.

(Near Corner

Co.

YORK, N. Y.

ASSKTS HECK M It Kit 31, 181*7.
Stocks and bonds owned by the company..
$3ir>,8f>0 oo
Cash in ofliee anti in hunk.
21,203 lo
Premiums in tine con: sc of collection
28,o«n* 3«.»

Aggregate.
LIAHILITIKS m:t KMUKH

31

$3<io,172 7'.'
181*7.

Reinsurance fund ami all other demands.
.$118,042 m
100,000 on
Capital actually paid up in cash..
147.130 78
Surplus beyond capital
James Puttee & Stm,

Agents, Belfast.

13

of

Fairfield

Street)

BOSTON,

MASS.
Hours. 12to*J. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1HSM5 -1 y*1 r*

*

The taxp ivera of fherliyol Belfast are
hereby
notified that all taxes for ISs»7 are now due and
immediate pa\menl is requested. I shall be in
my office iu Mein, rial building from 8 do to ] 1 d<>
a. m. daily, until f urther notice
M. C. HILL, l ux Collector.
Belfast, Feb, 17, 18by tfdo

Halldale.
Rev. J. Washburn left for
his home last Friday. He will preach here
Mrs. Geo. S. Saigeut arrived Saturday.
! again May 1st.J. E. Hall went to Boston,
Jessie Nickerson returned to Wellesley last Monday, to buy some dry goods. He
will visit friends in Lowell before returning.
Monday.
on busiMrs. D. S. Beals is in Boston for her spring -Ira Howard went to Pittsfield
ness last Monday... .Several from this vistock of millinery.
cinity attended the County Grange in Thorn
l>r. E. Hopkins visited his brother at Cardike last week-Leon Perry is stopping at
mel the past week.
J. E. Hall’s while he is away-There was
Clement & Adams have received a large a chopping bee at Fred Myrick’s last Saturstock ot spring wall papers.
day.
John Davis has gone to New York to go
Monroe.
Au old fashioned quilting and
first tflicer of bark C. P. Dixon.
bee took place at the residence of

SLARSPORT

LOCALS.

|

Sea, Hopkins, Dry Tortugas for Baltimore.
Rock Ian d, April 7. Sid, sell. Isaac Oberton, Trim, Norfolk.
South Gardiner, April 8. Ar, sell. James
A. Parsons, Hallowell, to load for New
York.
Providence, April 9. Sid, sell. Lyman M.
Law, Blake, Norfolk ; 11, ar, sell. Helen G.
Moseley, Holt, Baltimore.
Baltimore, April 11. Ar, sell. Isaiah Hart,

Royal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious,

Williams, Washington,

D. C.
April 11.

Sid, sell. Win.
Newport News,
E. Downes, Marshall, New Haven.
Washington, D. G April 9. Ar, sch. Daylight Nickerson, Kennebec; cld, sch. Isaiah
Hart, Williams, Baltimore.

Grand Clearance Sale
^ FURNITURE
ITT.

FOREIGN PORTS.

chopping

Montevideo, March 11. Sid, bark Annie
Lewis, Park, Rosario.
Tampico, April ‘2. Sid, sch. W. Wallace
Ward, Kelsey, Port Tampa.
St. Thomas, March 18. Ar. bark J. H.
Bowers, Maguue, Buenos Ayres (and sailed
22d for Boston.)
Buenos Ayres, April 7. Ar, bark Addie
Morrill, Boston.
Cienfuegos, April 9. Iu port, sch. D. H.
Rivers, Colcord, from Philadelphia.

B. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main M

April 7th. The ladies were invit- j
the quilting, and the men took their
Good wheeling through the village aud saws $ud axes. The ladies quilted and the
men sawed wood, and when supper time
the bicycle riders are out every day.
came the quilt was done and most of the
Absolutely Pure
Capt. aud Mrs C. C. McClure left for
wood was sawed and split. The supper was
WE HAVE
Baltimore by rail last Saturday moruing.
| A LOT OK KI\E
1 OAK SIDEBOARD for only
oue of Mrs. West’s best.
FINISHED
Fifty-three parBert Webber found a dory adrift one day
■<
• >
»
>>
1
t >ok and all said they had a nice time. The |
this week which he advertises in another
MARINE MISCELLANY.
<•
..
bee was not because Mr. West was unI
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
St. Thomas, March 22. Bark J II. Bowers,
column.
|
willing or unable to cut his own wood, as he |
and many others at reduced |.
prices ranging from $30 to $40. Yonr
Migune,from Buenos Ayres for Boston,which
choice of them lor only....
Capt. Philip Gilkey left Saturday to take is one of our best farmers, but just au act of
arrived here 18r.ii, put in to effect some re1 lot of BAMBOO
Transfers
in
Estate.
Real
EASELS, 37,.
command of ship Josephus, now loading at neighborly kindness. After the supper Mr.
pairs to rigging, &c. and sailed agaiu to-day.
A large lot of other
She has a cargo of 37. 500 dry hides.
goods
1 LADHS DRESSING TAB LI
New York.
West showed his farm stock to his guests,
Charters Schr. Clias E. Raymond, LeadThe following transfers in real estate were
in same proportion.
ed oak, with French be
See notice of corporators' meeting of the which consists of twelve horses led by his
beaters Island to New York, Paving blocks
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
of
$12.
stallion
and
head
Schr, Stephen Morgan, 317 tons, same
Erskine,
twenty-six
St arsport Savings Bank for May 14th, at 10
price $17.00, sell for $0.00
Deeds for the week ending April 13, 1898. p. t.
Selir. Lester A. Lewis, 237 tons,
horned cattle of the Durham breed. He also
o’clock a. m.
of 3 pieces, price $70, will close
2 OAK BOOK CASES, size 0 I x
A. Littlefield, Stockton Springs, to Sargeantville to New York. Paving blocks
Mary
has a line flock of sheep. Mr. West is proud
Coal freights:
Schr. Maud Briggs,
Margaret B. Sargent returned from New
Mariba Page, do.; land and buildings in $12.
with four adjustable shelvi
of his stock and well he might be, for these
Philadelphia to Bangor, $1 10. Schr. Win.
York and Boston Thursday with her spring
Stockton Spriugs. Abial W. Gay, Belfast, Slater, Philadelphia to Belfast, $1.
Bk.
$71.33
times around here most of the farmers de6 feet, 3 extra leaves, for
apiece.
stock of millinery.
Harriet S. Jackson, Philadelphia to Fall I
to Elizabeth Higgins, Morrill; land and
1 BLACK HAIRCLOTH PARI,
pend on selling their hay. But Mr. West
M. Fox, Pt. Liberty
\\ A Bullard and wife of Boston have
in Morrill.
Ann L Gay, Morrill, River, p. t. Schr. Emma
buildings
believes it pays him more dollars and cents
to Gloucester, t>0 cents.
Schr. Talofa, Baltiprice $38.00, sell for $23.0
to Elizabeth Higgins, land and buildings in
moved into town and are occupying the
more to Key West, $1.50 and discharged.
I
Also Many KxtraBargains ill Kxtensiou
to consume his hay on his farm.
Oue notieAlso 1 TAPESTRY PARLOR s
In oak or in mahogany for only
Morrill.
Eiutui M.
to
Wallin,
Belfast,
Sargent building on Main street.
able feature at the chopping bee was the
Tables from
Cyrus E. Tibbetts, do., land and buildings in
pieces, a very pretty sni
The remains of Capt. Andrew D. Colcord, erect form of Mrs West’s
BORN.
alHl
uncle, Mr. Sylva- Belfast. David H.
each.
to
Pierce,
Lincolnville,
who ditd m Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Satur- nus Nickerson of Swanville, who is 84
$10.30.
6.00
to
years
12.00.
J. P. Cilley, Rockland; land and buildings
Bradstreet. In Belfast, Apr. 2, to Mr. and
day and were interred in Elmwood ceme- of age and who could shame most of the
1 OAK HAT-TREE, price si7.11,
in Lincolnville, J. P. Cilley, Rockland, to Mrs. Robert E. Bradstreet, a daughter.
tery.
Cunningham. In Surrav, April 3, to Mr. and
hoys with a saw. The occasion was in honor Oliver E. Keen, do., land and
$14.00.
buildings in M rs. Martin Cunningham, a daughter.
Mrs. Jane Harrimau, who has been at the of Mrs. West’s 60th birthday, and all her
Carver. In Vinalliaven, April 1, to Mr. and
Lincolnville.
H.
Knowlton,
Bainbridge
FoAK
HAT-TREE, price SIP..
Mrs
Maine General Hospital, Portland, for med- friends when they departed wished her
C.C. Carver, a daughter.
Belfast, to Lewis Smith, do., land in BelGeary. In Yinalhav. n, April 5, to Mr. and
$13.00.
ical treatment returned home Tuesday very many happy returns of the day-Forest
™>y.<&i oe
f'"‘ ..
Mrs.
David
a
son.
fast. Walter H. Coombs, Belfast, to Chas. R.
Geary,
piece.
Grant. Iu Stoningtou March 30, to Mr. and
1 OAK 1IAT-TBEK, price $34..
much improved.
apiece.
Know iron nas gone to tsoston to enlist in
Coombs, do., land in Belfast. Hattie M. Mrs. C. S. Grant, a daughter.
It seems in the event of war that towns on the 1'. S. Navy... F. L. Palmer, Esq., has
$IS.37.
Mathews. In Brooks, April 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Moody, Searsport, to Win. F. Ellis, do., Walter
L. Mathews, a daughter.
the bay are to be left to defend themselves. announced that he will be a candidate for land and
4 large I'PIIOLSTERED ST 1
buildings in Searsport. Burchard
Pettingill. Blueliill, .March 29, to Mr. and
before
the
next
senator
Republican county Glidden et al., Chelsea, Mass., to C. R. Mrs. William Pettingill, a son.
We presume that next will come a call for
ROCKERS, in corduroy are;
Parker. In Belfast, Apr. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Heavy ticking, made in two parts, for
volunteers to assist in erecting fortifications convention to be lield in Belfast... .Ellen M. Bartlett, Appleton; land and buildings in John
Parker, a son.
only $0.73.
West lias gone to Farmington to visit her
Ringold.
In
at the eastern and western entrances of our
Gardi
to
er,
Rev.
and
6,
Apr.
Searsmont. Harriet E. Roger, Calusa, Cal.,
Mrs. A. T. Ringold, a daughter.
a piece, worth $5.00.
brother-Rev. John S. Blair of Boston to Elisha
beautiful bay.
J. Tower et al., Lincolnville; laud
will preach at the village church next Sunin Lincolnville. Town of Lincolnville, to
The lights on the western side of Sears
MARRIED.
standard time-Mr. to Florence N.
mm /%
at 2 and 7 p. m
lor only.
Island these pleasant evenings indicate that day,
Pitcher et als., do; laud aud
/ OCi a piece.
and Mrs. Walter Fairbanks have welcomed
Gatchell-Harriman. In Orland, Apr. 3, by
Commander Shaw has his pickets out on
worth 95 cents.
buildings in Lincolnville. W. S. Pendleton, Rev
Wilson Lermond, Fred I’. Gatchell and Miss
to their home a little daughter, born last
with
combination
Bureau
and
Mirror
watch for the noted Penobscot river salmon.
to
S. J. Dodge, do., laud in Isles- Hattie L. Har.iman, both of orland.
Islesboro,
ami Commode, price $45: will sell for
Mrs. Washington
Patterson is boro. Geo. M.
Moody-Ellis. In Searsport, March 15, by A. F.
He is high line in the first catch, having Sunday....
Warren, Waltham, Mass., und Matthews,
of a complication of diseases....
Esq., Walter S. Moody and Hattie M.
ill,
For out of town custom
quite
John A. Warren, Belfast, to Frank H. Ellis, both of Searsport.
taken one April 1st weighing 18 1-2 lbs,
John Nado lias been engaged to care for the
Mkrithkw Harru an. In Searsport, Apr. 7.
We will until further noth
which was already sold to arrive.
Mayo, Belfast, land aud buildings in Belby Rev. O. H. F^rnald, D. T> Geo. L. Merithew
town poor and run the town farm the ensuliver FREE OF CHAROE an
fast. T. P. Perkins, by Exr., Frankfort, to of Searsport and Etta May Harriman of Stockton.
The horse and carriage, stolen at Bangor
ele for which cash is paid at t
ing year-Joseph Palmer has gone to Bos- Lomie E.
San ford M crr ay. In Liberty, April 3. by
tops 16x16 inches, finished in Cherry,
ALSO ONE WITH
land
and
buildKiugsbury, do.;
for only.
last week and advertised extensively was ton to look for
Rev.
H.
W.
Mr.
P.
J.
Sanford
and
Abbott,
Miss
purchase |at any boat Jam
employmeut... .The Odd ings in Frankfort. Frank E.
C■
Bela
Sadie
piece.
Crowley,
Murray, both of Liberty.
found here abandoned Thursday.
Islesboro or at t'astine, or
Notice Fellows will observe the anniversary of the
Smith-Dyer.
In
March
Vinalliaven,
30,
Emery
to
Ellen
W.
fast,
Jones, do.; land and build- Smith ami Mrs. Susan M.
railroad station between
was sent to chief of police Gilman and the
KJPHlet one quick before they are all pone ^-#3
Dyer, both of Vinalorder April 20tli
Frank Nye is putting
ings in Belfast. D. B. Prilay, Dixmont, to haven.
and Waterville, or at Sear
owners started in relays to find their several
the goods in his store.
He will also do up- W.
Wotton-Lcdwig. In Friendship, March 26,
price $35, will sell for..
M. Prilay, do.; laud in Monroe. Mary
Stockton Springs, Liberty,
lost teams. The thie ves exchanged horses
Eugene F. Wot ton of Friendship and Lenora P.
Mrs. Cooper, who came here
holstering.
A LARGE STOCK OK
E. Eager, San Francisco, Cal., to Celia C. Ludwig of Waldoboro.
mont, Belmont, Morrill. Nor,
at Hampden, again at Winterport, and the from New York a
ft ALSO ONE LOT OF
year or more ago, has reand Lineolnville, or at any
Sliney, Newburyport, Mass., land and buildcarriage at Prospect. A representative of turned.
stopping place within 1:1 m
DIED
ings in Belfast. Herbert Littlefield, Monroe,
the owners came here Mon lay to receive
Belt as t.
to kelson Curtis, do.; land aud buildings in
NEWS.
NORTHPORT
the stolen property.
Barnes. In Rockville, Rockport, April 5,
Monroe.
Wm. L.
Remember this free ih
Have pot 6 Cameras cost
Ladd, Searsmont, to Harvey Barnes, aged 70 years, 21 davs.
very cheap.
complete with wool mattress, for
Lewis C. Wentworth died in North Andoin# from $1* to $30, which we shall
Sch. Kittie Laury will take a load of posts Llewellyn L. Cross, do.; la ad in Searsmont. H.Blodgett In St. Paid, Minn., April 11, diaries
era is for CASH trades on
close out at.....
art a
Blodgett, formerly of Morrill,aged 40 vears and
ver, Mass., last week of typhoid fever.
Mr.
0 months.
for Rockland the middle of the week.
d I v/ ■ a piece.
Wentworth was born in Searsport January
Bryant.
In Camden.
March 31,
Joseph
A man from East Belfast named Shaw
Yachts
and
Boats.
30
and
Bryant,
aged
was
the
years.
son
of
Abraham
3864,
P
15,
and
Bowden. In Orland. March 25, Jonathan
Lucinda C. Wentworth. He left, here at the will soon move his family on the Wright
F. H. Hoag is having his schooner, the Bowden, aged 78 years. 4 months, 2 days.
he lias leased for live years.
which
place,
Curtis.
Ill South Surry, April 4,' Linda M.
of
14
for
North
Andover and has
age
years
for we shall add new
as
as we can secure th.
Clara, calked, painted, etc., preparatory to Curtis, aged 11 years, 4 months.
resided in Fall River, Mass., Atkinson, N.
Mr. Arthur Hopkins has gi\en up the
Cook.
In
Ellsworth Falls, April 4, infant son
her at her moorings.
not
think
do
the
articles
herein
mentioned
putting
are
the
we h.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
John
Cook, aged 4 months.
H., and Lawrence, Mass., returning to Wright farm and will soon join sch. Star of
E\t<>n. In Deer Isle, March A\k Mrs. Martha S.
The Decrows have launched their sloop
in our
North Andover about two and one half the Sea, of which hia brother William is
and we
Will h
save you money.
you, but call when in w'ant of
Eaton, aged 08 years, 2 months, 20 days.
Daisy and are getting her ready for business.
Freemam. In Bensonhurst. New York, April 1.
years ago. He was a skilled machinist and
and full line of
captain.
few'
a
The Alice B. has been painted anti will he | Capt. Hilton R. Freeman, formerly of Rockland,
at
the
Works
at
the
time
employed
McKay
aged 51 years.
Capt. Alonzo Batchelder, of the sch. Helen, launched soon.
I (iuoss. In Stonington-. April 2, Geneva Gross,
of his death. He. belonged to Wauwinet
came into
the Cove Saturday bound for
I aged 1 year, 8 months, 3 day s
Nichols
Lodge and Lawrence Encampment, 1 O. O Stoningtou to load with stone. lie sailed
Thompson of Round Pond have | Gannon, in Belfast. April o, John Gannon,
F
four boats under construction: a sloop 40 aged 88 years, 10 months.
and was spoken very highly of by the
Higgins. In Orland, March 24. Miss Martha
j Sunday.
feet over all and Id 12 feet beam for Capl.
residents of North Andover.
aged 72 years.
j Higgins,
Hutchinson, in Stonington. March 27, Mrs.
Mr. '.V. H. Wl.itm-v
f Boston arrived Geo. W. Turner of Gloucester; a sloop 28 !
nthia K. Hutchinson, aged 44 vears, ll months.
Cy
COl M Y CORRESPONDENCE.
Saturday to get bis cottage in order fV»r the feet over all for J. W. Bretton of Boston; a ! 3 days.
ALL CASKETS and BURIAL (iOODS delivered
and FREE OF CM
Haul
Drowned olf Nantucket, Mass., March
coming of his family about the. -0:of May.
cat-rig, 28 feet, for W. W. Tibbetts of PemaW-ALi)
Israel .1 'Ut'S, our oldest inhabi3i. Capt. Henry A. Hall, master of schooner St.
12
within
miles.
Want
and a rowboat for Capt. N. B. |I
mAVe
Your
; He returned home Tuesday,
ipiid
Harbor,
and
his
Loth
of
Elmo,
wile,
Rockland, natives of
tant, has been quite poorly but appears to
aged each about 48 years.
i Preparations are being made for ■<: grand Church of New York.
They recently I Wiiuerport.
be gaining.T. H. Gilley and E. L. Harding
1 i.vMKK.v In Allegheny, Peuii., March .7, Eli J.
launched
a
25
which
is
for
AM
sloop
feet,
sale.
calls
attended to.
calls will beans
Liunekin, tonnerly of Appleton, aged 57 vears, u
May dance at I’uiou hall on Monday evenwere in Gastine last week_E L.
Harding
months. 20 davs.
so there is
of time to Fight, men are employed, and they have tw.. I
2d,
iug,
May
from
4d
plenty
Street.
.Mim
lion
bis
school
|
In
rooms,
last Monday in the Union
Cam en,
the vife of
my
began
planers, two circular saws, one baud saw No.tii Mon|;on. aged 4 years.April 1,
choose your escorts between now and then.
district, Belfast-R. E. Gurney will leave
"m op.n. In Boston. March 25th. Miss Althea
and a turning lathe, all run by steam.
If
war is declared it is
soon for Montana-Cows are scarce and
wondered how
McCohb, formerly ol Liucoiuvi lc. aged 7. vears.
•Mi m 11.
Ill Belmont. Apr. 10, Albert March,
The Boston Herald recently took edi- aged 30 years .and
higher than for several years past. Owing many will go from here. If one can judge
4 months.
to the high price of veal for the past three from the amount of patriotism that is tired
Ridlk\
In Prospect. April 8, Mary El za Ridtorial notice of the maliguaut attacks
of
Mr.
Alfred Ridley.
ley. daughter
years but lew ca ves have been raised. off at. the Corner grocery there will hardly
made upon it by a contemporary, but did I s.ui hi. In SearsjM rt, April 5, Jane Smith, aged
be
a soul left to do the spring
71
St vi EMKvr of the FinanuialCundition of the
cows
I
years.
and
beef
stock
Consequently
are
planting.
not name the paper, and the Boston JouiWiNsi.oyv. In Penobscot. Apri. I. Mrs. Marv
scarce.— Patrons of the Belfast
Creamery
Capt. C. E. Drink water of the sch. W. H. nal and Boston Traveller each took the j Jane Winslow, aged 72 years.
and
in this vicinity are well satisfied with the
:
Jewell, came into the wharf Saturday and criticism to itself.
--:
of Maryland, at the close of business Dec. 31, 1897.
I
The
Herald
has
eviweight, test, and price of their milk and will remain a few days,then probably go up
Belfast Price Current.
RESOURCES.
ream.
dently killed two birds with one stone.
river to load. The Jewell has just received
R> al estate' Fidelity building).$600,000 00
corrected weekly for the journal.
Baltimore City stock, 3 1-3 per cent.,
an expenditure of about $1,400 and is now
Prospect Ferry. Several
from
this
IV 28-1930-1940-1945.....
529,820 00
Prod nee Marke.
Price Paid Producer
SHIP NEWS.
considered one of the best bay coasters
Baltimore City stock 0 per cent., 1900..
49,440 00
place are attending the Perkins trial iu
Apples, P bu, 80 a 00 Hay, fc> ton,10 10^,12 00 New
York City Gold Export Dock
and the captain takes considerable
afloat,
lb,
dried,
c.
p
Hides,
ib,
fc*
this
week.
4.'a5|
Bangor
Bonds... 218,000 00
.Capt. Frauk E. Hard1
20■'al
Beans,
3o’
pea,
Lamb, |> tb,
PORT OF BELFAST.
7@9 State of Maryland Insane Asylum
in the fact that she is a good one and
ing armed, home from Fall River, Mass., pride
medium, 1 30 « 1 40 Land* Skins,
50a75
ARRIVED.
Bonds, 3 1-2 per cent loan.. 105,000 00
will take no back water from anyone this
tt>.
yel’wevse,l 45@l 70 Mutton,
4«5 State of
last Saturday-M rs. Anna C. Harrimau is
Georgia, 4 12 per cent, bonds,
16a 18 Oats, t> bu, 32 lb, 25 tt30
SELLS THE LATEST SRRIXO STYLES Ot
Apr. 7. Sch. Sophia A. Willey, Rolerson, Butter, p lb,
season.
1911-1912-1916.
139,750 00
on the sick list. She is attended by Dr. Towle
Beef, p It,.
Brooksville.
5@6 Potatoes.
7O(a.80 State of Tennessee, 3
percent bonds..
26,400 00
40o45
Hound
Barley, p bu,
4(ft4_l-2 Ci;v of
Hog,
of Bucksport-Mrs. Kate Perkins left for
A public hearing on the petition ef the
Apr. 9. Schs. Maynard Sumner, Dobbin, Cheese,
3
1-2
N.
Buffalo,
Y.,
percent.
11 Straw, $> ton, 0 00(a7 00
p lb,
bonds..
51,50 0 00
Lowell, Mass., last Thursday.The many New England Telephone and Telegraph Co. Boston; Fannie & Edith, Ryder, do.; W. C. Chicken, p lb,
10a 18
10^12 Turkey, fe> lb.
City of Westminister, Md., 4 1-2 per
Norcross, Small, Portland.
5o«75 Tallow.
1 1-2 a 3
CalfSkins,
friends of Mrs. Emma Luke wish to express was held before the board of selectmen at
cent.
Bonds.
25,000 00
14a. 16 Veal, V tb,
4pr. 10. Sch. Garland, Allen, Stonington ; Duck, p lb.
0^7
of Frederick, Md., 4 per cent.
their sympathy for her in the loss of her Elwell’s hall last Monday forenoon, to see if Game Cock, Crockett, Boston; Young Tell, Eggs, p doz,
10 Wool, unwashed,
20 City
Bonds
28,600 00
8a 10 Wood, hard. 3 50a5 00
Fowl,
lb,
husba^tt, who was killed at Lewiston on the the town would grant the privilege of erect- Phinney, Isle au Haut; Henry Whitney, Geese, pp lb,
-AT COST.
13al5 Wood, soft, 3 00a3 50 Citv of Petersburg, Ya., 5 per cent.
Welch,
Bangor.
Bonds.
26,500 00
train A^>ril 8th-Our new superintendent ing poles aud placing wires thereon through
Retail Price.
Pet ail Market.
Apr. 13. Schs. P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
City of Richmond, Ya., 4 per cent.
Bond-.
ofjschfiftte, Miss FlcrajHaley, was taking the every road iu town. The hearing was rather Vinalhaven; Laughing Waters, Sprague, Beef, corned, p lb, 7a8 Lime, bbl, 90 a 1 00
25,000 00
^ALSO STORE FOR SALE OR TO RE'
Liu as County, Ohio, Court House, 4
Butter salt, 141bbag, 18 Oat Meal,
4
lb,
scholars names last Friday. We wish her slimly attended but those present made it Swan’s Island.
cent. Bonds.
30,000 00
44
per
4
Corn,
bu,
lb,
p
Onions,
^
SAILED.
success in the coming year.
B.
Mr.
Baltimore
Traction
Co.
F.
A.
made
a
Bonds,
Cracked
44
(N.
a
11
quite interesting.
Corn, p bu,
Dickey
Oil,kerosene, gal, 10
THE ENTIRE BUSINESS FOR SALE. This is a ;rood oppon:
Division,) 1st 5’s—.
115,000 00
4 + Pollock,lb,
Apr. S. Sch. George B. Ferguson, Fer- Corn Meal, p bu,
4
Sandypoint. Mr. C. F. Snow was in Bangor vigorous plea in opposition to giving the com14 Pork,
7ia8 City & Suburban Railway Co. of Balti
Cheese, p lb,
ft.,
guson, Bangor.
for a person to buy a business established ;32 years, bavini; a ip uni in;
more
1st
5’s
00
Bonds,
54,240
last week on business_Miss E. L. Max- pany the use of every road in town when a less
1.12
bid,
Apr. 9 Sch. Sophia A. Willey, Rolerson, Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster,
Virginia Midland R. R. Co., 6 per cent.
5a!l Rye Meal,
3
Codfish, dry. p lb
lb
Islesboro.
tield left last Wednesday to teach the
Bonds.
00
47,420
8
a
t>
spring number would answer all purposes, and as
Cranberries, p qt,
Shorts,
ewt,
85^.90
April 12. Schs. Henry Whitney, Welch, Clover
term of school iu York, Me_Misses Alice all seemed inclined to think the company
5 l-2Ta<* Charlotte, Columbia & Augusta R. R.
Seed, p lb. 11 a \ 2 Sugar,
H».
New York; W. C. Norcross, Lowell, RockCo. Bonds
26,750 00;
Flour, p bbl, 5 75@6 25 Salt, T. !..
35
Richards and Etta Grant, attending the rather greedy in their request, a sort of com- port; Game Cock,
Petersburg R. R. Co., Class “B” 6 per
Crockett, Bucksport; H. G.Seed, bu, 1 75 a2 oo Sweet Potatoes,
cent. Bonds.
11.400 00
Normal School at Gastine, spent Saturday promise was made with the agent of the Garland, Allen, Stonington.
Wheat Meal,
Lard, p lb
3(ft3 1-2
Georgia Pacific R. R. Co., 6 per cent.
Apr. 13 Schs. Maynard Sumner, Dobbin,
and Sunday at home....Mr. Fisher from 1 company with the understanding that the j
Bonds..
12,980 00 1
New York; Maria Webster, Turner, Burnt
would
their
town
Raleigh & Gaston R. R. Co., 5 per
with
this Coat; Laughiug Waters,
grant
Bangor preached a sermon April 10 appropripetition
• • •
Sprague, Swan's
cent. Bonds.
30,000 00 CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
that
all
ate for the day. Beginning May 1st, he will exception,
rights revert to the town Island.
Wnmington, Weldon R. R. Co. 5 per
cent.
Bonds.
00
SURPLUS,
AMERICAN
58,000
PORTS.
$33,000
preach here each Sunday, and later will if not used in one year.
Probably it was
Agents Debit Balances, less commisNew York, April G. Ar, scb. Annie P.
move his family here for the summer....
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Writing Desks,
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